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PREFACE

The City and Borough of Juneau School District expressed
support of culturally relevant curriculum whe- it adopted
instruction BP 6000, which states...

I. The Curriculum BP 6010
A. General BP 6011
B. The curriculum of the various grade levels

will include instruction in Tlingit culture
as an integral part of the K-12 social
studies curriculum. -

(Adopted September 27, 1971)

The Title IV-A Juneau Indian Studies Program has provided
the students and teachers of the district with development
of curriculum and classroom instruction.

In May of 1982 the adoption of Board Resolution 12-81 pro-
vided the district with an "Indian Education Curriculum,
Tlingit Culture, Scope and Sequence for grades K-12."

Since that time, Indian Studies has worked toward refining
curriculum based on the adopted Scope and Sequence. Class-
rooms have experienced annual instruction from the Juneau
Indian Studies Program and curriculum has been constantly
revised through pilot testing and teacher evaluations.

In the past year the Juneau Indian Studies Program has
focused its effort in developing a Curriculum Guide for
teachers. This involved the formation of a committee
comprised of educators and members of the Native community.
The committee was broken into two components: A CONTENT .

committee which focused on the appropriateness and accuracy
of cultural information, and a FORMAT committee which
reviewed, supported or made recommendations to tit effec-
tiveness of the way information is presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The Juneau Indian Studies Elementary Guide is designed for
teacher use and is primarily based on the culture and
environment unf'ue to southeast Alaska.

Each grade level., Kindergarten through fifth grade begins
with an OVERVIEW of the units, including the Social Studies
emphasis based on the "Indian Education Curriculum, Tlingit
Culture, Scope and Sequence".

A SUMMARY of information on each unit follows, which provides
the teacher with the PURPOSE of the unit (why we're teaching
what we're teaching); and a day by day description of each
lesson plan, including KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS taught or rein-
forced.

Next come sequential lesson plans and handout:. The %andouts
include some very special graphics which enhanze the subject
and have proven very popular and effective with students in
strengthening the learning process.

Our units may best be described as experiential, since ALL
students have opportunity for SUCCESS through hands-on
activities that are both fun and educational.

Most importantly, the following units aide all students to
more fully UNDERSTAND, RESPECT and APPRECIATE cultural
differences and similarities.

Method of instruction incorporates clinical teaching
techniques. Juneau Indian Studies Program staff have parti-
cipated in related teacher inservice regarding clinical
teaching.

Many thanks to the Elementary teachers of the City and
Borough of Juneau School. District for the support, enthusiasm
and input which helped create this guide.
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"It is the policy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment opportunities and to provide
service and benefits to all students and employees without rega-1 to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or status
as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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( KINDERGARTEN

(

Al

At the Kindergarten level, two sequential units are designed

to develop a greater understanding by students of the south-

eastern environment.

Since the need for nourishment for survival is universal,

our first unit, Our Southeastern Environment, teaches students

about the resources available that have been, and are still

being, relied upon by the Tlingit people. Once a general under-

standing of food sources is taught, the learner is focused on

the primary "staff of life" of the Tlingit people, the salmon.

Students are exposed to the biological traits of the salmon, it's

life cycle, and most importantly, it's role in the life and

beliefs of our people.

In the following unit, Living In a Fish Camp, your student

will more closely experience the subsistence lifestyle. Through

a fish camp learning center, students develop an understanding of

the relationship of Tlingit people to each other and interaction

with nature. During the time cf the salmon migration the

harvesting of fish is a combination of hard work, learning and

celebration. It's a time when families come together, when elders

share knowledge and history, and when families develop and

strengthen bonds, while preparing food for the -.Tinter months.

These units will provide a base of knowledge in preparing

students for the First Grade experience.

Social Studies Emphasis: One's Self and One's Surroundings

10
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

KINDERGARTEN

Unit I: Our Southeast Environment

Purpose: Exploration of our environment in southeast Alaska
provides a common base for beginning a cultural
study for young children. We observe and identify
fabric creatures and discuss their habitat. We
narrow our focus to salmon, their life cycle, their
value as food, and our need to respect their entity
as a nation.

We make a pretend river with painted paper salmon
in the classroom, establishing an environment for a
fish camp learning center.

Day 1 - Southeast Animals

"Making a Southeast Animal Habitat Mural"

Knowledge:

Names of animals and their habitat in southeast
Alaska environment

Skills:

Drawing a southeast Alaska animal
Cutting
Coloring

Day 2 - Cloth Salmon

"Making an Inside-Outside Salmon"

Knowledge:

Names of external and internal parts of the
salmon

Skills:

Matching salmon parts with picture
Cutting
Coloring
Teaching family members

11
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Da), 3 - Real Salmon

"Cutting a Real Salmon"

Values:

Respect for salmon
Spirituality

Knowledge:

The Tlingit way of respecting salmon

Skills:

Observation
Recall

Day 4 - Salmon Spawning

"Making Eggs and Embryos for a Female Salmon"

Values:

Balance of nature

Knowledge:

Salmon cycle

Skills:

Estimating
Counting

Day 5 - River and Salmon

"Making a Salmon River in the Classroom"

Knowledge:

Changes in salmon color during cycle

Skills:

Cutting
Painting
Matching colors with posters

12



TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

KINDERGARTEN

Unit II: Living in a Fish Camp

Purpose: Through rote-play in a fish camp learning cuter,
people's basic needs are explored - the need for
shelter, food, clothing and coming together to
celebrate are experienced by the students. Listen-
ing to an ancient Tlingit legend in a darkened
classroom, around a pretend campfire, adds its own
magic to a beginning cultural study.

a
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Day 6 - Living in a Fish Camp

"Making a Fish Camp in the "lassroom"

Values:

Appreciation of subsistence

Knowledge:

People go to the river to catch salmon
Peoplt. construct shelters

Skills:

Taking turns
Identifying triangle shapes
Describing a camping experience
Predicting needs at fish camp

Day 7 - Tlingit Food

"Sampling Tlingi: Foods"

Values:

Appreciation of subsistence
knowledge of natural resources

Knowledge:

Tlingit people gather food to supplement salmon
from the river
Tlingit foods taste good

13
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Day 7 - continued

Skills:

Sampling new foods
Role-play
Identifying Tlingit foods
Polite ways to demonstrate taste likes and
dislikes

Day 8 - Tlingit Clothing

"Making Clothing for a Fish Came Child"

Values:

Appreciation of subsistence

Knowledge:

How animal hides become clothing

Skills:

Identify three kinds of animal skins
Role-play

Day 9 - Singing and Dancing

"Learnin3 a Tlingit Raven Song"

Values:

Respect for each other

Knowledge:

Tlingit people celebrate by singing and dancing

Skills:

Imitating a raven
Dancing to a drum beat
Role-play

14
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Day 10 - Salmon Legend

"Hearing a Tlingit Legend about Salmon"

Values:

Respect for salmon
Spirituality

Knowledge:

camping by a river
Hearing a Tlingit legend about salmon
Retelling a Tlingit legend

Skills:

Listening to a legend
Dramatizing a legend
Retelling a story
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 1 - Southeast Animals

Materials:

"Stuffed" animals (eagle, raven, duck or goose, bear, deer,
rabbit, seal, salmon, halibut, clam, killerwhale, gumboot,
toad, etc.)*
Habitat posters*
Drawing paper
Masking tape
Classr,:m crayons and scissors

Preparation:

Have "stuffed" creatures hidden in a container to be
brought out individually
Mount habitat posters

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

1

Students will demonstrate knowledge of animals in their
environment by being able to name three birds, three animals,
and three sea creatures that live in southeast Alaska.
Students will be able to draw one of these animals and tape
it in its proper habitat

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

In the upcoming days, we will explore the Tlingit Indians, their
culture, and their surroundings.

Ask the children, "Do you like surprises? Close your eyes until
I say open, then tell me what you see."

Activity (Input)

Uncover each creature in turn. Wait for the children to give the
animal's name. Ask for more information, such as:

Have you ever seen an animal like this?
Where does this animal makes its home?
What food does this animal eat?

Give the students more information to extend their knowledge. Let a
student hold the animal after it has been discussed.

16



Activity (Guided Practice)

Show the students the habitat posters picturing ocean, beach,
mountains, and forest. Ask the children to draw a picture of one
of the animals, cut it out, and tape it on the habitat poster,
providing a "home" for the animal. Children can put the "stuffed"
animals they are holding near their workspace to observe while
drawing. Provide suggestions of simple southeast Alaska animals
to any children who may have difficulty choosing an animal to
draw. Some may have time to make several animals.

Activity (Closure)

Let the children know you will be looking forward to seeing their
posters tomorrow when you return. Ask children for names of
animals they have drawn as they are taped on the posters.

Give the Tlingit name for each animal at this time.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Ee-a student will be able to draw at least one southeast animal,
name it, and place it in it's proper habitat. Give the classroom
teacher Tlingit name labels for each of the animals on the
posters. The labels can be put on the posters.

17
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 2 - Cloth Salmon

Materials:

Soft sculpture salmon*
Tape recorder
Salmon outside-inside handout
Salmon anatomy chart*
Cassette tape of rivers and seagull sounds*
Classroom scissors and crayons

Preparation:

Have the river-seagull tape ready for playing
Mount the salmon anatomy chart

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

+1111111

The student will be able to name fins, gills, gill cover, eye,
and mouth as external parts of the salmon
The student will be able to name five internal organs of the
salmon

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Begin playing the cassette tape. Ask the children what sounds they
are hearing and where these sounds could be heard. Talk about the
animals that may live in or near the river. Bring out the soft-
sculpture salmon. Tell the students the name and species of the
salmon.

Activity (Input)

Ask the children to help you say the names of the external parts of
the salmon (mouth, eyes, gill covers, fins, tail). Then, open the
salmon as it would be cut for cleaning and bring out all the
internal parts. Tell the name and function of each internal part,
gathering from the children the information they have to offer.
These parts are:

Heart: Looks like a valentine, pulsates to pump blood through
the fish's body, red color.

18
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Activity (Input) cont.

Liver: Also red color, high in vitamin content, some people
remove and fry to eat to replace a vitamin pill.

Eggs: They are really pink or orange in color, means this
is a female salmon, there are many eggs in two sacs,
theseWinbecome baby salmon if fertilized by male
milt.

Milt: Looks like milk, but is called milt, means this is a
male salmon, will make salmon eggs begin to grow
baby salmon.

Gall Bladder: "The little green sac with the sour green
juice" that we are careful not to cut when we
are cleaning salmon. If we cut it by mistake,
the sour green juice spills on our fish dnd
makes it taste bad. We have to trim off that
part and throw it away.

Air Sac: The air balloon that helps the salmon swim upright.
If the salmon is sick or dying, some of the air
coves out of the sac and the fish can no longer
swim upright, but floats on its side.

Stomach: Show the pathway a small fish (food) would make
from food tube, stomach, where it turns to mush,
goes into the large intestine and then small
intestine to small opening in front of ventral fin.
This is a good time to also mention what happens
to waste and the balance of the ocean environment.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Ask children to repeat the names of the external and internal parts
as you point to them on the anatomy chart. Point out the colors of
each part again. Ask the children if they would like to be teachers
for their family. They could teach a parent about the gall bladder.
"Here is a picture of a salmon and here are the salmon's inside
parts. Can you color with your crayons the parts of the salmon to
show your family? Cut out the inside parts and paste them on the
salmon."

Activity (Closure)

Put the letters SALMON on the board for those students who like to
make letters to copy on their picture. Move among the students to
check for understanding, using the cloth salmon to review colon;
and names of internal parts.

Activity .(Independent Practice)

Tell the children you will ask them tomorrow if they were able to
teach something new about salmon to their families. Encourage
each child to take the salmon picture home to share with the family.

19





Unit:

Lessen:

Materials:

Alt

Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Our Southeast Environment

Day 3 - Real Salmon

A real salmon from the freezer
Cutting knife, board, plastic bag cover, towel
Soft sculpture salmon*
Salmon anatomy chart*

Preparation:

Take a real salmon from the freezer the night before this lesson
to be sure it is thawed. Put a towel on a cutting board to
absorb any extra fluids, place the salmon on top and cover with
plastic.

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will be able to observe a salmon carefully as a
part of a group
The student will be able to name five parts of a salmon
The student will be able to describe the Tlingit way of
thinking that a salmon has a spirit that we must respect

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask the children to tell the group if they were able to be teachers
about salmon for their families? Let them share their responses.
Help seat children for good viewing. Let the children know that
you have brought a real salmon to look at today..."but before we
look at this salmon, here are some things you will need to know."

Activity (Input)

"Tlingit people believe this salmon has a spirit that we must
respect." When this salmon was swimmirg in the water, Grandpa put
his net out to catch this fish for our food. He talked to the
salmon as it came close to his net. He said, "Salmon swimmer, come
swim into my net, so that I can catch you for my family's food."
Some salmon swam right up to his net, and swoosh, jumped right over
his net to continue on their way up the river to lay their eggs
and fertilize their eggs. Some salmon came right up to his net and

22
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Activity (Input) cont.

swam right under to continue on their way up the river. Some
salmon even swam around the end of his net. These are the salmon
that didn't want to be caught, Grandpa believes. But some salmon
came right up to his net and swam right into his net? Grandpa
believes '7.hese salmon wanted to be caught to become our food.

He took !..ne salmon carefully out of his net and talked again to
the salmon, telling it in his language, (the Tlingit language)
"Goonulcheese, xat." Thank you, salmon, for becoming our food.
And he believes that if we say bad things to the salmon, they will
go away to another place where people respect them.

This is a good time to talk about children's knowledge of respect
for family s pets, like dogs and cats. Children know what
reaction is given by a pet if we say harsh words or hurt them.
Some children may want to share this knowledge with the group.

Then let them know the Tlingit way of thinking about fish is the
same knowledge - that fish can sense whether we respect them by
the way we talk and act.

"Before we take the cover off this salmon, will you agree to
respect this salmon with me? We will tell the salmon how beauti-
ful it is and how we will enjoy it for our food. But we can't
say Yuk! It stinks! I hate fish! It tastes awful! or the
spirit of the salmon will leave and go to another place where
people will show their respect."

Activity (Guided Practice)

When all have agreed to show their respect (or if a student needs
to return to their table or seat) remove the cover from the
salmon. Review all the outside parts asking for children's
rsponses as you pause, pointing to each part.

Then find the small opening in front of the ventral fin where we
can begin opening the salmon to look inside.

Continue reviewing each of the internal organs/name, function and
color, drawing on knowledge of the students.

Activity (Closure)

When all parts have been identified, tell the children,
"Goonulcheese", thank you for being able to respect the spirit of
the salmon, and cover the fish again.

Activity (Inde9endent Practice)

Leave the cioth salmon with the students to explore and play with.

23
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 4 - Salmo,, Spawning

Materiotis:

Salmon spawning film (Salmon-Catch to Can) and projector
Large paper female salmon*
Salmon embryos
Orange tissue paper circles
Classroom crayons and paste
Masking tape
Salmon (book by Atsushi Sakurai of photographs of the
salmon cycle)*

Preparation:

You may want to pre-cut the tissue paper circles because
of their tendency to tear easily. (Two for each embryo).
Mount the large paper salmon

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

I

The students will increase their knowledge of salmon spawning
by watching a film showing female and male behavior while
spawnint
The students will demonstrate their kn.wledge of salmon
spawning by making salmon embryos in tissue paper eggs to put
in the river" near a female salmon

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Review with the students the terms male and female salmon, and
how we know a salmon is male or female. Introduce the film by ask-
ing the children to watch for real salmon laying eggs and fertiliz-
ing eggs in the river.

Activity (Input)

Begin the film, with the sound turned down to be inaudible. Ask
the children to tell you when they see salmon coming into the river
from the ocean. Let children talk about what they are seeing,

24



Activity (Input) cont.

pointing out important information, such as the female scooping
out a depression for a nest, baby salmon growing inside the eggs
during the winter months and hatching in the spring, parent
salmon dying after spawning, etc.

When the film is finished, invite the students to make salmon
eggs with embryos for a large female salmon in the river. Point
out the eye snd the food sac on the embryo. Show the children
pictures of salmon eggs hatching i. the book, Salmon, by
Atsushi Sakurai. Then demonstrate how to glue a tissue paper
salmon egg on the front and back of a salmon embryo. Tell the
children they can then tape their salmon egg under the large
paper salmon mounted on the wall.

Activity (Guided Practice)

A female salmon has many eggs. Do you think we can make eggs for
our female salmon's nest? Move among the children to make sure
their understanding is correct.

Activity_ (Closure)

"Do you think we have made enough salmon eggs for our female
salmon? Do we need more?" Invite those who are interested to
make more salmon embryos in eggs. (There could never be enough!)

Activity (Independent Practice)

Continue working with those children who are making more salmon
eggs. Can you guess how many we've made? Should we make more?
Help the students mount their salmon embryos inside the salmon's
body or in some paper "river rocks" below the salmon.

25
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 5 - River and Salmon

Materials:

Cloth silver salmon and cloth red sockeye salmon*
Stvdy print of species of salmon*
Salmon tagboard patterns
Tagboard
Masking tape
Water paints, paint brushes and water containers
Classroom pencils and scissors
Cardboard stands for salmon
Blue paper from school roll for river

Preparation:

Cut tagboard to proper size to accommodate salmon pattern
Cut salmon stands from cardboard boxes
Tear off a 6' to 8' length of blue paper from school
paper roll

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will be able to describe the color change that
takes place when some species of salmon move from the salt-
water of the ocean to the fresh water of the river
The student will demonstrate this knowledge by making a
salmon for the river

Introduction (Set /Purpose)

i

Holding up both salmon, ask for a volunteer to describe the
differences in colo.. Explain that these are both sockeye salmon,
one which is in the salt water (silver) and one which is in the
fresh water of the river (red and green). Showing the students
the study print of species of salmon, point out other species of
salmon that change nclur as they enter the river. Point out those
species of salmon that do not change color. Tell the students we
will make a river in our criisroom and fill it wi,:h salmon.

Activity (Input)

Demonstrate how to make a salmon by drawing around a salmon
pattern on tagboard, removing the pattern and cutting out the



Activity (Input) cont.

shape. Mention that this paper is TOUGH paper to make a TOUGH
salmon that will be a strong swimmer in the river. Give
suggestions for blowing on and shaking tired hands as you cut
this strong salmon.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Ask children to go to their working spaces. Provide tagboard
and a salmon pattern for each student. It may help to put a
small roll of masking tape on the back of the salmon pattern to
keep it from "wig ling ". Watch to see i2 the children have under-
stood the directions, encourage and help those who have trouble
cutting.

Have paint boxes and cups of water ready for children to begin
painting their salmon. Remind students to paint their salmon on
both sides because it will swim upright in the river.

Each child can put his salmon in the river on a cardboard stand.
Those who finish early can make river rocks on the blue paper with
crayons.

Activity (Independent Practice)

As the children use. the fish camp, they will role-play with the
salmon, using the knowledge gained in this lesson.

28
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Kindergarten - Day 5
River and Salmon (page 2 of 2)
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 6 - Fish Camp

Materials:

2 white single sheets sewn together*
2-Six foot 2x4's with holes drilled at each end and in the
center to fit diameter of poles*
Fish camp props such as pretend clay blueberries, clam
shells, baskets, animal skins, dolls, utensils, etc.*
6 rubber bands to fasten tent poles*
7-Six foot poles*

Preparation:

Drill holes in 2x4's for poles
Sew 2 single white sheets together, end to end
Sign-up poster with class names listed

* Contact Juneau Indian Studies Program or these materials

Objectives:

The students will describe a camping experience when they
left their home to live outdoors in a small shelter
The students will construct a small shelter near our "river"
The students will pretend to "live" in a tent at a fish
camp

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask the children if they have ever left their "big house" to live
in a "little house" outdoors? What did your "little house" look
like? How did you stay warm? Where did you sleep? Did you hear
any strange sounds at night? Tell the children that whenever
salmon come into the river, people leave their "big houses" and go
to live in "little houses" while they catch fish in the river.
Let the students know we will make a "little house" or a tent next
to our river today, and that we can "live" in our tent while we
are fishing in the river.

Activity (Input)

Arrange seating on the floor for the children to participate in
and observe the tent construction. Fasten two poles together with
a rubber band at the top to form a triangle. Ask the students to
identify the shape they see.
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Activity (Input\ cont.

Put the ends of the poles in the holes in the 2x4's. Repeat this
with two more sets of poles. Fasten a ridge pole across the tops
of the three triangles with rubber bands. Talk with the
children about what is needed to make a shelter from the rain,
then add the tent cover. Establish sharing rules for uo more
than three children in the fish camp at one time. Ask children
to check with the teacher for times fish camp can be used.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

The first three students can begin their time in the fish camp.
Children will begin their role-play immediately, but scme
suggestions can be made:

The babies will need to be fed. What can we feed them?
How can we catch some fish in the river for food?
How can we cook our food?
Where will we sleep?
How will we stay warm?

Activity (Independent Practice)

The students will continue to role-play in the fish camp through-
out the week.
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 7 - Tlingit Food

Materials:

Real Tlingit foods: canned baby clams
smoked salmon*
dried seaweed*
frozen blueberries

Pretend Tltrigit foods: clam shells*
paper dry fish*
paper curl seaweed*
clay blueberries*

Small paper plates
Handout of Tlingit foods
Classroom crayons

Preparation:

Purchase food items needed
Gather or make pretend food items

* Contact the Indian Studies Office for local food sources and
pretend food.

1111111E, 110/
Objectives:

Children will sample real Tlingit foods of salmon, seaweed,
blueberries and clams
Children will role-play in the fish camp with pretend
Tlingit foods
Children will identify four kinds of Tlingit food on a hand-
out sheet (clams, dried salmon, seaweed and blueberries)

Introduction (Set/Purpose and Input)

Ask, "What kinds of food could we find near our fish camp to eat
without having to go to the grocery store?" Include the four
kinds of food we will sample today in the listing made by the
children.

Activity (Guided Practice)

When children are seated at tables, begin passing out the four
varieties of Tlingit foods, giving information and asking for
children's participation in sharing their knowledge about these
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Activity (Guided Practice) cont.

foods:

Dried or smoked salmon: Does your family make smoked salmon?
Have you ever seen a smokehouse?

Blueberries: Do you pick blueberries with your family?
What happens to your tongue and fingers when
you pick blueberries?

Seaweed: This plant grows in salt water, so it tastes very
salty. Sometimes we fry it to make it taste like
popcorn. It has lots of vitamins and iodine to
keep us healthy.

Clams: On some beaches we are warned not to dig clams.
Some families dig clams and cockles but only during
the fall and winter months. Baby clams from the
grocery store taste like clams from the beach. They
look strange but they taste good!

Activity (Closure)

When children are passed food samples to try, remind them of good
ways to accept new foods..."Yes, thank you." "No, thank you."
Explain that this will not hurt the feelings of the person who is
sharing the food. Children can sample. Tlingit foods and visit with
each other while they are sampling. Ask children what their
favorite food is. Ask about which food is new for them.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Pass out the Tlingit food handout. Children can color the four
sample foods and share the paper (and their experience) with their
family. Put the pretend Tlingit foods in the fish camp for role-
playing.
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Dear Parents,

=1. two tab

Today we sampled several kinds of Tlingit food. We

are learning about how TV,ngit people gather and prepare
food from our local resources.

We ate blueberries, dried sockeye salmon Ind red
ribbon seaweed. We also tasted canned clams from the
grocery store.

We are learning that these foods help us stay healthy.
Here are some interesting nutritional notes on the foods
we sampled.

A good source of:
Blueberries vitamin A, vitamin C

Dried sockeye salmon calcium, vitamin A, niacin

Clams calcium, iron

Red rinon seaweed calcium, iodine
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

I
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Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 8 - Tlingit Clothing

Materials:

Real Tlingit children's clothing*
Tlingit fish camp handout (11"x17") for each student*
Tlingit doll clothing in library card pocket*
Spray mount adhesive
Animal skins and furs*

Preparation:

Gather materials listed above

* Available from the Indian Stuaies Office

Objectives:

The student will recognize that deer hide, seal skin and
animal furs were used in Tlingit clothing
The student will role-play with Tlingit traditional
children's clothing

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask the students to look at the photographs of traditional Tlingit
clothing.

Activity (Input)

Talk about how clothing could be made from animal skins and furs,
using samples to feel and look at. Help children notice colors,
texture and warmth.

Activity (Guided Practice)

"Dress up" a child, using sealskin boots and deerhide dress. Leave
this clothing in t1 .l. fish camp for others to try on.

Hand out the fish camp picture with the ilbrary card pocket and
clothing. Show the children how the clothing can be put on the
.doll and removed again, and how the doll can be moved to the
child's favorite place to be in fish camp.
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0 Activity (Closure)

Children will color the clothing, fish camp and doll to use in
role-play of favorite places in the fish camp.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Children will take fish camp handout home to continue play.
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Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 9 - Singing and rancing

Materials:

Drum and beater*
Resource person to te4ch the Raven Courtship Song
Cloth fish*
Dance tunics*

Preparation:

Invite a resource person to .each the Raven Courtship Song

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will imitate the actions of a raven and an eagle
The student will role-play a singer/dancer

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask the children how a raven walks, what he likes to eat, and what
his voice sounds like. Ask for a volunteer to walk like a raven.
Introduce the resource person who will teach the song.

Activity (Input)

Assist the resource person in helping to teach the Raven Courtship
Song.

Activity (Guided Practicc)

Assist the resource person in helping to organize the class fir
dancing.

Activity (Closure)

Repeat the song again, having the children dress in dance

Activity (Independent Practice)

Leave a cassette tape of the song for the listening center.



Kindergarten Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 10 - Salmon Boy Legend

Materials:

Foam rubber "rocks"*
Red or orange paper
Blocks or small pieces of firewood
Small flashlight
Cloth salmon*
Boy doll with a metal necklace*

Preparation:

Learn the Salmon Boy Legend as told in Kahtahah, by Frances Paul

Value:

Respect for all things. Food cannot be wasted.

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Children will listen to a traditional Tlingit legend
Children will be able to illustrate a part of the legend or
act out a part of the legend

A34
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Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Seat the children on the floor in a circle. Bring t.le foam rubber
rocks out of their container. Begin to put them in a circle, ask-
ing the children what shape you are making and what it may be for.
This is a good time to talk about campfire safety. Add the
colored paper and firewood to the fire circle. Insert the flash-
light. Turn out the classroom lights.

Activity (Input)

"Let's pretend we are outside by our fish camp tent, that the stars
are in the sky and it's dark outside. Can you see some stars?
Point to the big dipper if you can see it. On a night like this,
if we were at fish camp, and Grandpa was here, we would sit around
the fire like we are now and Grandpa would tell us a story...a
story about a little boy who liked to catch seagulls."

Tell the Salmon Legend, using the boy doll with the necklace and
the cloth salmon to help drametize the story. When the story is
ended, turn on the classroom lights.

48
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Activity (Closure)

Provide drawing paper for children to illustrate the legend.
Children can be seated at their working spaces. Use the dolt
and the cloth salmon to review parts of the story. Ask
children to make a picture of one part of the legend, or while
aLill seated in the campfire circle, review parts of the story
and ask children to act out some parts of the legend.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Thank the children for being good listeners. Encourage students
to share this story with their families.
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Salmon Boy Legend

awyears ago, when Raven was still building the
world, there was a large village. There, the young boys
played in and out of the nearby salmon stream, often snaring
sea gulls, one of their favorite games."

"One day, the chief's son was very hungry after an
unsuccessful chase for sea gulls. He yelled to his mother,
'I'm hungry. Give me something to eat,' and she gave him the
bony shoulder 1.:4,_cze of dried salmon. When the boy saw what his
mother had given him, he asked scornfully, 'Why do you always
give me the bony shoulder piece that nobody ever wants?' and
flung it. away."

"Just then the boys called to him: 'A sea gull is in your
snare. A sea gull is in your snare!' His hunger forgotten,
the chief's son rushed into the water to retrieve the snare and
line, which the sea gull was pulling into deeper water. Farther
and farther the sea gull pulled it, just beyond the boy's reach
until the boy disappeared. He had been pulled under the water."

"In the water, on either side of him, appeared to be an
army of men, all facing silently in one direction. Their huge
eyes stared at him unblinkingly, and when they began to march,
he went along with them."

"Time passed, but none of the people took any food although
their mouths were constantly moving as if eating. 'But why
can't I eat?' he thought, and looking down, saw what he thought
were fish eggs. He wondered why they were not eating the eggs.
'We eat them at home. Why not here? I'll try to eat some when
they are not looking,' he thought, and he scooped up a handful."

"They kept on marching, and when he thought nobody was
looking, he slid some of the eggs into his mouth. Just then the
salmon people yelled, 'Shunyuxklax has eaten our dung!
Shunyuxklax has eaten our dung!' The chief's son W8'1 mortified,
and thus he learne that a person must always speak respectfully
about food and not insult it as he had done with the bony
shoulder piece of the dried salmon. The salmon people gave him
his Tlingit name, Shunyuxklax, which refers to that piece of
salmon, and is a name you must remember, otherwise your old
people will think that you are not educated."

RO-Firifiegi Inn 46. book. by %ANS hirkay F6A
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"Shunyuxklax adjusted to life with the salmon people and
had forgotten his human form until four years later when he
became aware of a great movement in the salmon tribe. They
began moving away, each one wanting to go to the stream of its
birth. Thousands of them started onward, and as they journeyed,
one or more would leap out of the water. When he asked why they
did that, he was told that they were scouts."

"On the way they met an even greater number of smaller
fish, which were silvery in color. They were hilarious with
joy, and said they were on their way home, exclaiming, 'You're
too late, too late. You had better go back. We have finished
everything.' Shunyuxklax had never seen any creatures so
crazy as they passed each other."

"On this journey, groups of his army would drop off,
explaining, 'The stream to which we belong is this way.' and
pointing to it, off they would go. This continued until
Shunyuxklax arrived at his parents' stream, which was very wide
and shallow, only a few inches deep in some places. On the
bank where the houses stood, he saw a row of women squatting
near the water's edge. !sitting salmon for easy drying."
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"After a while, his companions
said to him, 'Your mother is
over there. Why don't you go
close to her?' Sure enough, he
recognized his mother, but was

1

afraid to go near and only sidled
up, rushing suddenly away. Indeed,

all of his companions edged up close to
the women, a few even claiming that some

of them had no petticoats on. That is why
they rushed up close and then, with great

laughter, rushed back to the opposite bank. But they continued
to urge Shunyuxklax to go near his mother. She noticed him at
last, and calling to her husband, said, 'Come here. There is a
fine-looking young salmon that keeps coming close to me. Spear
him so that we can have a nice roast salmon."

"This frightened Shunyuxklax so much that he stayed away,
but his compansions said, 'Don't be afraid. The spear hurts
only at first, and then a nice feeling will come over you, and
you will be fine."'

"At last the husband speared him and turned him over to his
wife. She began cutting his neck with her shell knife, but it
kept slipping and would not cut. She examined the edge of the
knife and exclaimed, 'This salmon has a copper necklace. It
looks like the one my son had on when he disappeared.' Her
husband took the salmon, wrapped a mat around it and placed it
on a board near the roof."

"That evening as the people sat around the fire, they heard
someone singing. They looked outside but nobody was there--only
the salmon lying on the mat. They went inside, and again heard
singing. A brave man ran out to find out who was coming, and
seeing the mat move, pulled the cover aside. There, instead of
a salmon, lay the boy who had been missing for so long. He took
the young man to his father and mother, and the boy told them
everything that had happened to him during his long absence."

"His father then gave him the same name that the salmon
tribe had called him, Shunyuxklax. He was known far and wide by
this name, because he was the boy wno was captured by the salmon
tribe for insulting the precious food of the 'people who traveled
along the tidal waters." "

0
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1 Kindergarten Resources
Available from The Indian Studies Program

Books for Children:

Blueberries For Sal, by Robert McCloskey, Viking Preis

A Salmon For Simon, by Betty Waterton, Douglas & McIntyre

Red Tag Comes Back, by Fred Phleger, Harper & Row

Salmon, by Atsushi Sakurai, Alfred A. Knopf

Small Wolf, by Nathaniel Benchley, Harper & Row

Lingit Anee, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

Books For The Teacher:

Tlingit Ways of Long Ago, by Maude Simpson & Esther Billman,
Sheldon Jackson Museum

Tlingit Thinking, by Katherine Mills, Southeast Alaska Re-
gional Health Corporation

Gathering What The Great Nature Provided, by the people of
Ksan, Douglas & McIntyre

Doug Lindstrand's Alaskan Sketchbook, Sourdough Studio

Coast of Many Faces, by Ulli Steltzer and Catherine Kerr,
Douglas & McIntyre

Indian Fishingt by Hilary Stewart, Douglas & McIntyre

Alaska's Native People, by Lael Morgan, Alaska Geographic
Society

Sharing Nature With Children, by Joseph Bharat Cornell,
Anan'ia Publication

English - Tlingit Dictionary: Nouns, Sheldon Jackson College

BeginningTlingit, by Nora and Richard Dauenhauer, Tlingit
Reader, Inc.
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Effective Practices In Indian Education, Teacher's Mono-
graph, by Floy C. Pepper, Northwest Regional Educational
La oratory

Video Tapes:

Salmon, Catch To Can, Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game (Alaska
State Film Library)

The Choice Is Ours, U.S. Forest Service (Alaska State Film
Library)

Study Prints:

Salmon Anatomy Chart

Fish Camp photographs, Alaska Historical Society

Child in hammock swing photograph, Alaska Historical Society

Tlingit clothing posters

Living by the Seasons, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Southeast Alaska Animal Habitat Mural

Large paper female salmon

Films:

Two Knots On A Counting Rope, Alaska State Film Library

Cassette Tapes:

River & Seagull Sounds, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Raven Courtship Song, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Other Resources Available From the Indian Studies Program:

Fish Can'p Trunk:

tent, poles, 2x4's

animal hides and furs

cabbage patch dolls & Tlingit clothing

baby swing

fabric blueberry bush

fabric animals and salmon

fabric clams, seaweed
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baskets & containers

deerhide tunic and sealskin boots

woosani for catching salmon

pretend fire

Raven Creation Legend cloth boxes with star, moon, sun, and
daylight

Shadow Puppet Production Materials

Tlingit Foods:

dry salmon strips

rea ribbon seaweed
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Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

historians

singers & dancers

grandparents with subsistence knowledge

storytellers

artisans
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First Grade



"It is the policy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment opportunities and to provide
service and benefits to all students and employees without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or status
as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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FIRST GRADE

In First Grade, units are designed to look more closely at

the forest environment surrounding the fish camp. Students

learn plant and animal resources that have been used tradition-

ally for food, clothing and medicine by the Tlingit people.

Knowledge of our local resources helps children recognize the

natural wealth we share in southeast Alaska. It also helps

children respect the wisdom native people have gathered through

generations of living in this environment.

As students "live" at fish camp, family roles are explored.

Students learn through role-play daily family life as salmon are

caught in the river and prepared for winter food. Your students

will learn the interrelationship of respect for natural resources

in daily living and ceremony as people celebrate their respect

for each other.

Social Studies Emphasis: Family, School, Community

60
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

Urit I: Our Southeast Environment

Purpose:, We extend our knowledge of southeast environment to
include the forest. We identify the trees, plants
and animals found in the forest landscape surround-
ing our fish camp.

We learn how these natural resources are used
traditionally by the Tlingit people.

Day 1 - Southeast Alaska Forest Plants

"Making a Forest Environment"

Values:

Harmony with nature

Knowledge:

Names and characteristics of Southeast Alaska
plants
How we use these plants
Tlingit plant names

Skills:

Recognizing forest sounds
Cutting
Coloring

Day 2 - Southeast Alaska Forest Animals

"Making Animals for Forest Environment"

Values:

Respect
We share our land with many creatures
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Day 2 - continued

Knowledge:

Names and characteristics of five southeast
Alaska animals
Characteristics of animal fur
Tlingit animal names

Skills:

Matching fur samples with animal pictures
Drawing a southeast animal
Coloring
Cutting

Day 3 - Salmon Cycle

"Making a Salmon Cycle Circle"

Knowledge:

Stages of the salmon cycle

Skills:

Sequencing
Cutting
Coloring
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

Unit II: Living in a Fish Camp

Purpose: Building on the fish camp experience from Kinder-
garten, students now explore traditional Tlingit
ways of catching, caring for and cooking salmon.

Using shadow puppets, the beginning of the Raven
Creation legends is told by a Tlingit elder.

Day 4 - Setting Up a Fish Camp

"Making a Fish Camp in the Classroom"

Knowledge:

Names and characteristics of five salmon species
Tlingit salmon names
Recognition of color changes in salmon
Basic human needs (shelter, food, love, health)

Skills:

Cutting
Watercolor painting
Prediction of people's basic needs
Role-play

Day 5 - Weaving Cedar Bark Mats

"Making Cedar Bark Mats of Paper"

Knowledge:

The weaving process
How cedar bark is utilized

Skills:

Patterning of over and under in the weaving
process
Opposite patterning of under and over in the
weaving process
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Day 6 - Dry Fish and Other Tlingit Foods

"Sampling Tlingit Foods"

Values:

Respect for salmon
Spirituality

Knowledge:

How a salmon is caught with a traditional tool
Tlingit people gather food to supplement salmon
from the river
Tlingit foods taste good
Salmon are dried for winter food supply

Skills:

Acceptance of new food ta. es
Using a traditional Tlingit fishing tool to
catch P salmon

Day 7 - Making Hudson's Bay Tea

"Sampling Hudson's Bay Tea"

Knowledge:

The "hot rock" method of cooking
Native plants make medicine
Hudson's Bay Tea is medicine for cold symptoms

Skills:

Acceptance of new food tastes

Day 8 - Making Tlingit Clothing for a Paper Doll

Knowledge:

How animal hides are used for clothing

Skills:

Cutting
Making a "leather" color
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Day 9 - Making a Button Blanket for a Paper Doll

Knowledge:

How new materials for clothing become available
when trading takes place

Skills:

Cutting
Recognition of colors of traditional clothing
Role-play

Day 10 - Hearing a Tlingit Legend

"How Raven Created the World"

Knowledge:

Raven's creation of sun, moon, stars and daylight
Raven as a creator

Skills:

Listening to a legend
Retelling a legend
Sequencing of story segments

B6
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IN A SUMMER FALL FISH CAMP

By Patricia Partnow
Anchorage School District

Background Information

Southeastern Alaska is rich in all sorts of marine life, and

many sea mammals and types of fish were caught and used by

Tlingits. The staple food, however, was the salmon, and a look at

the Tlingit seasonal cycle might well begin at the start of the

Tlingit year, in mid-summer when salmon fishing began in earnest.

All five species of salmon (King, Sockeye, Dog, Humpback and

Coho) were fished by the Tlingits. Often different streams were

the spawning grounds for different species, so the people moved

from stream to stream as the summer progressed and the different

varieties begin their upstream journeys.

Each salmon stream was owned by a particular local clan or

lineage - that is, by a group of related men and their famil'es

(as were many other resource areas such as berry patches). Anyone

not of the owner clan would have to ask permission of the lineage

head before fishing there, even if no members of the owner clan

were presently using the stream. Trespassing on clan property

could result in partial or full payment of the catch to the owner

lineage or, at worst, to feuds. If you live in Southeastern Alaska,

there is a good chance that your favorite fishing spot was owned by

a Tlingit lineage.

Families thus returned to the same fishing areas from year to

year. The cycle was generally the same: by the middle of the

summer, everyone had packed up skins, tools, cooking utensils, and
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other necessities, put them into the family's large dugout canoe,

and paddled_to summer fish camp. They set up camp alongside one

of the salmon streams owned by the clan. Often whole households

would move to a single spot, though sometimes the household would

split into smaller family units, to hunt sea mammals, dig roots,

or pick early berries.

Once salmon runs began in earnest in late summer, most of the

time was spent fishing, cleaning and drying the salmon. Enough

fish had to be collected by each man to last his family through the

winter, and if his clan had planned a potlatch, he had to catch

surplus for the feast. Thus, summer was generally a very busy

time. Nonetheless, long days and mild weather made it a time to be

looked forward to, and during the early part of the season,

families sometimes held potlatches.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 1 - Southeast Alaska Forest Plants

Materials:

Hemlock branch
Spruce branch
Forest environmental sounds tape and tape recorder*
Cloth skunk cabbage (or picture of skunk cabbage)*
Cloth devil's club (or picture of devil's club)*
Pretend fern plant (or picture of fern plant)*
Cloth blueberry bush (or picture of blueberry bush)*
(2tandup forest student handout
Classroow crayons and scissors

Preparation:

Gather a small hemlock and a small spruce branch

*Available from the Indian Studies Office

Obiectives:

The student will be able to name five trees and plants
native to southeast Alaska

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

In the upcoming days, we will explore the Tlingit Indians, their
culture and their surroundings. Tell the students you will play
a tape with familiar sounds. Invite the children to guess the
sounds they are hearing.

Activity (Input)

Play the forest environment tape, stopping at each new sound for
children to identify what they hear. Children will recognize the
sounds of a person taking a walk in the forest.

Using a cloth vegetation (or pictures of forest vegetation) and
the real hemlock and spruce branches, share information with the
studentq about these plants. Include:

name of plant
where the plants grow in the forest
some distinguishing characteristics of this plan,.
how we use this plant/how forest animals use this plant



Activity (Guided Practice)

Ask the children to repeat the name of each plant in unison as
you point to it on a standup forest student handout.

Activity (Closure)

Invite t%e students to color the forest vegetation. Show the
students where to cut on the dotted lines and where to fold to
make the forest standup. This handout should have the student's
name on the back and be stored in a safe place until Day 2, when
forest animals will be added to make a forest diorama.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Leave the cloth plants/pictures in the classroom for student
exploration and discussion.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: -Our Scitheast Environment

Lesson: Day 2 - Southeast Alaska Forest Animals

Materials:

Fur sample board*
Fur samples*
Forest animalb handouts
Drawing paper
Tlingit animals labels
Classroom crayons and scissors
Standup Forest handout from Day 1
Plasticene clay for stands

Preparation:

Mount the fur sample board

Value:

Respect...
We share our land with many creatures

* Available from the Indian Studies Office
N.,

Objectives:

The student will be able to name five southeast Alaska forest
animals
The student will be able to name five kinds of animal fur

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Challenge the students to look very carefully at the fur sample
board. Remove the fur samples from their fasteners on the fur
sample board. Ask the children if they can help you match the
animals with their fur again.

Activity (Input)

As the children help match the fur and animals, give them morL info.
mation about animal fur, such as:

Guard hair and soft fur (wolf, mountain goat)
Water repellant fur (seal, beaver)
Hollow heir (deer)
Animal fur that changes with the seasons (rabbit, fox, weasel)
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Activity (Guided Practice)

Give each child a fur sample to match with the fur sample board for
identification. Let them know they can take one fur to their work
space to hold.

Activity (Closure)

Call the children's attention to the standup forest. "See how
empty the forest appears?" Ask the students to recall some of
the animals whose fur we just identified that make the forest
their home.

Find pictures of these animals cn the posters. Ask students to
choose an animal they would like to make to put in our southeast
Alaska standup forest. Have an animal handout sheet selected by
a small group of students at a time. The top portion of the
handout will serve as a reference for how the animals look and
can be taken home to share the experience with their family.

Students can make a paper stand for their animals to place in
front of the standup forest, adding a Tlingit name card for each
animal.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Encourage the children to take their standup forest home to share
with their family.

Teacher Note:

Refer to resource listing for "idea" books on Alaska animals.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

IF

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 3 - Salmon Cycle

Materials:

Salmon - Catch to Can film from Alaska State Library
Salmon - by Atsushi Sakurai*
Projector and screen
Handout of salmon spawning stages
Classroom crayons, scissors, and paste

Preparation:

Check out film from the Alaska State Library

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The students will identify four stages of the salmon cycle
The students will put their cycle into a circle to share
with their families

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Show some of the photographs from the book Salmon, by Atshushi
Sakurai, that depict stages of the salmon cycle. Let the children
know that the film they are going to see will show salmon:

coming up the river
making a nest
laying eggs
fertilizing eggs
parent salmon dying
eggs hatching
fingerlings in the river

Activity (Input)

Begin the film with the sound turned down, asking the children to
let you know when they see salmon in the river. Let the students
talk about wLt they are seeing and predict what may happen next.
When the film is completed, recall the stages the children have
seen.
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Activity (Guided Practice)

Pass a salmon cycle handout to each child. Show the students the
working parts. Ask a student to identify each part. Show how to
paste each part in the proper section.

Demonstrate how to cut the sections apart and then fasten them
together in a circle to make a salmon cycle. Classroom crayons
can be used to color the salmon cycle.

Activity (Closure)

Check each child's work to be sure the understanding is accurate.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Encourage each student to "read' their salmon cycle to their family.
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First Grace - Day 3
Salmon Cycle
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ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Urit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 4 - Setting up a Fish Camp

Materials:

Salmon insides study print*
Salmon species study print
Blue paper for river
Butcher paper salmon and salmon inside parts
Fish camp handout
Water paint sets and brushes
Water container
2-Six foot 2x4's*
2-White sheets sewn together end to end*
Optional velcro fasteners*
Rubber bands
Fish camp props (blueberries, clams, seaweed, dolls,

animal skins)*

Prepanation:

Have salmon and salmon guts drawn and stapled, ready for students
to cu.:

* Contact Juneau Indian Studies for these materials

B23

1

_.=10,
Objectives:

Students will make salmon and a river for our fish camp
Students will construct a fish camp tent and living area

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Recall with the children how they made a fish camp in Kindergarten.
Let them recall as many parts of their experience possible.

Activity (Input)

Ask one student to describe how to make a salmon. Ask one student
to describe how to make a fish camp tent. Tell the children we
will make a fish camp again in our room. This time our salmon will
have two sides so that we can put guts inside.

Activity (Closure)

Demonstrate how to make a butcher paper salmon

cut out salmon and paint
cut out guts and paint
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Activity (Closure) cont.

B24

Ask childre^ to move to their working area and begin their project.
Recognize Sockeye salmon, King salmon, Coho, Dog salmon and
Humpies as children paint their salmon.

Those children who finish their salmon early can help set up the
fish camp tent. When children have completed their fish and
cleaned up their working space, pass out a fish camp handout to
each student.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Encourage students to take home the handout to share today's
experience with their families.
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. : First Grade - Day 4
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Dear Parents:

We have made a fish camp ih our classroom to learn how
people have lived near she river while salmon are spawning.
Here are some of the learning experiences we are having:

catching salmon in the river

,.-, cooking salmon over a campfire

picking blueberries

digging clams on the beach

gathering red ribbon seaweed from the beach

This is my favorite part of fish camp:

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 5 - Weaving Cedar Bark Mats

Materials:

Photos of cedar bark mats and clothing*
Real cedar bark (whole and shredded)*
Cedar bark basket*
A copy of page 115 from the book,-Cedar, by Hilary Stewart
Brown construction paper mat backgrounds
Brown construction paper strips
Cedar bark student handout

Preparation:

Cut 1" strips the long way from 12"x18" brown construction
paper.
Cut 1" slits in background mats from 12"x18" brown
construction paper, folded in half crosswise. Make the
cuts to within 1" of the outer edge.

* Available from the Juneau Indian Studies Program

Objectives:

The students will weave paper strips over the under to show
the weaving process
The students will weave paper strips to make a pretend
cedar bark mat

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Show children the whole cedar bark. Ask for their ideas about
what it can be.

Activity (Input)

Describe how the bark is taken from the tree and prepared for
weaving. Show the photos of cedar bark clothing and mats and talk
aS their use. Demonstrate how strips of cedar bark can be
woven over and under, over and under, using a paper mat background
and paper strips. Ask the children to say the pattern the strips
are making with you - "Over, under, over, under." Then point out
how the pattern changes to "Under, over, under, over" with the
next strip
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II)
Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Tell the children they will make a pretend cedar bark mat for
tomorrows Tlingit food. Pass out a mat background to each student
with a bundle of strips in a central area by each group of desks.
Monitor each child's understanding. Assist where needed.

Ask those students who finish quickly to help a friend. Remind
the children to put their name on their mat.

Activity (Independent Practice)

This has happened above, but may also happen as children share the
pictures of cedar bark weavings pictured in the student handout
they will take home to share with their families.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

/.1

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 6 - Dry Fish and other Tlingit Foods

Materials:

A real dry fish (and access to the oven or microwave)*
Cloth salmon dry fish*
Paper dry fish and rack*
Small wooden spears (woosaani)*
Real frozen blueberries, canned baby clams and seaweed
Dry fish student handout
Paper salmon from the river

Preparation:

Arrange for use of an oven or microwave in school.

* Arrange with Indian Studies Office for a source of these foods

Objectives:

The student will
The student will
fish
The student will
The student will

catch a salmon with a woosaani in the river
observe how salmon is cut for making dry

taste real roasted-dry fish
taste blueberries; clams and seaweed

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask the students how we can catch some salmon for food from the
river. If we can't buy a fishing pole from the store, what could
we use?

Activity (Input)

Show the children the woosaani. Demonstrate how the point comes
out of the shaft to allow for lots of fish movement without break-
ing the shaft. Using a salmon from the river, show the children
how to catch a salmon.

Find a point behind the gill cover to make a hole to recel.ve
the woosaani point. Using scissors, cut a small hole.
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Activity (Input) cont.

Put the salmon back into its cardboard stand
Thrust the woosaani into the salmon, not letting the spear
leave your hands
Make the salmon "jump for joy" as you catch it
Bring it carefully to the river bank and remove the spear
point

Show the students how a salmon is cut for making dry fish by
demonstrating with the fabric salmon. Then, unwrap a real dry
fish from out cf its wrapping and pop into an oven for quick
roasting. (Bake at 450° for 10 minutes or microwave for about
5 minutes.)

Activity (Guided Practice)

When the dry salmon is roasted, serve little pieces to the students
with blueberries, baby clams and seaweed for a Tlingit snack.

Activity (Closure)

Give each student a handout showing the steps in making a dry
fish. Put the key words on the board for children to copy on their
paper.

Accivity (Independent Practice)

invite the children to share this information with their families.
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First Grade - Day 6 III
Dry Fish and Other Tlingit Foods

How to make dry fish

4
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 7 - Making Hudson's Bay Tea

Materials:

Hudson's Bay Tea leaves*
Metal pot with water
Ladle
Honey
Styrofoam cups
Honey stirring sticks
Hot plate

B38

Wooden bowl*
Eena (tongs)*
Rocks*
Pretend fire materials*
Student handout
Classroom crayons

Preparation:

Start the water heating in the metal pot early, if
possible. Add the tea leaves.
The longer the leaves boil, the better the tea.

* Arrange with Indian Studies Program for Hudson's Bay Tea and
other supplies

Objectives:

The student will observe how cooking was done with hot rocks
in a wooden container
The student will taste Hudson's Bay Tea

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Give each student a few Hudson's Bay Tea leaves to hold and smell.
Ask if any one has a cold, sore throat, or runny nose. Ask about
what our families do to help us feel better when we have a cold.
Let the children know that before our families could buy medicine
for us, people drank Hudson's Bay Tea to make a cold feel better.
Tell the children we will make some Hudson's Bay Tea today.

Activity (Input)

Make a pretend fire with kindling and red paper. Hold the wooden
container half filled with water over the fire. Ask the children
how we can heat the water to make tea? What will happen if.we put
the wooden container on the fire? How else can we heat the water?
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Activity (Input) cont.

Show the students the eena (tongs). Pick up some rocks and put
.them in the pretend fire. When they seem "hot", wash them in a
pretend bowl of water and place them in the water in the wooden
container. Add more rocks, describing how the water is getting
hotter and hotter.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Explain to the children how we can make Hudson's Bay Tea with a
metal pot and a stove (or hot plate). We can sweeten our tea
with a little bit of honey and it can help our sore throats,
runny noses, and coughs. Ask for helpers to serve the tea in
styrofoam cups to each child. Remind the children that the tea
is hot, and how to cool it by blowing before drinking.

As we all are enjoying the tea, ask the students if they have
ever seen this kind of a plant before.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Distribute the student handout. Ask the children to color the
plant to share this knowledge with their family.
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Hudson's Bay Tea

Hudson's Bay Tea can he gathered
in the Juneau area at any time,
including winter, as the leaves
stay on the stems under the snow.
It is a real pleasure to gather
the tea. Your hands will smell
fragrint for hours.

Hudson's Bay Tea us very high in
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), and
among Alaskan plants is second
only to rose hips.
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Dear Parents,

Have you ever made Hudson's Bay Tea?

We have learned that this plant grows all around us in
Juneau. We made some tea that will help our sniffly noses and
sore throats. It tasted good, too. The Tlingit people knew
about this tea long ago and still use it today. Your family
may want to pick Hudson Bay Tea leaves. Here is a picture of
the plant as it grows in the swampy meadows and here are
d4rections for making delicious tea:

Hudson's Bay Tea

Pick several handsful of Hudson's Bay Tea leaves
Dry them in the oven at a low temperature. Now you can
keep the tea a long time.
Add one handful of leaves to two quarts of boiling water.
Let simmer for 1/2 hour.
Sweeten with honey, if you like, and enjoy.

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 8 - Making Tlingit Cloth4.ng for a Paper Doll

Materials:

Laminated paper dolls with string ties for each student
Paper doll clothing
Paper punch
Martin, mink, rabbit, wolf, and beaver pelts*
Real deer-hide and moose-hide clothing*
Classroom crayons and scissors

Preparation:

If possible, have paper dolls laminat-d, punch holes for string

*Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will explore animal hides and pelts
The student will hear how arimal hides and pelts were used
to make clothing
The student will make paper tradi-Aonal skin clothing for
a paper doll

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask children if anyone is wearing new clothing purchRsed from the
store. Let the students know you have brought some mater:Ils that
clothing was mads from before there were stores in Juneau.

Activity (Input)

After identifying each hide and pelt, pass them to each group of
students to explore. Show the difference between dried skins and
tanned skins. Show pictures of people wearing leather clothing.

Introduce the little paper friend, identifying it as either a boy
or a girl. Show the students the leather clothing. Talk about
the colors of the pelts and skins we looked at. Encourage students
to color and cut out carefully leather clothing for their friend,
Demonstrate how the holes will be made in the clothing and how to
fasten the clothing to the friend with a string.
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Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Pass out a_paper doll friend, a string, and paper clothing to each
student. Be ready to help make punch holes in the clothing as it
is cut out. Some students may want to make both boy's and girl's
clothing for their friend.

Remind children to put their name on their friend and that we will
make more clothing the next day.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 9 - Making a Button Blanket for a Paper Doll

Materials:

Paper doll and leather clothing from Day 8 activity
Classroom crayons and scissors
Paper clothing (button blanket, hat and boots)
Double stick tape for hat and boots (or 3M Spray Mount
Glue)
Real button blanket, seal skin boots and cedar bark hat*
Real wool blankets (red and blue)*
Small container of buttons*
Deer hides and animal pelts from Lesson 8*

Preparation:

Mount the study print

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

B47

The student will hear how blankets and buttons became avail-
able when trading ships arrived
The student will examine a real button blanket, seal skin
boots and cedar bark hat
The student will make paper clothing (button blanket, hat
and boots) for a paper doll

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Describe how trading was done with hides and pelts for blankets
and buttons by using the real materials.

Activity (Input)

Encourage students to role-play a trading time by having canoe
traders and ship traders exchange goods. Show the students a
completed button blanket, pointing out the materials obtained from
the trade.

Point out the family picture (clan design). Have a child tell
about the owner of the blanket.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Remind students of the colors to be used for each item of clothing.
The button blanket can be fastened over the leather clothing with
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Activity (Guided Practice and Closure) cont.

the string tie. Hat and boots can be stuck on with double face
tape.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Invite children to take their "friend" home with them to share
their knowledge of Tlingit clothing with their family.
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First Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Livihg in a Fish Camp

Lesson: Day 10 - Hearing a Tlingit Legend

Materials:

Shadow puppets*
Extension cord
Recorded music and sound effects*
Elder to tell the beginning Raven Legend (The Creation
Legend)*
Student handout
Cloth raven's boxes and sequential pictures*
Cloth raven*

Preparation:

Arrange or an elder to tell the story through the
Indian Studies Program
Select two or three students to help operate the puppets
Set up the puppet stage

* Available from the Indian Studies Program il
Objectives:

The student will hear a traditionally told Tlingit legend
The student will observe shadow puppets acting out the story
The Student will retell the legend with sequential pictures

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Using the cloth raven or a picture of a raven, ask for children's
knowledge of a raven - what he eats, sounds he makes, how he walks,
etc. Let the students know that the Raven in the sto:y they will
hear is a different kind of raven than the ones we see around us.
The Raven in the story is such a powerful Raven he can change the
way he looks - sometimes appearing as a bird, sometimes as a man.
He has a very strong spirit. Introduce the elder who will be the
storyteller.

Dim the lights and begin the story...

Activity (Input)

As the elder tells the story, assist the students in operating the
shadow puppets.
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Activity (Guided Practice) cont.

Give each student a handout. Ask the children to find the three
ravens the story tells about.

Activity (Closure)

Place the cloth raven's boxes in the classroom with sequential
pictures at the story events for children to use in the fish
camp area.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Invite the children to share their knowledge with their families.
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First Grade - Day 10
Hearing a Tlingit Legend
(page of 7)
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Firat Grade - Day 10
Hearing a Tlingit Legend
(page 3 of 7)
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First Grade: - Day 10

Hearing a Tlingit Legend
page 4 of 7)
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First Grade - Day 10
Hearing a Tlingit Legend
(page 5 of 7)
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First GrPde - Day 10
Hearing a Tlingit Legend
(page 6 of 7)
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ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE

ART

READING

LANGUAGE ARTS

OTHER.
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First Grade Resources
Available from The Indian Studies Library

Books For Children:

Blueberries For Sal, by Robert McClosky, Viking Press

A Salmon For Simon, by Betty Waterton, Douglas & McIntyre

Red Tag Comes Back, by Fred Phleger, Harper & Row

Salmon, by Atsushi Sakurai, Alfred A. Knopf

Small Wolf, by Nathaniel Benchly, Harper & Row

Lingit Aanee, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

The Tlingit Way: How To Treat Salmon, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

Stories From Alaska, by Edward & Marguerite Dalch, Garrard
Pub. Co.

Taku And The Fishing Canoe, by Neil & Ting Morris, Silver
Burdett Co.

Books For The Teacher:

Tlingit Ways Of Long Ago, by Maude Simpson & Esther Billman,
Sheldon Jackson Museum

Tlingit Thinking, by Katherine Mills, Southeast Alaska Re-
gional Health Corporation

Gathering_What the Great Nature Provided, by the people of
Ksan, Douglas & McIntyre

Doug Lindstrand's Alaskan Sketchbook, Sourdough Studio

Coast of Many Faces, by Ulli Steltzer and Catherine Kerr,
Douglas & McIntyre

Indian Fishing, by Hilary Stewart, Douglas & McIntyre

Alaska's Native People, by Lael Morgan, Alaska Geographic
Society

Sharing Nature With Children, by Joseph Bharat Cornell,
Anada Publications
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Eaglish-Tlingit Dictionary: Nouns, Sheldon Jackson College

Beginning Tlingit, by Nora and Richard Dauenhauer, Tlingit
Readers, Inc.

Effective Practices In Indian Education, Teacher's Mono-
graph, by Floy C. Pepper, Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory

Cedar, by Hilary Steward, Douglas & McIntyre

Indian Baskets Of The Northwest Coast, by Allan Lobb,
Graphic Arts Center Pub. Co., Portland, Oregon

Video Tapes:

Salmon, Catch To Can, Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game, (Alaska
State Film Library)

The Choice Is Ours, U.S. Forest Service (Alaska State Film
Library)

Cassette Tapes:

River & Seagull Sounds, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Raven Creation Legend

Study Prints:

Salmon Anatomy Chart

Fish Camp photographs, Alaska Historical Library

Tlingit clothing posters

Living by the Seasons, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Southeast Alaska Animal Habitat Mural

Large paper fema'e salmon

Women wearing cedar bark clothing photograph, Alaska Histori-
cal Library

Women weaving cedar bark photograph, Alaska Historical
Library

Spruce Root Basket Collection photograph, Alaska Histori-
cal Library

Devil's Club, Skunk Cabbage and other Southeast Alaska vege-
tation photographs
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Films:

B62

Summer Of The Loucheux, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Other Resources Available From The Indian Studies Program:

Fish Camp:

tent, poles, 2x4's

animal hides and furs

cabbage patch dolls and Tlingit clothing

baby swing

fabric blueberry bush

fabric animals and salmon

fabric clams, seaweed

button blanket, beads, buttons for trading

baskets and containers

deerhide tunic and sealskin boots

cedar bark hat

woosani for catching salmon

pretend fire

Athabaskan dolls

Raven Creation Legend cloth boxes with star, moon, sun and
daylight

Shadow Puppet Production Materials

Tlingit Foods:

whole dry salmon

red ribbon seaweed

Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

Historians
Singers and dancers
Grandparents with subsistence knowledge
storytellers
artisians
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"It is the policy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment Opportunities and to provide
service and benefits to all ctudents and employees without regard to

race, color, religion, vatic ..1 origin, sex, age, disability, or status

as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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SECOND GRADE

Second Grade units trace the oral history of the migration

of a large group of Tlingit people from the interior to the

coast. Students will be able to retell this ancient story with

their families in preparation for learning about daily life in a

Tlingit Winter House.

As we construct a winter house in the classroom, your class

will practice the concept of individual groups working together

to complete a community task. Students will learn a; out common

household articles, such as a bentwood box, seal oil lamp, and a

cooking basket. As students listen to traditional Tlingit

s::ories they are encouraged to play the roles of family members

and their daily tasks.

After the salmon, berries and other summer-fall seasonal

foods have been gathered and preserved for winter use, people

plan potlatch celebrations to share, through their wealth, feel-

ings of respect for each other. Your class will plan their

participation in a potlatch, preparing food to share, songs and

dancing and ceremonial vests to wear. Throughout this planning,

your students will learn how we show respect to each other by

listening, sharing, complimenting and thanking. A little bit of

the "magic" of community is felt by all who participate in the

potlatch experience.

Social Studies Emphasis: The Greater Community
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

Unit I: Our Southeast Environment

Purpose: Students coltinue learning that culture is a people's
adaptation to their environment. Awareness of our
southeast environment is integrated with the Tlingit
historical migration patterns from the interior to
the coast. On a map we follow the way people came
to this area.

Day I - The Stikine Migration

"Making a Storyboard for Retelling the Story"

Knowledge:

History of Stikine Migration of Tlingits to the
coast
Ancestors of many Juneau Tlingits came from this
migration

Skills:

Elf fling of the migration story
a ,g salt water creatures that live in south-

( Alaska
Dr_ ..ng a salt water creature

pax 2 - Auke Bay Map

"Making a Map of Auke Bay and the Resources of this Area"

Knowledge:

Characteristics of an eagle
Landmarks of Douglas and Juneau area
Animals and birds of the Juneau area

Skills:

Mapping skills
Matching map parts
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

Unit II: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Purpose: We construct a Tlingit Winter House in the classroom
-as a center for learning about traditional family
life, household utensils and the potlatch. Students
prepare salmon and ceremonial clothing as they role-
play family and clan social roles.

C3

Day 3 - Constructing a Tlingit Winter House

"Making a House Learning Center in the Classroom"

Knowledge:

Construction of a traditional Tlingit winter
house
Family roles in a traditional Tlingit winter
house.

Skills:

Co-operation in construction groups
Sewing a button on a headband
Role-play of family member
Listening to a recorded Tlingit legend

Day 4 - Making a Bentwood Box

"Making a Small Bentwood "Treasure" Box

Values:

Respect for the spirit in trees

Knowledge:

How to make a bentwood box
How a bentwood box is used
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Day 4 - continued

Skills:

Patience in working with materials
Assisting friends
Following spoken directions

Day 5 - Finishing Bentwood Boxes/Planning a Potlatch

"Putting Bottoms in Bentwood Boxes nd Decorating Them
with Rubber Stamp Clan Designs"

Knowledge:

Social c :ganization of Tlingit families (Clan
and Moiety)
Crest designs used by clans and moieties
Preparation for a potlatch

Skills:

Matching pictures of clan designs
Choosing an appropriate clan design to decorate
a bentwood box
Participating in a potlatch planning discussion

Day 6 - Preparing Smoked Salmon

"Cutting a Salmon and Beginaing to Prepare It For the
Smoker"

Values:

Respect for salmon
Spirituality

Knowledge:

Salmon anatomy
How salmon is prepared as smoked salmon

Skills:

Observation of salmon preparation
Listening to spoken directions

J
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Day 7 - Tlingit Song and Dance

"Learning the Getting Ready Song in Preparation for the
Potlatch"

Knowledge:

History .1 two Tlingit songs
Vocables for two Tlingit songs

Skills:

Memorizing vocables for two Tlingit songs
Singing
Dancing to two Tlingit songs

Day 8 - Making a Paper Vest

"Making a Paper Vest With an Eagle Design for the Potlatch"

Knowledge:

Sources of traditional Tlingit colors
How two artists made an eagle design

Skills:

Comparing two eagle designs
Designing a vest

Day 9 - Hearing a Tlingit Legend

"Hearing a Legend"
"Watching a Shadow Puppet Performance - How Raven Brought
the Fire Spirit"

Values:

Spirituality

Knowledge:

Raven as a creator
Raven brings the fire and water

Skills:

Listening to a traditional Tlingit legend
Re-telling the legend through sequencing pictures
Operating shadow puppets

140
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Day 10 - Attending a Potlatch as a Guest

Values:

Respect for each other

Knowledge:

Two Tlingi: songs
Leader's responsibilities
Nakaani's responsibilities
Potlatch 'manners"
How to s;,y thank you

Skills:

Singing,
Dancing
Listening
Saying "thank you"
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IT'S POTLATCH TIME!!

The word "potlatch" is from the Chinook jargon and originally
meant "a gift". The term has been used to represent. a.iy large
feast at which food and belongings were given away by ti,e hosts
to the guests.

Potlatches are ceremonial parties honoring several different
occasions. One of these is the dedication of a new clan Louse,
or, the dedication of a new house front clan design. This will
be the occasion for our potlatch.

Your class should choose three artists who will participate in
making a Raven clan design for the Raven House, which is our
potlatch rcom. The design will be made in about one hour and
will be placed above the door opening of "Raven House". These
artists will be paid by the Raven clan during the potlatch.

You will need to choose an Eagle clan leader who will speak the
traditional phrases to represent your class. This should be
someone who is able to speak well by read'ilg from a script, or
someone who can memorize the simple speeches.

Your class should also select a "Nakaani", which means, "Brother-
in-law". This person will stand next to the Raven Host and will
carry out any requests he makes, such as checking to see that all
guests have arrived, that all guests have received food, and that
the artists are paid.

These two leaders for your class will wear ceremonial button
blankets at the potlatch. The rest of your class will wear their
paper vests.

The third grade Raven clan will be making a gift to present to
each member of the Eagle clan during the party.

A visiting elder will be helping us and will speak about the
significance of what the children are enacting.

This is a wonderful opportunity for your students to experience a
time of solemn respect that traditionally is paid by one clan for
another. It can be a time of genuine giving and receiving in
understanding a cultural exchange. We hope you will enjoy the
experience as much as we do.

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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IN A TLINGIT WINTER HOUSE

By Patricia Partnow
Anchorage School District

Background Information

Late each fall, with the end of the salmon runs, Tlingit

families returned one by one from their fish camps to the

permanent winter village. Life in the winter meant a slowing

down of subsistence activity after the frenzied summer fishing

and gathering activities. There were daily chores to be perform-

ed, and hunting and trapping for immediate consumption, but the

major portion of the time was taken up by manufacturing activi-

ties: weaving baskets and blankets, carving tools and ceremonial

items, making canoes and preparing boards for a new community

house to be put up the following summer. In addition, during mid-

winter (November to February), important sources of pleasure and

excitement were games, stories and potlatches.

Each winter village consisted of several large houses, and

each house was owned and lived in by a single extended family, or

clan. The household head was usually an elderly, respected and

wealthy man, and other members of the household included his male

relatives, their wives and young children. Since clan relation-

ship was determined through the mother, the men related to the

household head were not his sons, but rather his nephews and

younger brothers. Any slaves owned by the family lived in the

house as well.

In some villages, certain clans were too large for all the

members to fit in a single house. In those cases, the clans were
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represented by more than one house in the village.

Each house maintained its own definite and immutable

identity, however; it had a name and crests all its own, and

membership in the house group was hereditary just as was member-

ship in the clan as a whole.

Life in the large Tlingit community houses was perhaps a bit

different from you and your student's family experiences. For

one thing, an individual was seldom lonely; in fact, there may

have been a decided lack cf what many modern Americans feel is a

necessity, privacy. In addition, a child had many more role

models than his own parents or guardians: grandparents, aunts,

uncles, and other adults were constantly available to guide and

help the child. And in case of the death of a parent, there were

many more adults who could readily assume that role.

A single house might be the home of up to 50 or 60 people.

Membersftip in the household was the most crucial identifying

characteristic of an individual and Tlingits had great pride in

their clan and group. Still, in such a large group, it was

inevitable that there would be personality conflicts now and then.

In Tlingit culture there were certain patterned ways of dealing

with such problems. For instance, although many families shared

the same house, each had its own small sleeping compartment where

its private property was stored. Each woman cooked meals for her

own family, though in company of other women over the central fire

pit. Meals were individual affairs, not the family gatherings that

are the Western ideal: when a person was hungry, he or she ate;

there was always a box of soup or some dried salmon around.
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The complement of the local clan group, which was represented

in a single village by one or more clan houses, was the larger

clan group which cut across village boundaries. Thus, there were

Kaagwaantaan households in Klukwan, Sitka, Yakutat and Hoonah.

This extension of the clan group beyond one's local community was

important in that it allowed a hunter or fisherman to travel

throughout the area, always certain that he had a place to stay in

a neighboring village, and broadened the range of possible

marriage partners to villages outside one's own.

The village, on the other hand, was merely a geographical

location in which several unrelated clans chose to live. It was

not a political unit; there was no village "chief" who had

authority over all clans; instead, each clan had its own recognized

leader. There was an important advantage for a Tlingit clan in

living next to another unrelated clan: potential marriage partners

were readily available. A person could not marry within his or her

clan, so it was necessary to establish a social relationship with

another clan. Further, Tlingit society was divided into two

marriage groups. Kaagwaantaans, for instance, belong to the Wolf/

Eagle moiety, while Kiksadis belong to the Raven moiety. Members

of these two clans could, therefore, marry each other. Thus, it

was not enough to have unrelated clans living in the same village;

in addition, at least one of the clans had to belong to the moiety

opposite to that of the other clans.

In the context of this interweaving social network of clan and

village, the local clan group was the basic economic and social

unit of Tlingit society. It was the local clan which hosted large
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memorial feasts called potlatches. Similarly, wars or feuds were

undertaken by and directed against single local clans or house-

holds, not against whole villages or extended clans. Ownership

of resource areas (salmon streams and berry patches) by local

clans has already been discussed in the fish camp information.

Formal Tlingit kinship structure was very complex, and it

would serve little purpose to try to explain it in depth to your

students.

Young students need only become aware that a large, extended

family lived together under a single roof. The fact that the

family members were related through the mother, and that all

children are, therefore, of a clan different from that of their

father, is also important. Most children from southeastern Alaska

will also be aware of the two moieties, Raven and Eagle/Wolf.

Finally, one important aspect of Tlingit kinship can be

dealt with in some depth: the importance of the maternal uncle

in the lives of his sister's children. Since the clan name was

passed on through the mother, children were of the same clan as

their mother. Their mother's brother was also of the same clan,

and was responsible for teaching his nephews all clan lore, as

well as disciplining them. The nephews, in turn, inherited rights

and property from their uncle rather than their father. The

father, being of a different clan from his children, could not, of

course, be responsible for their education.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 1 - The Stikine Migration

Materials:

Large classroom migration poster and parts*
Small student migration posters
Classroom scissors, crayons and paste

Preparation:

Mount the large classroom migration poster
Learn the Stikine Migration story as told in Kahtahan by
Frances Paul

* Available from the Indian studies Office

Objectives:

The student will hear the history of the Stikine Migration of
Tlingits to the coast
The student will re-create the legend by placing story parts
on a migration poster

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Introduce yourself to the students and let them know you will be
coming for two weeks to share knowledge about the Tlingit people.
Ask the students if they have ever taken a long trip, one that took
several days.

Activity (Input)

Begin to tell the Stikine Migration story, using the large class-
room migration poster and story parts. When the story ends, talk
about the taste of salt water and what a surprise it must have
been to taste it for the first time. Ask the students what other
things may have been very new experiences for the travelers. Ask
for suggestions of animals that might have been new to the people.
Make a list of the animals given.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Pass out a student migration poster and parts paper to each child.
The children can draw an animal or a salt water creature to add to
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Activity (Guided Practice and Closure) ,7ont.

the student poster. More than one may be made. Tell the stuuents
to color the poster, cut out the travelers and their gear and
paste them on the poster. You may want to allow more than one
class session for this activity.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Encourage children to retell the parts of the story to a friend as
they work on the poster and to shall the poster and the story with
their family at home.

Teacher Note:

Below are instructions for assembling the migration poster.

114' ""'"474.4. .-4,11...it:000-04p ,.....

"04 and
pew*.
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Hew the
St been Caine Down

the River

land?"
t how did the oldest ones really come to Tlingit

"It is said that they came under the glacier that covered
the whole of the Stikine in the very olden days. They were
very brave people, those oldest ones."

"The story of their arrival comes to us from the grand-
mother of all grandmothers. In those days the Tlingit had
traveled many weary days' marches through long grass that cut
and bit deep into their legs. When they came to the headwaters
of the rivers, some of the people followed the streams down to
the deep waters, some came down the Nass River, some down the
Unuk, our people down the Stikine, some down the Taku and the
Chilkat, some down the Alsek, and last of all, down the Copper
River."

"Some stayed at the mouths of the rivers, but others went
farther out among the islands, even to the ocean itself. Some
of your own family went many, many miles, clear to the Smoking
Mountain (Mount Edgecomb) near Sheet-kah (Sitka)."

"But how did the oldest ones know they could go under the
glacier?" Kahtahah asked.

"I call them brave because they faced the unknown," her
foster mother answered. "They camped at the glacier place for
a long time and could see that the stream disappeared under the
ice. That was all they knew. Finally an old man and his wife
said, 'We are old. We have lived our lives. Give us a canoe
and we will go under the ice to see what is there.' So the
people gave a feast and a dance for the dead and the old man
and woman starte' down the stream while the people sang a song
still remembered by us."

Reprinied irom 44ne. book,Kahiahall, by Prances lackey Paul
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"The shaman made medicine the whole time they were gone,
and his spirit told him that the old people had gone safely
under the glacier to the other side. So the others begs,
building canoes to follow them. Finally one day the people
saw them returning over the top of the glacier. They reported
that the water was swift but safe. All of the families then
got into their canoes and went under the glacier until they
met on the other side."

"And that is how we came to this place, which the oldest
ones named Lake-shaped-like-a-hip."
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0 Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Our Southeast Environment

Lesson: Day 2 - Auke Bay Map

Materials:

Cloth eagle*
Large Auke Bay map and map parts*
Aerial photo of Auke Bay area*
Student Auke Bay maps and map parts

Preparation:

Have map of Lingit Aanee mounted on chalkboard

* Available from the Indian Studies Office\11
0 Objectives:

Students will investigate an eagle's feathers, eyes and
talons

,

Students will prepare a map of Lingit Aanee

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Talk about the special skills of eagles such as: feathers and
flight, eyes and eyesight, talons and hunting ability, When
children have investigated the physical attributes of the eagle,
talk about how our surroundings would look through an eagle's eyes.
Look at the aerial photograph of Auke Bay with the children. Does
anyone recognize this place? Pcint out the glacier, the mudflats,
the lake, the islands and the mainland on the large Auke Bay map.
Show students which parts show the water and the land.

Activity (Input)

Continue the Stikine Migration story to the point where some of the
people came north to Auke Bay to establish a new village.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Pass out a student Auke Bay map and map parts to each child.
Direct the students to cut apart the parts paper on the dotted
lines and find a place for each part. The parts can be colored and
then pasted on the Auke Bay map.
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Activity (Guided Practice and Closure) cont.

Move among the students, helping them know where we might find
mountain goats, deer, bear and check to see if they can find
Auke village.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Encourage students to take their map home to share with their
families.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans
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Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 3 - Constructing a Tlingit Winter House

Materials:

Booklet: Inside a Tlingit Winter House by Patricia Partnow*
Study print photos of winter house interiors*
Mini-Kit: The Whale House of the Chilkat, Alaska State

Museum*
Winter house parts*

Preparation:

Prepare a classroom space 6' by 8' for winter house construction

* Arrange with Indian Studies Program for use of the Tlingit
winter house parts and other materials

Objectives:

The student will participate in the construction of a Tlingit
winter house learning center
The student will participate in these learning center
activities:

role-play a family member
role-play household chores
listen to a recorded Tlingit legend
make a potlatch headband

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Give each student a copy of Inside a Tlingit Winter-House, telling
them that we will discover more about Tlingit houses as we read
tha booklet together.

Activity (Input)

Read nle booklet, asking students to follow along as you read.
Compare the household articles found in a Tlingit winter house with
those found in our own homes. Tell the students we will construct
a little Tlingit winter house in our classroom today. Assign
construction tasks to groups of students.

IIIII
4 corner pole holders
4 cloth cover placers
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0 Activity !Input) cont.

4 household furnishers
2 direction picture readers/advisors
4 platform builders
2 rubber band holders
4 rubber band fasteners

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Begin construction of the Tlingit winter house, following the
instructions and direction pictures provided with the house and
platform parts. Establish rules for use of the house:

Two students at a time
Check with your teacher for your time

Activity (Independent Practice)

Students will participate independently in the following
activities in the learning center:

role-play a family member
role-play household chores (cooking, child-care, gathering
seaweed, digging clams, skinning a seal, etc.)
listen to a recorded Tlingit legend
make a potlatch headband
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Dear Parents,

We have made a Tlingit winter house in our classroom to
learn how native people lived traditionally in sottheast Alaska.
Here are some of the experiences we are having in Social Studies:

making a bentwood box
preparing salmon for winter food
learning Tlingit dance and songs
hearing Tlingit legends
participating in a potlatch

Through these experiences we are learning about regional
history and traditional Tlingit values of:

respect
spirituality
sense of identity
self-reliance

self-discipline
harmony with nature
endurance

Would you like to visit our classroom? Check with the
classroom teacher for our schedule.

J'meau Indian Studies
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

0.

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 4 - Making a Bentwood Box

Materials:

Pictures of bentwood boxes and their content*
Bentwood box strips*
Pan with warm water
Bentwood box booklet*

Preparation:

Soak bentwood box strips in water for ten minutes

Value:

Respect for the spirit in the trees

* Availab:e from the Indian Studies Office
4,1111..

Objectives:

The student will make a bentwood box
The student will make a crest design on a bentwood box
The student will hear and see how bentwood boxes were used
in traditional Tlingit homes

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Talk about where we store our things. Everyday items we store in
chests of drawers, boxes and cupboards. Where could we store
things in a Tlingit house?

Activity (Input)

Give each student a booklet with drawings showing how bentwood
boxes are made. Explain how the steaming is done, and the sections
of the box bent. Talk to the children about the Tlingit way of
thinking. The trees have a spirit. The wood from the trees has a
spirit. If we respect this spirit, the object we are making with
wood will be made successfully. We will try this way of thinking
as we Inr:ce a small treasure box today.

Demonstrate how to patiently bend the corners of the box, talking
to the spirit of the wood and working patiently and respectfully
until all the corners are made. Gently, but firmly, put the dove-
tailed joint together by pounding with your fist. Square the box
by bending a little more.
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Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Pass out a wood strip to each student with a challenge to respect
the spirit of the wood as they work. Some children may need help
with the dove-tailed joint, but try to encourage each child to
work individually with their wood strip.

Let the boxes dry overnight. Students can add a bottom and a
crest design the next day.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 5 - Finishing Bentwood Boxes
Planning for a Potlatch

Materials:

Box bottoms*
Elmers glue
Crest emblem stamps*
Ink pads
Dry bentwood boxes from Day 4
Book: A Haida Potlatch by Ulli Steltzer*
Potlatch script developed by Austin Hammond (Tlingit
elder)

* Available from the Indian Studies Office
Nk /f

Objectives:

The student will compare Eagle clan crests with Raven clan
crests
The student will make a clan crest on a bentwood box
The student will begin to plan his participation in a
Tlingit potlatch

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Ask children to bring their bentwood boxes to their desk area. Tell
the students we will make clan crests on the boxes today to show
what families we belong to.

Activity (Input/Closure)

Make a list on the blackboard of the clan crests used by the Raven
tribe and those used by the Eagle tribe:

RAVEN EAGLE

Sockeye Wolf
Coho Killerwhale
Dog Salmon Shark
Seagull Bear
Frog Thunderbird
Beaver

Invite the children to use a crest design that could belong to a
Tlingit family to mark their bentwood boxes. This is a good time
to explain about the ownership of a crest design by a clan or tribe,
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SActivity (Input/Closure) cont.

to

and the reasons for protecting that ownership. When all have
decorated their boxes, call the students together to explain what
will happen in the coming potlatch.

Here are some things to include in your discussion:

We are members of the Eagle tribe. We need to choose a
leader. How shall we choose a leader? What qualities does
a leader have?
The Raven tribe would like to hire three of our best artists
to make a new design for their house front. Who will these
artists be? How shall we choose them?
The Raven tribe will pay our artists for their work, and
invite all Eagle tribe members to a potlatch party to honor
the work we have done.
At a potlatch we can sing songs that belong to our tribe,
and dance to honor the Ravens.
We can take some Tlingit food with us to share at the
potlatch (smoked salmon and berry cakes).
We can make some special clothing to wear to the party.
We can travel from our village to the Raven House in a
pretend canoe - big enough for our entire class!

Involve the students in the excitement of preparing for a potlatch
by asking for lots of student input, correcting information to keep
the learning focused on traditions common to Tlingit potlatches.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Bentwood boxes should go home to be shared with families.

Independent practice will happen at the potlatch on Day 10.

Teacher Note:

If one of the students is a member of the Raven tribe, offer the
option of making a Raven design for their vest.
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RAVEN-EAGLE POTLATCH CEREMONY

1. Eagles arrive in their canoe, singing the Getting Ready Song.

2. Eagles put on dance regalia and enter, singing the Going In Song.

3. Nakaani seats Eagles along both sides of the room.

Raven Host - (asks Nakaani) "Are any more coming?"
Nakaani - "No, all are here."

4. Raven Hopt - "My dear Grandfathers, my fathers, my father's brothers, my
aunts, I am glad you have come. All the people will see
the Raven design that you have made for our house ane we
will feel better."

Eagle Headperson - "My sons, we wanted to do this to hold your name high,
so the people will know that you live here. We will
be glad, too, my dear sons."

5. Raven Host - "Ravens, please serve the food to the Eagle clan."
(Everyone will eat, the Ravens serving the Eagles before
they eat).

6. Raven Host - "We made these medallions for you so that you can dance with
us. You can keep it to take home to think of us."

Eagle Headperson - "Goonulcheesh. We will think of you every time we
wear our medallions and dance, my dear sons." (Ravens
and Eagles will sing and dance the Raven Flirting
Song).

7. Raven Host - "Grandpa (or our Tlingit elder) would like to say a few
words now.

8. Raven Host - "Now we want to pay you for the Raven design that you have
made for us. Nakaani, come here to pay our artists."
(Nakaani will pass treats to the Eagle artists).

Eagle Headperson - "Thank you for what you have given us. We will enjoy
Goonulcheesh."

9. Raven Host - "We know how you love us. You show us by your patience in
sitting with us. And now it is your turn to speak."

Eagle Headperson - "Thank you for inviting us. We appreciate it. Now we
will hold our head high when we see your new house
front. The ones who are sitting here feel the same
and I'm going to ask them to stand to say thank you."
(Eagles all stand and say, "Goonulcheesh")

10. Eagles leave, singing the Going Out Song. (They shake the Raven's hands
as they walk out).

alaek 19b16
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 6 - Preparing Smoked Salmon

Materials:

Fabric fish and anatomy chart*
A salmon thawed from the freezer
A cutting board with a towel
Paper towels
Knife
Smoker and extension cord
Dry mixture of: 1/2 c. salt

1/2 c. sugar
2 Tbs. molE-ses in a gallon container
Add two quarts of water

Preparation:

Ne sure to take a fish from the freezer to thaw!

Value:

Respect for the salmon

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will practice traditional rules in cutting
salmon
The student will begin to prepare smoked salmon to share at
a potlatch with others

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Today we will begin to prepare salmon for our potlatch.

Activity (Input)

Tlingit people believe this salmon has a spirt that we must respect.
When this salmon was swimming in the water, Grandpa put his net out
to catch this fish for our food. He talked to the salmon as it
came close to his net. He said, "Salmon swimmer, come swim into my
net so that I can catch you for my family's food." Some salmon
swam right up to his net, and swoosh, jumped right over his net to
continue on their way up the river to lay their eggs and fertilize
their eggs. Some salmon came right up to his net and swam right
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0 Activity (Input) cont.

C36

under to continue on their way up the river. Some salmon even
swam around the end of his net. These are the salmon that didn't
want to be caught, Grandpa believes. But some salmon came right
up to his net and swam right into his net. Grandpc. believes
these salmon wanted to be caught to become our food. He took
this salmon carefully out of his net and talked again to the
salmon, telling it in his language (the Tlingit language),
"Goonulcheese, xat." Thank you, salmon, for becoming our food.
And he believes that if we say bad things about the salmon, they
will go away to another place where people respect them.

This is a good time to talk about children's knowledge of respect
for family pets like dogs and cats. Children know what reaction
is given by a pet if we say harsh words or hurt them. Some
children may want to share this knowledge with the group.

Then let them know the Tlingit way of thinking about fish is the
same knowledge - that fish can sense whether we respect them by
the way we talk and act.

"Before we take the cover off the salmon, will you agree to respect
this salmon with me? We will tell the salmon how beautiful it is
and how we will enjoy it for our food. But we can't say, "Yuk!
It stinks! I hate fish! It tastes awful! or the spirit of the
salmon will leave and go to another place where people will show
their respect."

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

When all have agreed to show their respect (or if a student needs
to return to their table or seat) remove the cover from the
salmon. Review all the outside parts asking for children's
responses as you pause, pointing to each part.

Then find the small opening in front of the ventral fin where we
can begin opening the salmon to look inside,

Continue reviewing each of the internal organ's name, function
and color, drawing on knowledge of the students.

Cut the salmon filets into chunks, explaining how "smoked salmon
candy" is made. Invite children to each take a chunk of salmon
to put in the brine. Let them know you will leave it in the
brine until suppertime. Then it will be taken out of the brine
and put in the refrigerator until tomorrow, when yoU will bring
the smoker for children to smoke the salmon.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 7 - Tlingit Song and Dance

Materials:

Drum and beater*
Resource person to teach songs used in our potlatch*
Photographs of dancers and potlatches*

Preparation:

Arrange for a Tlingit resource person to teach the songs in our

resource person invited will prefer
or her clan.

potlatch. Because different clans own different songs, the
teaching the songs from his

.)* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will hear the history of two Tlingit songs
The student will sing two Tlingit songs
The student will observe traditional Tlingit dance movements
for these songs
The student will perform traditional Tlingit daace rDvement
for these songs

Introduction (Set /Purpose)

Introduce the resource person wno will teach the Tlingit songs.

Activity (Input)

Assic. the resource parson in their teaching.

Activity (Guided Practice and Closure)

Assist the resource person. Show the photographs of dancers and
potlatches to the children to reinforce the "real" experience.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Let the children know that these songs will probably come back
again and again in their memory over the next few days.
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Second Grade Le',on Plans

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 8 - Making a Paper Vest

Materials:

Jim Marks' Eagle design
Nathan Jackson's Eagle design
81/2"x11" drawing paper
Classroom crayons and scissors
Blue crepe paper (One box of 12 pkgs. for 30 vests)
Crepe paper vest pattern
Blue masking tape for taping vest together
Masking tape for name labels
A real potlatch vest*
Real button bl,..lkets, felt vests and headbands*

Preparation:

Using pattern, cut out a vest back and two fronts for
each student
Tape together with colored masking tape at shoulders and
sides

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will compare two different Tlingit artist's
Eagle designs
The student will hear of the sources for the traditional
colors used in painting the designs
The student will use traditional colors to make a paper
Eagle design
The student will complete a vest for the potlatch

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Show the children Jim Marks' Eagle design. Ask the students to
help identify the eagle's beak, wing, tail, -alons, and spirit.
Then distribute a copy of Nathan Jacks-57i Eagle to each student.

Activity (Input and Closure)

Ask the children to compare the two designs, looking for parts
that are black. Let the children know that this is called the
form lire. Look for the red color and the blue color. Talk about
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Activity (Input and Closure) cont.

the sources for these colors:

black: charcoal and salmon eggs
red: red clay or iron soil and salmon eggs
blue: copper ore in rock and salmon eggs

Activity (Guided Practice)

Encourage students to use crayons to produce traditional colors
on an Eagle design. The design can be cut out and pasted on the
back of a vest. Using a 81/2"x11" piece of drawing paper, ask the
students to make their own design for the fronts of their vests.
Give suggestins for designs by listing subclans under the Eagle
tribe on the blackboard. Paste fringe along the lower edge and
tape on a name label. Let the students know they will wear these
vests at the potlatch.
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Second Grade - Day 8
Making a Paper Vest (page 1 of 3)

Instructions for a Potlatch Vest Pattern

Cut out of crepe paper and use scraps to
make fringe for bottom edges. Tape the
shoulders and side seams together.

Potlatch vests ware traditionally made
from felt or anil.al hides.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Lesson: Day 9 - Hearing a Tlingit Legend

Materials:

Cloth raven*
Shadow puppets
Extension cord
Shadow puppet screen and light
Tape recorder
Elder to tell a Raven legend
Sequential pictures

Preparation:

Set up a shadow puppet stage
Arrange through the Indian Studies Program for an elder
resource person to tell a Tlingit legend

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

41

Objectives:

The student will hear a traditionally told Tlingit legend
The student will observe shadow puppets arting out the story
The student will retell the story with sequential pictures

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Holding up the cloth raven or a picture of a raven, remind the
children of the Raven Creation story they heard last year in First
Grade. Recall with the students how the Raven in these stories
has a very special spirit and is different from the ravens we see
around our school. Introduce the elder who will be the story-
teller. Dim the lights and begin the story...

Activity (Input)

As the elder tells the story, assist the students in operating the
shadow puppets.

Activity (Closure)

Give each student a handout. Ask each student to look for places
where Raven and Hawk put the fire spirit.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Using the sequential pictures, challenge students to retell the
story, putting the pictures in order.
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Second Grade Lesson Plans

Unit:

Lesson:

Living in a Tlingit Winter House

Day 10 - Attending a Potlatch as a Guest (with Third
Oracle Hosts)

Materials:

Eagle feathers and crepe paper headbands*
Vests made in Lesson 8
Drum and Song Leader
Canoe to travel to the potlatch
Dancing props such as animal pelts, bows and arrows,
walking sticks*

Preparation:

See accompanying drawing of suggestions for setting up a
potlatch area
Take student's vests to the potlatch area to have them
ready to put on when the canoe arrives

Value:

Respect for one another

*Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The student will participate in a Tlingit potlatch
The student will sing traditional Tlingit songs
The student will hear traditional speeches
The student will sample traditional Tlingit foods
The student will express thanks to the hosts in the
traditional Tlingit way

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

While children are still in this classroom, explain the signifi-
cance of wearing an eagle feather to a member of the Eagle tribe.
Talk about kinds of symbols we see every day (the American flag,
a school jacket, or the Alaska flag). Let the students know that
when an eagle feather is put in our headband, our way of feeling
inside, and the way we act, will become respectful of the Eagle
tribe.

Activity (Input/Guided Practice/Closure)

Have the Eagle leader and then the Nakaani lead the class to the
canoe. The song leader can begin the Getting Ready Song as the
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Activity (Input/Guided Practice/Closure) cont.

students enter their canoe. The class will paddle their canoe,
singing the Getting Ready Song all the way to the potlatch area.
The children can then put on their potlatch vest and carry their
dancing props. As the song leader begins The Going In Song,
students will dance through the oval door opening into the
potlatch room. From this point, follow the potlatch script.
When all Eagle guests have given their thanks to the Raven hosts,
students will paddle their canoe back to their classroom. Have
the students express their appreciation to their Eagle leader and
Nakaani. Encourage each child to use their new knowledge when
they have an opportunity to attend a Tlingit potlatch.
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Second Grade Resources
Available from the Indian Studies Program

Books for Children:

Blueberries For Sal, by Robert McClosky, Viking Press

A Salmon for Simon, by Betty Waterton, Douglas & McIntyre

Red Tag Comes Back, by Fred Phler, Harper & Row

Salmon, by Atsushi Sakurai, Alfred A. Knopf

Small Wolf, by Nathaniel Benchley, Harper & Row

Lingit Aanee, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

The Tlingit Way: How To Treat Salmon, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

Stories From Alaska, by Edward & Marguerite Dalch, Garrard
Pte. Cc.

Taku and the Fishing Canoe, by Neil & Ting Morris, Silver
Burdett Co.

Kahtahah, by Frances Lackey Paul, Alaska Northwest Pub. Co.

The Bentwood Box, by Nan McNutt, The Workshop, Seattle

A Haida Potlatch, by Ulli Steltzer, University of Washington
Press

Sea And Cedar, by Lois McConkey, Douglas & McIntyre

The Whale House of the Chilkat, Mini kit, Alaska State
Museum

Books for the Teachers:

Tlingit Ways of Long Ago, by Maude Simpson & Esther Billman,
Sheldon Jackson Museum

Tlingit Thinking, by Katherine Mills, Southeast Alaska Re-
gional Health Corporation

Gathering What the Great Nature Provided, by the people of
Ksan, Douglas & McIntyre

Doug Lindstrand's Alaskan Sketchbook, Sourdough Studio
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Coast of Man- Faces, by Ulli Steltzer and Catherine Kerry,
Douglas & McIntyre

Indian Fishing, by Hilary Stewart, Douglas & McIntyre

Al_aska's Native People, by Lacl Mogan, Alaska Geograrhic
Society

Sharing Nature with Children, by Joseph Bharat Cornell,
Andda Publications

English - Tlingit Dictionar :Nouns, Sheldon Jackson College

Beginning Tlingit, by Nora and Richard Dauenhauer, Tlingit
Readers, Inc.

Effective Practices In Indian Education, Teacher's Mono-
graph, by Foy C. Pepper, Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory

Cedar, by Hilary Stewart, Douglas & McIntyre

Indian Baskets of the Northwest Coast, by Allan Lobb, Graphic
Arts Center Pub. Co., Portland, Oregon

Any of the Christie Harris series (for retelling stories
to children), Atheo.Qum

Raven's Cry (Haida history)

Once Upon A Totem

Once More Upon A Totem

The Trouble with Princesses

Mouse Woman and the Muddleheads

Sky Man On the Totem Pole

Mouse Woman and the Mischief Makers

Mouse Woman and the Vanished Princesses

Video Tapes:

Salmon, Catch To Can, Alsaka Dept. of Fish & Game, (Alaska
State Film Library)

The Choice Is Ours, U.S. Forest Service (Alaska State Film
ETUFary)



Films:

The Shadow and the Spirit, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Haa Shagoon, Austin Hammond & the Chilkat Indian Association
(Alaska State Film Library)

Potlatch To A Monument, Alaska State Film Library

First Americans Emphasis Week, KTOO, (Alaska State Film
Library)

Potlatch People (16mm), Alaska State Film Library

Richard's Totem Pole, (16mm) Alaska State Film Library

Cassette Tapes:

Photograph of a bark house

Photograph of a traditional Tlingit village

Photograph of the Whale House interior, Alaska State Museum

Canoes with sails photograph, Sheldon Museum, Haines

Photograph of Auke village (in town), Alaska State Museum

Photograph of Tlingits dressed for a potlatch, Alaska State
Museum

Living by the Seasons, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Tlingit Clan Designs, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Other Resources Available from the Indian Studies Program:

Tlingit Winter House Parts

poles, 2x4's and cover

cedar platform

animal hides

seal with removeable insides

seal oil lamp

Potlatch Materials:

Button Blankets and tunics

vests

feathers
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fire materials

animal hides and skins

speaker's staffs

cedar bark hat

feast dish

wooden potlatch spoon

adze

model wooden canoe

bear mask

C57

Bentwood Boxes and strips for making boxes

Clan design steps

Shadow Puppet Production Material

Tlingit foods

seal oil

red ribbon seaweed

black seaweed

soap berries

Resource People

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

Historians

Singers and dancers

Grandparents with subsistence knowledge

Storytellers

Artisans
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"It is the .olicy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment opportunities and to provide
service and benefits to all students and employees without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or status

as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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THIRD GRADE

Alaska is a very unique state with many distinct cultures.

The third grade unit is designed to introduce (students to the

culture diversities found in Alaska.

After having a sound base of Alaska's cultures, the

students focus on the Tlingit people of southeastern Alaska.

Students are exposed to the Tlingit's complex social structure,

their way of life and their main cultural celebration; the

potlatch.

Through hosting a potlatch for the second graders, students

(
develop an understanding of the Tlingit's relationship to one

another and the great respect shown to each other.

l

Social Studies Emphasis: Introduction to Differing Groups

207
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

UNIT: Plenning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

PURPOSE: Through role playing a Tlingit Potlatch students
gain an understanding of cultural ceremonial prac-
tices, their art forms and their respect for Nature
students expand their knowledge of the Tlingit
people.

D2

1

Day 1 - Alaska's Cultures

Knowledge:

Name the main Alaska Native Cultures and
their locations

Skills:

Color code cultures on a map of Alaska

Day 2 - Tlingit Social Structure

Values:

Sense of identity
Respect for others

Knowledge:

Tlingit social structure
- moieties
- clans
- emblems
- matrilinealty

Skills:

Observation
Role playing
Listening skills
Participation

Day 3 - Tlingit Clan House

Values:

Respect for others
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Day 3 - continued

Knowledge:

Tlingit people live in clan houses
Tlingit people celebrate by having Potlatches

Skills:

Reading aloud
Identifying artifacts and photos
Handling artifacts and photos carefully and
with respect

Day 4 - Potlatch Procedures

Values:

Respect for others

Knowledge:

Planning

Skills:

Listening
Identify what is expected of each student
during our Potlatch

Day 5 1. Potlatch Gift

Knowledge:

Traditional Tlingit colors
Natural Resources needed to make colors
Purpose behind making Potlatch gifts

Skills:

Following directions
Listening
Patience
Coloring
Cutting
Pasting

Day 6 - Learning a Potlatch Song

209
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Day 6 - continued

Knowledge:

Types of songs and dances used at a Potlatch

Skills:

Imitating a raven
Following directions
Listening
Keeping time to a drum beat
Role Play

pay 7 - Potlatch Day

Knowledge:

Tlingit people display pride and respect
toward themselves and their guests during
a Potlatch

Skills:

Listening
Following directions
Polite ways fo demonstrating likes and
dislikes when tasting new foods
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THE TLINGIT POTLATCH

A Simplified Description

Potlatches are the most highly valued enterprise in tradi-

tional Tlingit culture. Even today, when people no longer live

in clan houses and do not always follow the ancient marriage

rules, a potlatch is still the most important thing a clan

does.

A potlatch is more than a party or feast. It is given for

a specific purpose and it has a specific form. It is given by

one clan, and the guests are of other clans. Here's how it

works:

Purpose or Occasion for a Potlatch

Traditionally, a potlatch was held when a new clan house

had been built and needed to be dedicated, as a memorial feast

for a recently deceased clan member, or as a rite of passage

for a young person entering adulthood.

Nowadays, added to those occasions are the honoring of a

past or present clan member, perhaps giving that person one of

the traditionally owned clan names which are recycled genera-

tion after generation, and adopting non-Tlingits (usually

spouses of Tlingits) into the society.

Translated into a classroom activit,-, a simulated potlatch

could be given to announce '..he name of the class or classroom,

to honor the teacher or formally introduce him or her to the
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parents or guests, to display class projects or to formally

introduce all class members to the guests.

Who Gives the Potlatch?

A potlatch is given by a clan--a large group of related

people. In the old days, it was the house group which gave

the potlatch, aided by other house groups within the clan.

(In some cases, there was only one house for a clan; in others,

the clan was so large that it had three or four houses. An

individual was born into a certain house within the clan, and

did not move from house to house.)

Clan membership comes from a person's mother. Whether boy

or girl, the child is automatically a member of his or her

mother's clan. The father is of a different clan (one could

not marry within the clan).

In the classroom, clan membership can be simulated. All

class members are "related" to one another for purposes of the

potlatch. They should choose a name and a crest design to

represent themselves. It would also be appropriate to tell the

story of how the crest design came to be theirs at the potlatch.

Who Comes to the Potlatch?

Within Tlingit society, people are either Raven or Eagle.

About half of the people are each. Clans are also either Raven

or Eagle clans. Thus, a child inherits both the clan membership

and the designation of Raven or Eagle from its mother. There

are about 25 Raven clans and 25 Eagle clans.

When a clan gives a potlatch, it invites members of the

opposite group. That is, if the clan is a Raven clan, all the
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guests would be Eagles, and vice versa.

The host clan decides which opposite clans to invite by

remembering who has invited it to potlatches in the past. The

potlatch is a sort of social obligation to those who have

hosted you.

In the classroom, the guests, even if they are mothers of

your students, must be considered of the opposite group.

(Remember that a person's father, husband, brother-in-law are

members of the opposite group in Tlingit society. It is, there-

fore, common and correct to have these people as guests at one's

potlatch.)

Inform your guests of their group designation as they

enter your room, perhaps with an information booklet to explain

why, for purposes of the potlatch, they are not related to their

children.

The Structure of the Potlatch

In the past, potlatches lasted four days. Nowadays, they

are shorter, but have the same basic structure. The steps in

planning and giving a potlatch are:

First, a clan must have worked hard enough to meet all its

food, clothing, and shelter needs, and to have some surplus

goods as well. Because a potlatch costs so much in time, food,

valuables, and nowadays in money, this first step is crucial.

Second, the clan invites the guests months in advance, telling

them the purpose of the potlatch. All guests must accept the

invitation.

213
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Wen the guests arrive-at the village or clan house of the

hosts, the chief of each clan gives a speech complimenting and

thanking his hosts for inviting him. The host then gives a

speech welcoming and complimenting the guests. Then, one of the

hosts introduces the guests (one at a time) and seats him or her

in a prearranged location. Protocol and formality are important

parts of Tlingit culture, and children learn early the proper

forms of politeness and respect for others. These lessons are

put to practice in the potlatch.

The potlatch then begins. The activities proceed in the

following order:

1. First day: Guests are served food (great amounts of it)

by members of the host clan. They don't have to get up to get

their own food. Hosts then serve themselves. After the feast,

the hosts dance for the guests, in doing so displaying clan

treasures and explaining in song how they came to be the property

of the clan.

2. Second day: The visitors dance for the hosts. These

dances are also story-dances, representing some occurrence in the

guest clans' histories.

3. Third day: Theatricals and contests between the clans

are held.

4. Fourth day: Gifts are given to the guests by the hosts.

Guests then depart.

The Gifts

In the past, the gifts given were coppers (large pieces of

worked copper obtained from Athabaskans in the Copper River area)

or slaves.
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Nowadays, gifts are blankets, money, flowers, canned

goods, soda; fresh fruit, scarves and clotaing. The gifts are

given to the guests according to their rank: highest ranking

people (nowadays there aren't strict rankings, but people

considered of highest status) are given gifts of the greatest

value, and served first.

In the classroom, some handmade art projects, food, etc.

can be given to the guests.

The Role of the Guests

Gifts are given to guests for two reasons: First, because

the guest clans have each, in the past, given gifts to the hosts

at potlatches of their own. And second, because the guests are

performing a service for the hosts.

This service consists of being witnesses. In Tlingit

culture, because it was traditionally an oral culture, social

facts (such as marriage, naming, house building and ownership)

were recorded in the public memory, not on paper. Guests

attested to the fact that the claims or honors given by a clan

had been legally made. In a culture where ownership rights

were considered extremely important (similar to our own modern

culture), it was vital that a group's claim to anything, from a

clan crest or story to high status, be validated by other

members of the society. This kept disputes over property to a

minimum.

In the classrJom, this validation by the guests comes in

the form of acknowledging that the class is, indeed, named what

the students which to name it; or that the students have a right

to be proud of their members and teacher; and so on.
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SUMMARY: RULES OF THE POTLATCH

1. Potlatches can only be given t) people of the opposite

side.

2. Potlatches must have a purpose related to the identity

of the hosts as a unified clan: either displaying one's crests,

thus asserting who they are, or honoring a past or present clan

member.

3. The host gives gifts.

4. The gifts must be returned at a potlatch by the guest

clans. There is no time limit, but in the past, six or seven

years was considered ample time to reciprocate.

5. Enjoy yourselves!
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Third Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Alaska's Cultures

Materials:

30 large pieces of (12"x18") construction paper to make
"Indian Studies" notebook
Colored pencils
Globe of the world
Large Language map of Alaska*
30 Alaska maps

Preparation:

Xerox 30 small maps of Alaska for each student to label the
main Alaskan Native groups.

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

0,

Students will be able to orally define "culture"
Students will be able to list three ways that their "Western"
way of life is different from the Tlingit way of life years
ago
Students will be able to name at least three different Alaskan
native groups

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Show the globe of the world to the students. Explain to them that
if they lived here 200 years ago, it would have been difficult to
travel without modern ways of transporation. There were oc2ans,
mountains, deserts, etc. that were added obstacles in traveling
many years back. Therefore, people stayed in their own area and
few explored beyond. People rarely saw others outside of their
own "culture" an as a result, t1-ere was little outside concact or
influence. People's cultures or their way of life remained
intact.

Explain to the students that people all around the world have many
ways that are similar to one another as well as many ways that are
different. Ask the students how we are all alike and how we are
all different. As they mention something, write it on the chalk-
board. List around eight items un the board. Some of the items
that the students often cover include language, hcusing, clothing,
education, transportatior., entertainment, celebrations, govern-
ment, foods, physical appearance, etc.
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

Tell the students that culture is a way of life. It includes
everything that they listed orally above. Place the word
"culture" in a box on the chalkboard. Tell the students that
they may be learning new words. The words that you would like
them to remember will be in the box on the chalkboard.

Tack the Alaska language map up where the s _dents can see it.
Ask the students why they are fortunate to live in Alaska?
You may get responses such as, it snows, the beautiful scenery,
etc., but there is always one student who says that there is a
culture here. Expound on that. Yes, we are fortunate to live
in an area where there are unique cultures that still exist.
There are many different Alaskan Native groups in Alaska and
even their way of life is different from one another.

Activity (Instruction)

Pass out Alaska maps that are already labeled with the major
Alaskan Native groups. Have the students refer to their small
Alaska map as the instructor points out where the major Alaskan
Native groups live on the large Alaska map. Say each group out-
loud and have the students repeat it after you for reinforcement.
Ask the students why there are many different names for Alaskan
Natives. They always respond that each group has their own
unique "culture".

Tell the students that we have gone over the names of the major
Alaskan Native groups, but there are others. It would be too
difficult to mention all of them so just the major groups are
mentioned. To reinforce that there are different "cultures" in
Alaska, have the students color each Alaskan Native group a
different color. (Colored pencils should be provided to students
who may not have any, along with a sign-out sheet so you get all
the pencils back!)

Activity (Guided Practice)

Students will color their Alaska maps as instructed above. Walk
around the room to monitor the activity. Some students may need
help. Ask students to raise their hand if they need your help.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Tell the students that they will be making an Indian Studies
notebook. This is where they are to place all Indian Studies
handout sheets.

Pass out large construction paper, fold in half and have the
students write their name on the upper right hand corner. Have
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

them title it Indian Studies and let them know that their Alaska
map should go into this notebook. (Students tend to loose their
papers, so thils saves alot of time!)

Activity (Closure)

Review with the students. Ask them to raise their hand if they
know the definition of "culture". Whit is unique about Alaska?
Responses. Without looking at their small map, point to
different areas on the large Alaska map and ask which Alaskan
Native group lives there.

Activity (Inue endent Practice)

If students finish coloring their map or making their notebook,
provide them with a Raven or Eagle design to color. These
designs are labeled so the students will know what colors to
use, etc. Later, students will learn about Tlingit designs and
colors, but it is fine for them to color these pre-labeled
designs before that learning takes place.
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Third Grade - Planning and
Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Alaska's Cultures (page 1 of 2)
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Third Grade - Planning and
Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch
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Thi-:d Grade Lesson Plans

0"
Unit:

Lesson:

Materials:

Pictures of clan crests*
Map of Alaska's Native people*
Artifacts

Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Tlingit Social Structure

Preparation:

Post map and clan crests on the wall

* Available fr,m1 the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The students will be able to identify the two moieties, Eagle
and Raven, and the clan crests under each
Students will be able to explain the meaning of crests
Students will explore the organization of clans within a
village

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Moiety

Raven Eagle

Clans Clans

Explain that once the Tlingit people were in southeast Alaska,
they had an economic base and a specific social structure. Today
we are going to look at the social structure of the people.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Ask students who they consider as part of their family. You may
want to list their responses on the board. Each of your student's
households may vary, so be aware of their atLitudes.

The household of a Tlingit family many years ago was much
different than today. In a home today you may have from 1 - ?,
depending upon many factors; some of which are how many grand-
parents, aunts, uncles or cousins live with you. In a Tlingit
clan house there was an average of 50 to 60 people.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

Their household consisted of several extended families, includ-
ing:

Mother
Father
Children

Aunts
Uncles
Cousins

Moiety

In Tlingit culture every person belongs to a moiety. This means
every Tlingit is either a Raven or an Eagle.

Clanr:

The Raven and the Eagle moieties are then divided into clans.
Every Tlingit is born into a group known as a clan.

As students if they know what a clan is?

Definition: A clan is a group of related families claiming
descent from a common ancestor.

There are many clans under the Raven and the Eagle. People
belonging to a clan have the same crest. For example, people
belonging to the Kiksadi Clan have a frog as their crest.

Clan Membership:

Ask students if they know what it means to be matrilineal.

A Tlingit child receives clan membership from his/her mother.
For example, if your father is Kaagwaantaan (Wolf) and your
mother is Kiksadi (Frog), then you will belong to the Kiksadi
Clan.

When a child receives clan membership from his/her mother, we say
his culture is matrilineal. That means the clan is passed
through the mcther's (matri) line (lineal).

Ask students if they belong to a clan. If they do, ask if they
will share with the class what clan they belong to and how
they became part of that clan.

Can you think of any designs, crests or symbols that show you
belong to a group? Give examples: Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
baseball teams, etc.

Can you think of any designs, crests or symbols to show something
belongs to you? Response. If you could design a crest for your-
self, what would you use? Response.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Every Tlingit person had a crest/emblem that tells who he is
and what belongs to him. Many clans were represented by
animal crests. Because every Tlingit person was born into a
clan, he would have a crest...that of his clan.

The crests could be put on house posts, blankets, shirts,
dance hats, boxes, canoes, paddles, etc.

Show artifacts and pictures of items with crests on them.
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FOLLOW-UP TO CLAN SYSTEM

Teachers, if you want to expand upon the edan system lesson,
you may want to have students bring artifacts of ancestors or
bring their family crest, if they have one, to share with the
class. Another suggested activity would be to ask students to
complete, with the help of their parents, the following
diagram:

You

YOUR FAMILY TREE

Mom
/7

Grandma

Grandpa

Dad

Great-grandma

Great-grandpa

Grandma

Grandpa

How many ancestors can you name?
Have your Mom and Dad help you.

Great-grandpa

Great-grandma

Great-grandpa

(

Great-grandma

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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Great-grandpa
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Third Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Tlingit Clan House

Materials:

30 copies of In a Tlingit Winter House by Patricia Partnow*
Lingit Aanee poster of a Tlingit village*
Study prints of Tlingit clothing, interior and exterior
photographs of clan houses, canoes, potlatch regalia, gifts
given at a potlatch and native foods*
Artifacts (i.e., spruce root baskets, cedar bark baskets,
cedar balk hat, halibut hook, mountain goat horn spoon,
etc.)*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will be able to orally name a varie':y of items that
belong in a clan house
Students will be able to verbally define a potlatch
Students will be able to verbally give reasons why potlatches
were given
Students will be able to verbally summarize why they are
giving a potlatch

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Yesterday, we talked about the Tlingit social structure and how
they showed their respect toward the natural resources. Today we
will talk about their homes and their celebrations.

We are going to read a booklet about their winter homes. We need
to pay close attention to what is mentioned in this booklet
because we will discuss it afterwards.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Pass out In a Tlingit Winter House. Read aloud, having students
take turns reading. Afterwards, show the students the Lingit
Aanee poster of a Tlingit village. Ask the students what is
missing in this village's clan house? You get all kinds of
responses, but there are always those who mention that the clan
design is missing from the exterior of the house. Clue in on
that. The booklet that they have just finished reading is about
a stranger who comes to a clan house and no one is there. They



Activity (Instruction and Guided Response)cont.

are all at fish camp. He really has no idea who could be living
at this place because there is no clan design on the front of
the clan house.

Explain to the students that these people in this village are
from the Raven clan. They need a Raven design on the front of
their clan house so everyone knows which clan they are from. We
are going to pretend that we all are from this village. So we
need to hire artists from the opposite clan to make our Raven
design.

After the Eagle artists have made our beautiful Raven design,
how can we thank them? You get all kinds of great answers.
(i.e., make them a gift, give them some food, etc.) We can have
a potlatch! Write potlatch on the chalkboard. Define the word
potlatch: A celebration with food and gifts given away, singing
and dancing, and speeches. Explain why potlatches were given:
(i.e., to show honor toward the death of a chief, raising of a
totem pole, and in our case, to celebrate the completion of our
new house front Raven design.)

Briefly explain what took place at the traditional potlatch.
(Tomorrow, the teacher will be describing in detail what the
student's potlatch will include.)

Talk about the gifts that were given at the potlatches. Show
photographs and the Indian Studies artifacts. Talk about how
much work was involved in making the gifts and gathering and
preparing the food.

Activity (Closure)

Tell the students that tomorrow
potlatch in more detail. There
our potlatch, so it's important
We are all giving this potlatch

we will be talking about their
is a lot of work to prepare for
that everyone help one another.
so it's a group effort.
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IN A TLINGIT WINTER HOUSE

written by
Patricia H. Partnow

Illustrated by
Jeanette Bailey

January, 1975
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IN A TLINGIT WINTER HOUSE

A Production of the

Alaska Bilingual Education Center
of the Alaska Native Education Board

4510 International Airport Road

Anchorage, Alaska

This is a pre-publication copy being distributed for purposes of
field testing and correction only, not to be reproduced without
the permission of the Alaska Bilingual Education Center.

I -75-300
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Two hundred fifty years ago the Tlingits were
the only people who lived along the shores of South-
eastern Alaska. If you could go back in time, you,
could visit them and see what life was like in Lingit
Aanee long ago, before white people came.
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You would have to travel to one of the villages
in a wooden canoe -- the forests are too dense, and
the mountains too steep to walk far on the land. You
might travel miles and miles along the shore, around
islands, across rough straits before you would see a
Tlingit village.
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Then one day, you would come around a point
and paddle !nto a quiet cove with a wide curving beach.
And you would see, at the edge of the beach and out
of reach of the tide, a row of big wooden houses with
wide slanting r3ofs!
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You might paddle up to the shore, beach your
canoe, and walk up to the row )f houses. You would
see that each one has a roux] opening for a d3or, and
the opening is covered with a skin. Three or four
steps lead from the beach up to the doorway.
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You might decide to walk around one of the
houses. It is very large large enough for 30 or
40 people to live in it! Its walls are made of
wooden planks and its slanting roof is covered
with squares of bark. The bark is held down
with big rocks and logs.
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As you walk around the house, you would see

that there are no windows or doors on the sides or
back. A tall log wiih notches cut in one side leans
against one side of the house. And behind the
house, you would see a cache built up high,
out of reach of foxes, dogs, or wolverines. Be-
hind the cache, you would see the forest
spruce, cedar and hemlock trees, tall and full.
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If it were Fall, you might suddenly realize
that it is very quiet in the village. You haven't
seen a s i ng I e person since you beached the
canoe! You realize that everyone must be at
fish camp, but you decide to go into one of
the houses anyway. You won't bother a n y
thing inside, and you're sure the people won't
mind if you just look around.
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First, you have to push aside the skin
hanging in the doorway and crawl through the
round hole.
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You crawl
blink. It is dark
used to the dim II
light is coming into
You look up and see
middle of the ceiling.
by a wooden board.

inside on hands and knees and
inside. As your eyes get

'ght, you notice that a bit of
the house from the ceiling.

a big hole cut in the
The hole is partly covered
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You look down from the ceiling and notice
that on the ground right underneath the hole there
is a hearth, dug out of the ground and lined with
stones. There are bits of charred wood and a few
burned bones in the fireplace.
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You can see better in the dark room now.
You look around and see that you are standing
in a very big room. In fact, the whole house
seems to be one big room. You are standing
on a platform that is about three feet wide. The
platform is made of wooden planks. It goes all
around the house, and all along it you see stone
and wood tools, wooden boxes, baskets, spears
the things that belong to the people who live in
this house.
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There are rolled up deer and bear skins
against the walls.
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There are mats woven of thin strips of
cedar bark hanging on the walls. Mats are
also hanging across the platform in some places,
divided it into separate little rooms.
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There are strings of clam shells and dried
fish hanging from the rafters, right under the
ceiling.
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You walk along the platform, all around the
house, and peek inside some of the wooden boxes.
Some have dried fish or berries in them. Others
have fancy skin or bark clothing. One box even
has a suit of wooden armor in it!
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You keep walking along the platform. When
you get to the back of the house, farthest away
from the door, you look more closely at the back
wall. It has carved and painted designs on it.
And then you see, for the first time, that there
is a round door in the middle of the wall!
There must be another room through the door!
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You crawl through the round doorway into
a room. There are more rolled up skins against
the wall, more boxes and baskets filled with food,
clothing, and tools. And there are wooden masks,
and decorated sticks, and huge wooden dishes with
carvings on the outside too!
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You craw' back through the doorway into
the main part of the house. You step off the
platform onto the floor. The floor is covered
with wooden planks, all the way to the fire pit.
You notice some lone wooden tongs, spoons, and
some more boxes and baskets near the fireplace.
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You might begin to feel a little scared,

being in such a big, dark house all alone.

You might wish there was a fire in the fire
pit, and people telling jokes and cooking meals
and mending tools and making baskets. And
if you are I ucky, you might hear sounds of
canoes landing on the beach and people re-
turning home from their summer fish camps!
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Third Grade Lessor Plans

Unit: Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Potlatch Procedures

Materials:

Potlatch script developed by Austin Hammond (Tlingit
elder)
Raven speaker's staff*
Example of a gift to be made for the second graders
Resource person for Raven Peace Song*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Ob'ectives:

Students will listen to the teacher explain the sequence of
the potlatch that they are hosting
Students will be able to verbally summarize what is expected
of them at their potlatch

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Review from yesterday's lesson. Ask the students what a potlatch
is? Why were potlatches given? Why are we going to host a
potlatch? Do you remember which clan we will be representing?
Which clan will the second grade class be representing?

Tell the class that we will be going over our potlatch script in
detail today. We'll know what we should be doing the day of our
potlatch.

We will need to have a chief from this class. The teacher
determines who that will be. The chief should be a boy that is
willing to memorize several lines and be able to speak in front
of a large group of people.

Our chief will need to hire three Eagle artists to make our Raven
House front design. After the design is complete, we will host a
potlatch and invite the second grade Eagle clan.

Now, go over the potlatch script in detail with the students.
Explain each step to the students. Explain that the hosts c.e
responsible for preparing all of the food and they are to make
beautiful gifts to give to the Eagle clan. Show the students the
gift that they will be making for the Eagle clan...This can be a
beatk.d medallion or paper medallion with an Eagle design on it,
and Eagle mask, etc.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Tell the students that before the potlatch begins, they'll line
up single file. Then when the first person in line goes to the
potlatch room, he or she will find button blankets along the
wall. That first person must go to the first button blanket to
put on. The second person in line will take the second button
blanket and so on. (This prevents chaos.)

After putting on the button blanket, everyone will sit quietly
while we wait for our guests to canoe to our potlatch.

Our Raven chief will be standing next to our Tlingit elder. As
the second grade Eagles enter, their Nakaani will show everyone
where to sit.

Then the speaking begins in the script. Read this to the class.
Let them know that whenever one of the chiefs stomps his speaker
staff three times, it means, "silence, I will speak now."

When the Raven chief asks his clan to serve food, have the third
grade Ravens get in their single file. They get a plate of food
to give away to the second graders. Again, the first person in
line goes to the first second grader to serve their food, etc.

The third graders must remember who they served their food to,
because this will be the same person that they give their gift
to later during the potlatch.

After the third graders have served a plate of food, they get
back at the end of the line and get another plate of food for
themselves.

The Raven chief does not serve food. Also, make sure that the
Tlingit elder, Tlingit singer/dancer, Eagle chief, the Nakaani,
and the second grade teacher get served a plate of food, too.

Reinforce to the students that they may be trying new foods. Try
it and if you don't like it, place it to the side of your
plate. DJn't make faces or noises, because this does not show
respect!

After eating, the trash will be collected. Then, the Raven chie'
will tell his clan to give away the gifts. Remind the students
to give their gift to the same person that they served the food
to.

Then, the Eagle chief will thank the Ravens. At that point, the
Tlingit dancer/singer will play the Raven Peace Song. The Ravens
will sing and dance to this song. TMThe students that we are
fortunate that a Tlingit will come cu teach us this song. This
song belongs to someone else and not everyone can teach this song.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

Reinforce to the students that we need to show respect toward
this person when tb y come into our classroom to teach us the
Raven Peace Song.

After we sing and dance at the potlatch, our Raven chief will
ask the Nakaani to give an extra special gift to the three
second grade artists that made our Raven House front design.
This gift can be magic markers, colored pencils, etc.

Then the Eagle chief will thank us or the special gifts. Our
Raven chief will respond. Again, the Eagle chief will thank
the Ravens. All the Eagles will stand up and say "Goonulcheesh",
(thank you), in Tlingit.

At this point, all the Ravens should stand in their line and
have their hands out. As the second graders leave our potlatch,
shake their hand and say "Goonulcheesh" to our Tlingit elder,
Tlingit singer/dancer, the adults that prepared the food and the
parents.

Next, take off the button blanket and neatly fold it up and place
it where you found it.

Activity (Closure)

After the potlatch, aEk the students what they learned about the
potlatch. Did they notice the amount of work that the Tlingits
must have gone through to prepare for their potlatches?
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RAVEN-EAGLE POTLATCH CEREMONY

1. Eagles arrive in their canoe, singing the Getting Ready Song.

2. Eagles put on dance regalia and enter, singing the Going In sal.

3. Nakaani seats Eagles along both sides of the room.

Raven Host - (asks Nakaani) "Are any more coming?"
Nakaani - "No, all are here."

4. Raven Host - "My dear Grandfathers, my fathers, my father's brothers, my
aunts, I am glad you have come. All the people will see
the Raven design that you have made for our house and we
will feel better."

Eagle Headperson - "My sons, we wanted to do this to hold your name high,
so the people will know that you live here. We will
be glad, too. my dear sons."

5. Raven Host - "Ravens, please serve the food to the Eagle clan."
(Everyone will eat, the Ravens serving the Eagles before
they eat).

6. Raven Host - "We made these medallions for you so that you can dance with
us. You can keep it to take home to think of us."

Eagle Headperson - "Goonulcheesh. We will think of you every time we
wear our medallions and dance, my dear sons." (Ravens
and Eagles will sing and dance the Raven Flirting
Song).

7. Raven Host - "Grandpa (or our Tlingit elder) would like to say a few
words now.

8. Raven Host - "Now we want to pay you for the Raven design that you have
made for us. Nakaani, come here to pay our artists."
(Nakaani will pass treats to the Eagle artists).

Eagle Headperson - "Thank you for what you have given us. We will enjoy
it. Goonulcheesh."

9. Raven Host - "We know how you love us. You show us by your patience in
sitting with us. And now it is your turn to speak."

Eagle Headperson - "Thank you for inviting us. We appreciate it. Now we
will hold our head high when we see your new house
front. The ones who are sitting here feel the same
and I'm going to ask them to stand to say thank you."
(Eagles all stand and say, "Gocnulcheesh")

10. Eagles leave, singing the Going Out Soria. (They shake the Raven's hands
as they walk out).

tumelatA tcelo
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Third Grade Lesson Plans

mw-/,
Unit: Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Potlatch Gifts

Materials:

The Bentwood Box by Nan McNutt*
30 medallion designs and instructions*
30 medallion kits*
For paper medallions: glue sticks, scissors, crayons or
colored pencils
For beaded medallions: tracing paper, paper punch, marker

Preparation:

Depending upon class time, choose either the paper medallion kit
which takes 1.5 days or the beaded medallion kit which takes
3. days. Prepare needed materials as stated in the instruction
handouts.

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Ob'ectives:.

Students will list the traditional Tlingit colors and how
they were made
Students will label the basic northwest coast design
elements
Students will make a gift to be given to a second grader at
their potlatch
Students will practice their patience and sharing skills

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Explain to the students that the Tlingits used only a few colors.
They made white, red, black and blue-green from the natural
resources. (Refer to Nan McNutts book, The Bentwood Box.) One
way that these colors were made was through the combination of
salmon eggs with white clay or shells to produce white. Salmon
eggs and charcoal or graphite to make black. Red clay and
salmon eggs made red. The use of plants, berries, etc. were also
used to produce dyes.

Then tell the students that the Tlingits used similar design
elements throughout their art works. (Refer to Nan McNutts book,
The Bentwood Box.) Draw these shapes on the chalkboard.
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Activity (Instruction)

Reinforce the design elements by giving the students a Tlingit
design to label the design elements. (Refer to handout sheet
of a sockeye salmon, or vat in Tlingit.) Also, have them
write the Tlingit colors onto the same handout sheet.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Students will label the design elements on the salmon and list
out the Tlingit colors.

Teacher Note:

Two medallion designs are shared on the following pages to offer
you choice in consideration for the time available.
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40w 40 Make a Paper Medallion

I. Color -the Ea8e and Raven desi8s. Use. 4he colors 1-4ai- -the Tines
used :

Black 1 Red and Blue green
1. AfPier -lie desiesIs are colored , ok. *tern cub .

*le Ea9ke diest crimiLoiiie. ful eznsiruclion paper curck the %ierN3.
onto-Wit blue. .011 paper.

.4. Piace. 46 cord between ihe, colored conetirvelon paper. Then 1 6ue file.
conairudien paper

5. Place -lile bade onto -fht cord and 4ie the ends er.
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Row 4o Maks a "Beacieci Medallion

:to'

D61

.I.. Trace ease er raven clesixis
onto fron4i4kA iracinbpafoeir.

2.. Draw beads Sae on back
side Spare about- IA"
wl:

3. Sew up -§iroue clot- on back.
side.

-4. Mot bee. beads mit) needle..

5. Toi needle back. vp -Pon, underneath
neirt- dot and pull .

4. Add 3 moot beads and con4inue
around until circle. is -Rnished .

Pael
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Third Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Planning and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Learning a Potlatch Song

Materials:

Tlingit resource person to teach The Raven Peace song
and the dance movements that accompany the P T
Drum and drumstick*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

The students will learn the history of one clan song and
LIUW IL lb USCU today
The students will begin to learn the words to The Raven
Peace song and the dance movements that accompany it

Introduction (Set /Purpose)

Introduce the Tlingit resource person. Remind the students to
show their respect. This song is owned by the Raven clan. Not
just anyone can teach this song. You need permission from an
eider to teach the song. We are fortunate to have someone come
and share their knowledge with us. The resource person will be
your teacher. This song is about a Raven flirting with an Eagle.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

The resource person will sing and the students will follow along.
Then the resource person will demonstrate how the girls dance
and how the boys dance. All students will try their skill at
dancing. The teacher becomes the assistant for the resource
person. The teacher will help whenever possible.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Tell the students to practice singing The Raven Peace song and
practice their dance movement.

Activity (Closure)

Have the students thank the resource person for teaching them
how to sing and dance.
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Third Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Plannihg and Hosting a Tlingit Potlatch

Lesson: Potlatch Day

Materials:

A Tlingit elder to speak at the potlatch
A Tlingit singer/dancer to help with the songs
Adults to help prepare the native roods and to help pass out
the food to the parents and imests
One large room -- larger than a normal size classroom, but

smaller, than a gym
Decorate the inside of the room with Tlingit artifacts, i.e.,
i.e., wooden platforms, varieties of furs to lay on the

floors and ott top cf the wooden platforms, button blankets
to hang on walls, fake fire pit with fake fish roasting,
bentwood boxes, baskets, etc. (Refer to potlatch picture)
Decorate the outside of the room with the second graders'
Raven de",,n hung above the door. Use duct tape, scissors,
and staplers to hang the Raven design and any other designs
being used
Tlingit foods such as smoked salmon (prepared by the second
grade class), tarries, raring eggs, black or red seaweed,
pieces of eulachon fish and halibut, etc.
An electric mixer to whip the soapberries, knife, cutting
board, hot plate and pot to boil the herring eggs. a platter
and a table to place the foods on
The food will be served by the third graders. The :following
is needed to Derve the food: small paper plates for two
cl.asses, small paper cups and plastic spoon; for the berries
Gifts for the Eagle artists (i.e., magic markers, crayons,
etc.)

Preparation:

It takes two to three hours to decorate the potlatch room. It

tal.es another hour to prepare the food for the potlatch.

* All materials arc prepared by the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will participate in a potlatch
Students will learn to Lppreciate the concept of respect
toward others, especially their elders
Students will taste different Tlingit foods
itudents will sing and dance the Raven Peace Song
::tudents will give food to -he second graders
Students will give a gift to the second graders
Students will observe what occurs at a potlatch
Students will listen to an elder talk about respect toward
everyone and everything
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Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Before the potlatch begins, remind the students that this
potlatch is a time of respect. Ask them how we show our
respect. Briefly, go over the potlatch script once more.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Have the students put both the Eagle and the Raven medallions
around their necks. Line students in one line with the leader
in front. Dress the leader in a special button blanket, cedar
bark hat and a speaker's staff.

Take the students to the potlatch room. Have them put on
their tunics or button blankets and sit quietly while we wait
for our guests to arrive.

Refer to Potlatch Procedures for detailed instructions of what
is expected at the potlatch.

Activity_ (Closure)

Have the students thank their Eagle guests, parents, Tlingit
elder, Tlingit singer/dance- and the adults preparing the
food.

Students take off button blankets and neatly fold them and
place them back where they originally found them.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Ask the students to write down their thoughts about the
potlatch. Have them share this experience with their families.
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Third Grade Resources
Available from the Indian Studies Program

Books for Students:

In A Tlingit Winter House, by Patrica Partnow, Anchorage
School District

Lingit Aanee, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

Clan Rule Book, by Patricia Partnow, Anch. School District

Books for the Teacher:

The Bentwood Box, by Nan McNutt, The Workshop, Seattle

The People of the Totem, by Noruan Bancroft-Hunt & Werner
Forman

Objects of Pride, by Allen Wardwell

The Box of Daylight, by Bill Holm

The Tlingit Way of Life Long Ago, by Maude Simpson & Esther
Billman, Sheldon Jackson Museum

Effective Practices in Indian Education, Teacher's Monograph,
by Floy C. Pepper, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Study Prints:

Large language map of Alaska

.ingit Aanee poster

Tlingit clothing

Interior/Exterior of Clan House

Canoes

Native foods

Other Resources Available for the Indian Studies Program:

Raven Speaker's staff

Drum and drumstick

Button Blankets
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Fake fire

Fake fish roasting

Bentwood Boxes

Tunics

Headbands

D69

Diskett s for use with Apple II or Apple III:

Alaska Natives the First People, Part Four, by Larry &
Martha Stevens

Tlingit Clans, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with experience as:

singers and dancers

storytellers

artisans

Books for the Teachers (continued)

Any of the Christie Harris series (for retelling stories
to children), Atheneum

Raven's Cry (Haida history)

Once Upon A Totem

Once More Upon A Totem

The Trouble with Princesses

Mouse Woman and the Muddleheads

Sky Man On the Totem Pole

Mouse Woman and the Mischief Makers

Mouse Woman and the Vanished Princesses

Video Tapes:

Salmon, Catch To Can, Alaska Dept. of Fish Game. (Alaska
State Film library)

The Choice Is Ours, U.S. Forest Service (Alaska State Film
Library)
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Films:

D70

The Shadow and the Spirit, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Haa Shagoon, Austin Hammond & The Chilkat Indian Association
(Alaska State Film Library)

Potlatch To A Monument, Alaska State Film Library

First Americans' Emphasis Week, KTOO (Alaska State Film
Library)

Potlatch People (16mm), Alaska State Library

Richard's Totem Pole (16mm), Alaska State Library

Cassette Tapes:

Recorded Raven Creation Stories

Recorded Tlingit Legends

Potlatch songs

Study Prints:

Photograph of a bark house

Photograph of a traditional Tlingit village

Photograph of the Whale House interior, Alaska State Museum

Canoes with sails photograph, Sheldon Museum, Haines

Photograph of Auke village (in town), Alaska State Museum

Photograph of Tlingits dressed for a potlatch, Alaska State
Museum

Living by the Seasons, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Tlingit Clan Designs, Juneau Indian Studies Program

Other Resources Available from the Indian Studies Program:

Tlingit Winter House Parts

poles, 2x4's and cover

cedar platform

animal hides

seal with removeable insides

seal oil lamp
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Potlatch Materials:

Button Blankets and tunics

vests

feathers

fire materials

animal hides and skins

speaker's staff

cedar bark hat

feast dish

wooden potlatch spoon

adze

model wooden canoe

bear mask

Bkntwood Boxes and strips for making boxes

Clan design stamps

Shadow Puppet Production Material

Tlingit Foods:

seal oil

red ribbon seaweed

black seaweed

soap berries

Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies PtJgram for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

Historians

Singers & dancers

Grandparents with subsistence knowledge

Storytellers

Artisans
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"It is the policy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment opportunities and to provide
service and benefits to all students and employees without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or status

as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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FOURTH GRADE

Due to Alaska environmental resource diversity, some items

can only be found in certain parts of Alaska. The value placed

on such commodities led to the development of a complicated

system of trade among the southeastern island and mainland

Tlingits, and the Athabaskans of the interior of Alaska.

The fcur grade unit is designed to develop a greater under-

standing by students of Alaska's history, based on this concept.

The learner focuses on the "respect" shown our natural resources,

without which we would be unable to survive. Once a general

understanding of respect toward nature is taught, the students

learn more about the items that are traded by the Tlingits and

Athabaskans.

The unit concludes by having a trade game which enhances

the student understanding of the importance of trade...a time

when cultures come together not only to trade, but to share a

mutual respect and appreciation of our natural resources.

Social Studies Emphasis: Alaska History
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

Unit I: Tlingit Trading

Purpose: Trading is an important means for supplementing one's
resources. This unit allows the student to study and
identify items traded by the Tlingits and the
Athabaskans.

The trade game enhances the student's understanding
of trading and expands their knowledge of the
importance of our natural resources.

Day 1 - Overview of Alaska's Cultures

Values:

Respect for others
Respect for nature

Knowledge:

People of Alaska and their cultures
Natural resources in southeastern Alaska - how
they are used and respected
Reading story of Tlingit Aanee and completing a
worksheet

Skills

Map skills
Listening skills
Reading aloud
Working independently

Day 2 - Respect of Natural Resources

Values:

Respect of natural resources
Subsistenze
Respect icy.: others' beliefs

Knowledge:

The Tlingit ways of catching salmon and the
respect shown toward the salmon
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Day 2 - continued

Skills:

o Listening skills
o Reading aloud
o Following directions
o Working independently

Day 3 - Living by the Seasons

Values:

o Respect of natural resources
o Peace with nature

Knowledge:

o How natural resources are used and the respect
shown toward these resources

o Food gathering times and procedures

Skills:

o Reading
o Working independently
o Coloring graph
o Identifying specific food gathering times

Day 4 - Putting Natural Resources to Use

Values:

o Respect for elders

Knowledge:

o Gathering natural resources
o Techniques used in making an article from

natural resources
o Demonstration on how to make an article from

natural resources

Skills:

o Listening skills
o Observing
o Participating in discussion
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Day 5 - Tlingit and Athabaskan Trade Items

Values:

Respect for others
Sharing

Knowledge:

Tlingit people are identified by whether they
live on islands or on the mainland
Three main trading rivers
Tlingits traded with one another and Athabaskans
to supplement what they have

Skills:

Labeling
Listening skills
Following directions
Participation

Day 6 - Trade Items

Values:

Respect for others
Sharing

Knowledge:

Tlingits trade amongst themselves and with the
Athabaskans
How trading was accomplished and the types of
items traded

Skills:

Identify three Tlingit Islander trade items
Identify three Tlingit Mainlander trade items
Identify three Athabaskan trade items

Day 7 - Trade Game Procedures

Knowledge:

How trade game will be played
How trade cards will be used
Describe the setting for our trade game
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Day 7 - continued

Skills:

Listening skills
Identify trade items

Day 8 - Trade Cards

Knowledge:

Identify and draw trade itews

Skills:

Listening skills
Following directions
Drawing
Coloring

Day 9 - Trade Day

Values:

Cooperation
Sharing

Knowledge:

Tlingits traded with one another and with the
Athabaskans to obtain a variety of goods

Skills:

Listening skills
Observing
Participating

i
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Overview of Alaska's Cultures

Materials:

30 large pieces (12"x18") of construction paper to make
"Indian Studies" notebook
Colored pencils
Globe of the World
Large language map of Alaska*
30 small desk maps of Alaska for each student to label
the main Alaskan Native groups
30 copies of Lingit Aane'e written by Patricia Partnow

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

N

I

Objectives:

Students will be able to orally define "culture"
Students will be able to list three ways that their
"Western" way of life is different from the Tlingit way of
life years ago
Students will be able to name at least three different
Alaskan native groups
Students will read Lingit Aanee to obtain information about
the natural resources available in southeast Alaska
Students will list at least five natural resources avail-
able in southeast Alaska

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Begin the introduction the same as for the Third Graders.
Repetition is fine, as the students have more knowledge after one
year and they can add on more information onto the subject of
"culture".

Show the globe of the world to the students. Explain to them
that if they lived here 200 years ago, it would have been diffi-
cult to travel without modern ways of transportation. There are
oceans, mountains, deserts, etc. that are added obstacles in
traveling many years ago. Therefore, people stayed in their own
area and few explored beyond. People rarely saw others outside
of their own "culture" and as a result there was little outside
contact or influence. People's cultures, or way of life
remained intact.
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

Explain to the students that people all around the world have
many ways that are similar to one another as well as many ways
that are different. Ask the students how we are all alike and
how we are different. As they mention something, write it on
the chalkboard. List about eight items on the board. Some of
those items that students often cover include language, housing,
education, clothing, transportation, entertainment, celebrations,
government, foods and physical appearance.

Tell the students that culture is a way of life. It includes
everything that they listed on the chalkboard. Place the word
"culture" on the chalkboard. Tell the students that they may be
learning new words. The words that you would like them to
remember will be in the box on the chalkboard.

Tack the Alaska language map up where the students can see it.
Ask them why they are fortunate to live in Alaska. You may get
responses such as, it snows, the beautiful scenery, etc. Expound
on that. "Yes, we are fortunate to live in an area where there
are unique cultures that still exist. There ate many different
Alaskan Native groups here in our state and their way of life is
different from each other."

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Pass out Alaska desk maps that have not been labeled with the
major Alaskan Native groups. Have the students refer to their
small Alaskan map as the teacher points out where the major
Alaskan Native groups live on the large map. Say each group out
loud and have the students repeat it after you for reinforcement.
As you go over each Alaskan Native group have the students
write that group on their small Alaska map. Ask the students
why there are many different names for Alaskan Natives. They
always respond that each group has their own unique "culture".

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Tell the students that they will make an Indian Studies note-
book. This is where they will place all Indian Studies handout
sheets.

Pass out large construction paper, fold in half and have the
students write their name on the upper right hand corner. Have
them title it Indian Studies and let them know that their Alaska
map should go into this notebook. (Students tend to lose their
papers, so this saves a lot of time!)

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Tell the students that we will be learning about the Tlingit
culture, since we live in southeast Alaska. An important part of
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

any culture are the natural resources available in their area.
Write natural resources on tbe board and ask for it's defini-
tion. We are going to read d book on the natural resources
available in southeast Alaska.

Activity_ (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Pass out Lingit Aanee to all of the students. (This book is an
excellent visual resource for the students to see what natural
resources are available in southeast Alaska). Have each student
read one page out loud.

After the students read Lingit Aanee, discuss. Ask the students
if they can name a natural resource that the Tlingits needed to
survive 200 years ago. How would they have used these natural
resources? (A good example to use would be that blueberries were
used for food or dyes). Call on three students for more examples.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

After the students understand that the natural resources were
important to the Tlingits, give them the handout sheet entitled,
Tlingit Natural Resources.

Have the students list some natural resources that were needed
for the Tlingits to survive 200 years ago. Also, include how
these natural resources were used.

Activity (Closure)

Ask the students why the natural resources were so important to
the Tlingits.

Activity (Independent Practice)

If the students finish their Tlingit Natural Resource handout
sheet, early, they can draw those natural resources.
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Imagine standing on a beach at the shore.
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You look out toward the ocean. .
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But instead of the ocean, you see islands

islands right in fiont of you, and islands off in the

distance.
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The islands have tall mountains on them

mountains with steep sides that come right down to

the shore !
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The mountains are covered with tall, tall trees:

spruce, hemlock, and cedar.
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You turn around and look at the beach you are

standing on. The beach is rocky and narrow. Seaweed

clings to the rocks up to the tide line And right at the

edge of the beach, you see more tall, tall trees.
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The ground slopes up and your eyes follow the shape

of the ground up, up, to the top of another big mountain

right in front of you.
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You decide to walk into the forest You go to the edge

of the rocky beach and look between the trees.
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It is dark in there, because the trees are so tall and

thick that they blc,,k out all the sunlight.
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You go in anyway. The ground feels spongy

underfoot. You= look down and see moss soft, wet moss.

And mushrooms. And tall ferns. Blueberry bushes as big

as you are. And a big prickly plant called devil's club that

will sting you if you touch it.
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It's hard to walk through the forest, because there

are so many plants, bushes, and fallen trees in the way.

You feel a cool wet breeze on your face and breathe the wet

sweet air. You begin to hear a light pattering noise. You

look up it's raining a light, drizzly rain.
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It becomes more difficult to walk as the ground slopes

up more and more steeply toward the top of the mountain.

You decide to walk back down to the beach.
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It's raining now, and the clouds are low. You can't

ser the tops of the mountains on the islands any more.
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For the first time you notice the sound of running

water. You look around you and see that there are lots of

streams and waterfalls tumbling down the mountains, out of

the forests onto the beaches, and into the sea.
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Suddenly you become aware of noises animal

noises ! The islands, forest, ocean, and beaches are full of

animals! You look around in surprise and you see.. .
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Eagles and ravens and sea gulls and ducks . . .

Mountain goats and black bears and brown bears e nd deer...
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Porcupines and weasels and squirrels and foxes ...
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Sea otters and sea lions and whales and porpoises. .
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Salmon and halibut and dolly varrien and herring...
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And lots more !
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And you wonder. . . . What kind of people live in this place ?
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Lesson:

Materials:

30 copies of The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon,
written by Patricia Partnow*
30 copies of the handout sheet entitled: The Tlingit
Way: How to Treat Salmon*
Lingit Aanee poster by Patricia Partnow*
Example of-a woosaani or harpoon*

Tlingit Trading

Respect of Natural Resources

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will read The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon to
obtain information about how the Tlingits show respect
towards salmon
Students will understand that the Tlingits believed that
everything has a spirit through reading The Tlingit Way:
How to Treat Salmon
Students will learn the duties that the Tlingit women, men
and children have at fish camp
Students will be able to list at least two different ways
that Tlingits caught salmon

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Explain to the students that yesterday we talked about the natural
resources available to the Tlingits. The Tlingits were fortunate
to have so many resources available to them.

Discuss respect for these natural resources. The Tlingits
believed that everything had a spirit. They showed respect
towards all the resources from animals, trees and even roots from
the trees. They knew that they could not survive without all
these resources.

Tell the students that they will be reading a booklet about how
the Tlingits respected salmon.

Activity (Instruction)

Give directions. Tell the students to read the entire booklet,
entitled The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon. Afterwards, they
are to complete the worksheet that goes along with the booklet.
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Activity (Guided Practice)

Pass out the booklet to each student. Monitor the students by
walking around the room to see how they are doing. Have the
students raise their hands if they need your help.

Activity (Closure)

After all of the students have completed their questionnaire,
discuss. Go over each question and expound on it. Ask the
students how the Tlingits showed respect towards salmon. Ask
the students where the Tlingits went to during the summer.
What did they do at this place?

Ask the students how the Tlingit men caught the salmon. It
helps to show the poster of Lingit Aanee, which shows a variety
of fishing methods mentioned in The Tlingit Way: How to Treat
Salmon. Also, show an example of a harpoon or woosaani (in
Tlingit). Ask the students what materials the woosaani is made
out of. How does this harpoon catch salmon?

After discussing the questionnaire, reinforce to students that
it was the Tlingit way to show respect towards their natural
resources. Ask the students why this was so.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Students who finish their questionnaire early can illustrate one
Tlingit method of catching salmon.
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THE TLINGIT WAY: HOW TO TREAT SALMON

Written By:

Patricia H. Partnow

Illustrated By:

Jeanette Bailey

March 1975
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THE TLINGIT WAY: HOW TO TREAT SALMON

A Production of the

Alaska Bilingual Education Center
of the

Alaska Native Education Board
4510 International Airport Road

Anchorage, Alaska

This is a pre-publication copy being
distributed for purposes of field
testing and correction only, not to
be reproduced without the permission
of the Alaska Bilingual Education
Center. 3-75-500.
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THE TLINGIT WAY: HOW TO TREAT SALMON

Most Alaskans fish for salmon now and then, and most people like
to eat it. But in the old days, the Tlingits used to fish for
salmon all summer long and into the fall, and they caught enough
to last them through the winter. They ate salmon for almost
every meal.

Since salmon were so important to the Tlingits, the people wanted
to make sure they would catch enough in the summer and fall to
last them through the year. They felt that it was not enough to
have good aim with a salmon harpoon, or to be able to build a
salmon trap just the right size and strength to hold salmon.
They thought those skills were important, but they felt that
skills alone would not catch salmon. They believed that salmon
allowed themselves to be caught only if they wanted to be caught- -
so the really good fisherman was the person who knew how to treat
fish well and keep good will between human beings and salmon.
Most important, a good fisherman understood that salmon must not
be insulted or angered--for if the salmon were insulted, they
would never return to the streams where they were born, and the
people would starve.
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This story tells some of the special ways the Tlingits treated
salmon, and some of the ways they knew to avoid insulting the
salmon. These were things that all children had to learn when
they were growing lip. The children learned by watching and
listening to their parents and uncles and aunts and grandparents,
and they remembered everything that these relatives told them.
They had to--it was a matter of life and death! Then, when the
children grew up, they passed on all thew rules, and many more,
to their own children.
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This is the way it used to be:

In the summer, all the clans headed for fish camp, each clan
going to the fishing grounds and stream that it owned. ei clan
often owned more than one good salmon stream, so the members
of the clan would split up. Some men took their families to
one stream, others took their families to another stream.

Once a group of clansmen and their families arrived at fish
camp and had set up tents and arranged their belongings, they
helped each other build salmon traps and weirs and put up nets
across the openings of streams. Then they all fished together,
but each man kept the fish he caught for his own family. And
each woman cleaned and dried the fish her husband caught for
their family.

That is the way it used to be: the family needed the man to
catch the fish; and it needed the woman to prepare the fish.
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Catching Salmon

E41

In the old days, only the men caught salmon. Women were not
allowed to come close to the water when salmon were running.
Thls was one way people showed respect for salmon.

The men knew lots of different ways to catch salmon. Here are
some of them:

If the men were fishing in a clear stream or river, they might
build a barricade of sticks (called a weir) across the stream
to keep the salmon from swimming upstream. They stood on the
banks of the river and threw a long spear called a harpoon to
catch the salmon.
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The harpoon head was made of bone. It
rested in a nocch at the end of the
wooded spear handle. A rope made
of spruce roots or kelp was
tied to the harpoon head
at one end and to the
handle at the
other.

When a
salmon was

harpooned, the
fisherman held on

to the rope. The harpoon
head came loose from the han-

dle, and stuck in the salmon. The
fisherman let the salmon swim ar "ind

on the end of the rope, and when it became
tired, the man pulled the fish to shore.
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If the men were fishing in a silty
glacial stream and couldn't
see anything in the water,
they used a long gaff
hood to catch the
salmon

4111111/

The
handle

of the gaff
hook was made

of a straight stick,
and the hook was made of

sharpened bone.
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Sometimes, the men used large dipnets for catching salmon.



In the streams with heavy salmon runs, the fishermen used
large fish traps for catching the salmon. The would catch
more salmon this way than any other.

The traps were made of pieces of wood which were lashed
together by spruce roots. The men collected the wood, and
the women gathered the spruce roots.
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The men built the trap. Then they placed it across the stream
with the opening facing downstream.
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As the salmon swam upstream to their spawning grounds, they
were guided to the opening of the trap. They swam into it, but
could not find their way out.
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When the trap was full, it was hauled out of the water and the
salmon were taken to the women to clean.

After a man caught a salmon, he sang to it, explaining why he
had killed it. The song might say something like this:

"Why did I kill that fish?
I need it to eat.
My family at home is hungry- -

I didn t kill it for nothing.
Forg e me."
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Preparing Salmon

The women lik:d to be together when they were cleaning and
smoking salmon. They stayed close to the campsite, and talked
and laughed as they worked. They had to work quickly to clean
the fish before they spoiled. The children helped them--some
helped to clean fish, others helped by babysitting for their
younger brothers and sisters.

Each woman had a large cutting board made of cedar or spruce
wood for cleaning the fish. She put this on the ground, and put
the fish she was going to clean on the board with its head
pointed upstream. The fish's head always had to point upstream,
for at the head of the stream it would spawn, and its soul
would be born again in the body of another fish. The woman her-
self sat on the ground facing downstream, with her side, not her
face, towards the water.

To clean the fish, the woman would cut off its head and make a
cut down the fish's belly to clean the guts out. Then she cut
the fish almost in two along the backbone and pulled the back-
bone and ribs out. She cut slits in a special pattern in the
meat. Each woman cut her own special design in the fish for
her family. That way, she could tell which fish were hers
after they were dried along with everyone else's salmon in the
big smokehouse.

,
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She saved the fish eggs to dry or smoke.

The women were very careful to take care of the bones, head
and guts of the salmon. In some parts of Lingft Aane'e, the
women burned all of the left-over parts of the salmon after
they cleaned it. In other areas, they threw them into the
stream. This was one of the things which the salmon demanded
of human beings. Otherwise, the fish would not be reborn and
the people would starve.
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There was usually one big smokehouse at summer fish camp.
Sometimes people lived in the smokehouse, and other times
they lived in tents or small huts and only used the smoke-
house for drying fish.

The door of the smokehouse faced the river or stream.
Sticks to hold the drying salmon hung across the house, in
the same direction as the river. When a woman put her
salmon on these sticks, she made sure that the front end of
the salmon was heading upstream.
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And that's the way it used to be!
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Name:

The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon

Please answer the following questions:

1. According to the Tlingit people, the really good fisherman
was the person who knew how to:

2. Why did a good Tlingit fisherman feel that salmon should not
be angered or insulted?

3. How did the Tlingit children learn since they did not have
books to read?

4. Where did the Tlingit people go during the summer months?

5. What did the men do at the place in the summer?

What did the women do at the place in the summer?

6. Did the women help the men catch the salmon? Why or why
not?

7. The men knew many different ways to catch salmon. Name and
describe these different ways of catching salmon.

8. What was the harpoon head made out of?
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9. Which method of fishing caught the most fish for the Tlingit
people?

10. Why did the Tlingit men sing to the salmon after it was
caught?

11. How did the Tlingit children help their parents at the fish
camp?

12. The women placed the salmon on a cutting board to clean.
The head of the salmon pointed upstream as it was being
cleaned. Why?

13. Each woman cut her own special design in the fish for her
family. Why did she do this?

14. The fire for smoking the fish was made of:

and

15. What would happen to the salmon if the fire for smoking the
fish was too hot?

16. What type of containers were the fish stored in?

Juneau Indian Studies
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Fourth Grade Lesson Pland

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Living by the Seasons

Materials:

30 copies of the handout sheet entitled, Tlingit Economic
Year
Ircopies of the Tlingit Economic Year questionnaire
A copy of page 115 from the book, Cedar, by Hilary Stewart
An item made from cedar bark (i.e., cedar bark basket,
hat, etc.)*
Cedar bark*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will learn when Tlingits gathered their natural
resources after coloring the pie graph provided in Indian
Studies curriculum
Students will explore how certain natural resources were
gathered (i.e., cedar bark)
Students will listen to the instructor talk about the
importance of respect towards their natural resources (i.e.,
cedar bark)

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Yesterday we discussed how and why the Tlingits showed respect
toward salmon. Today we will learn the time of the year that
Tlingits gathered their natural resources. Talk about the seasons
and what was gathered and utilized during those periods.

We will also be studying about one of the natural resources -
cedar bark. We'll find out how the cedar bark was gathered and
how they showed their respect toward the tree for the use of it's
bark.

Activity (Instruction)

Provide each student with the pie graph entitled, Tlingit Economic
Year and the questionnaire that goes along with it. 't-udents are
to color the calendar according to the directions. After coloring
the pie graph, they are to answer the questionnaire that goes
along with it.
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Activity (Guided Practice)

Students will color the Tlingit Economic Year pie graph and
answer the questionnaire. Monitor the activity by walking
around the room, having student, raise their hand if they need
assistance.

Activity (Independent Practice)

If students finish their questionnaire early, hae them draw a
picture to go along with their written description of what
natural resources they would have gathered during the month of
May.

Activity (Closure)

After students complete their questionnaire, discuss as a group
and have students give their answers. After the students finish
coloring the pie graph, they seem to have a better concept of
when different resources were gathered.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Remind the students that the Tlingits respected all of their
natural resources. They never wasted anything. They believed
that if they treated these resources with respect, then there
would always be a supply of resources to continue their
survival. They were in harmony with nature.

Use cedar bark as an example of how the Tlingits gathered their
resources. Show the students haw the bark was gathered. Refer
to page 115 from the book, Cedar, by Hilary Stewart. Show
samples of what the Tlingits made out of cedar bark (i.e.,
cedar bark hat, clothing, baskets, etc.)

Activity (Closure)

Reinforce to the students that the Tlingits could not have
survived without the help of their natural resources. They knew
this and -espected their enidronment. They showed their respect
in a variety of ways. For instance, if they were using the bark
from the tree, they would thank the tree.

Do you remember from yesterday, how the Tlingits showed their
respect toward salmon? How is this similar to showing respect
toward the tree?
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Name:

The Tlingit Economic Year

Color the bark gathering BROWN

Color the deep sea fishing BLUE

Color the berry picking GREEN

Color the seaweed gathering YELLOW

Color the salmon fishing RED

Color the hunting ORANGE

Directions: Refer to the Tlingit Economic Year graph to answer
the following questions:

1. The Tlingits gathered bark during the month of

2. What is today's date?

What would the Tlingits be going during this month?

3. Which month did the Tlingits spend a lot of their time
fishing for salmon?

4. Which months look like the busiest months for the Tlingit
people?

5. If you were a Tlingit in the year 1885, describe in your
own words what life would have been like for you during the
month of May.

Juneau Indian Studies
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Putting Natural Resources to Use

Materials:

A Tlingit resource person to demonstrate how to make an
article from their natural resources. (i.e., Chilkat
Blanket Weaver, Spruce Root and Cedar Bark Basket
Maker, etc.)
Materials necessary for the resource person (i.e., a
table for demonstration, slide projector, etc.)

I

Objectives:

Students will observe a Tlingit resource person demonstrate
how they make an article from the natural resources
Students will recognize the amount of work it takes to
gather and prepare the natural resources to make an article
Students will recognize tba amount of work it takes to make
an article
Students will observe how the resource person shows their
respect toward natural resources and/or their working
waterials

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Introduce the Tlingit resource person. Inform the students that
we are fortunate to have this person share their knowledge. This
person will be your teacher for the next 40 minutes.

Tell the students that after our guest demonstrates we will be
discussing how the natural resources were gathered and prepared
before making an item. How does this person show respect toward
the natural resource?

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Students will observe a demonstration from a Tlingit resource
person. During this demonstration, students will recognize the
vast amount of work it takes to gather and prepare the supplies
needed and then finally produce a finished product.

Activity (Closure)

Thank the native resource person for sharing with the class.
Have the students ask questions. Discuss the demonstration.
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Tlingit/Athabaskan Trade Items

Materials:

30 copies of student desk map showing southeast Alaska
trade routes
Large map of Alaska's Native People*
Colored pencils for each student
Examples of Tlingit and Athabaskan trade items (i.e.,
artifacts, photographs, etc.)*
For references on Tlingit trading, refer to Under Mount
St. Elias, by Frederica deLaguna, The Social Economy of
the Tlingit Indians, by Oberg and the teacher guide.
Tlingit TraN7171i7 by Patricia Partnow*

k.....:Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

E61
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Students will be able to differentiate between the Tlingit
villages located on islands and the Tlingit villages located
on the mainland by labeling a map of southeast Alaska
Students will identify the major rivers used for trading by
labeling the southeast Alaska map
Students will participate in a discussion on trading

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Explain to the students that the Tlingits had villages located in
two different areas. Some Tlingits lived on the islands. (Define
island for those who may not know what it is). Some Tlingit
villages are located on the mainland near large rivers.

Activity (Instruction)

On the large Alaska map, point out the difference between the
Tlingit islands and mainland. Tell the students that they will
be given their own map of southeast Alaska. On this map, the
students will see the names for several Tlingit villages.

List the Tlingit villages (Island and Mainland) onto the chalk-
board. For example:
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Activity (Instruction) cont.

Mainland Villages Island Villages

Chilkat
Yakutat
Tongass
Auke
Chilkoot
Stikine

Hoonah
Henya
Angoon
Sitka
Kake
Kuiu

Also, list on the chalkboard, a few of the major Tlingit rivers.
Examples are: the Stikine River, the Taku River and the Alsek.
Add the Copper River to the list. It is an Athabaskan River.

Give each student their own map of southeast Alaska. Ask them
to circle the mainland villages with a brown pencil, the island
villages with a green pencil and the rivers with a blue pencil.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Students will identify the Tlingit villages located on the main-
land and islands by circling these villages on the southeast
Alaska map. They will also locate the major rivers listed
above.

Monitor this activity by walking around the room. If the students
need further assistance, have them raise their hand.

Once the students have finished circling the Tlingit villages and
rivers, go over to the large Alaska map and point out where all
the villages and rivers are. If they have made a mistake, have
them correct it.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

When the students understand that the Tlingit villages are
located on the islands and the mainland, introduce the concept of
trading. Why do people trade? Why do you think the Tlingits
traded? Who did they trade with?

Activity (Closure)

Review briefly the material that was covered for the day. What is
the difference between the villages located on the island as
opposed to those located on the mainland? What are the names of
some of the Tlingit villages? Are they located on islands or on
the mainland? What are the names of a few of the major Tlingit
rivers?
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Trade Items

Materials:

Examples of Tlingit and Athabaskan trade items (i.e.,
artifacts, photographs, etc.)
Variety of natural resources that the trade items were
made from. Examples: cedar bark, spruce roots, moose-
hide, mountain goat wool, etc.)
30 copies of Harvest Time at the Beach handout sheet*
30 copies of EFIEiiaout sheets entitled: Plant Foods,
Beach Foods, Berries and Animal Foods*
Cedar, written by Hilary Stewart. Refer to pages 115
.3.R772
Kahtahah, written by Frances Lackey Paul. Refer to
pages 12 and 13

* Available from the Juneau Indian Studies Program

Ob'ecti,res:

Students will be able to identify three items that were
traded by the Tlingits from the islands
Students will be able to identify three items that were
traded by the Tlingits from the mainland
Students will be able to identify three items that the
Athabaskans traded with the Tlingits
Students will observe the natural resources needed to make
the trade items
Students will be able to identify the items that these
three groups of people would like in return

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Review yesterday's lesson on trading. Do the students under_lid
the concept of trading? Reinforce that the Tlingits traded to
obtain a variety of goods. We will go over these goods that the
Tlingit people traded between themselves and the Athabaskans.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

The Tlingits that lived on the islands were surrounded by water.
These people had plenty of seafood, shells and they had cedar
trees, green stone, etc. 3ring samples or handouts of the items
that the island Tlingits had.

These Tlingits that lived on the islands traded the above goods
with Tlingits from the mainland. In exchange, the mainland
Tlingits would have items like eulachon oil, cranberries in oil,
mountain goat horn spoon, Chilkat blankets, etc. Bring samples
of these goods to show the students.

The mainland Tlingits traded also with the Athabaskans. The
Tlingits wanted different Athabaskan items such as moosehides,
copper, birchwood bows, caribou hides and wolf moss. Explain
why these items were desired by the Tlingits.

In return, the Athabaskans wanted Tlingit itu's such as iron,
cedar bark baskets, shell ornaments, cranberries in oil and
eulachon oil.

It is easier for the students to remember which group of people
owns what if you have three display tables. Each table should
represent the goods from each group of people (i.e., the island
Tlingit, mainland Tlingit and Athabaskan). Write on the board
or posterboard the three groups of people and underneath list
the items that these people had. Below this list, add the goods
that each of these groups desired. (Refer to the lesson on
Trade Procedures for a listing of these items).

Activity (Closure)

Review the extensive material covered for the day. Ask the
students to list all three groups of people. Below that list,
briefly copy the information from the board. Save this list for
future reference.
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HARVEST TIME AT THE BEACH
Collecting Alaskan Native Foods Between The Tides
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Mountain Goat
ANIMAL FOODS

Porcupine Brown Bear
Rabbit

44

Seal

Black Bear
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LC day as they were watching a big eagle swooping to
the water for a fish, Kahtahah told her foster mother that
she liked the summer camp best of all the places that they
lived. "All winter it is dark and cold and rainy," she said.
"Then spring comes and we go up the Stikine to the eulachon
camp, but it is still cold. In summer camp there are no
Grizzly bears to be afraid of and there are so many different
things to do, so summer camp is much the nicest."

The eulachon camp was where Snook's family always stopped
for two or three weeks in the spring on the way up the Stikine
to hunt grizzly bears and to gather spruce roots. There they
fished for Pulachon, a sort of needlefish smaller than a
herring, commonly called hooligan. These fish came into the
big rivers to spawn by the millions, sometimes before the ice
was gone. Then the men had to set their nets of woven spruce
roots through holes in the ice, but the nets were often carried
away if the eulachon run came after the breakup of the ice and
the big blocks of ice rushed down the river, sweeping every-
thing before them. The men who went out in canoes to dip up
the fish in their baglike nets were in danger, too. Only the
spring before, one of the slaves had drowned when a cake of ice
upset his canoe.

Repitieci Tir"46.. book., Kahl-allall,61 Frames Paul
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The Indians knew when a fish run
was coming because great flocks of
sea gulls followed the eulachon up the
river, flying about, screaming, diving,
swimming and fighting as they fed on
the eulachon all day long. The women
strung hundreds of the little fish on
bark ropes, hanging them in the sun and
the wind to dry, sometimes with a slow
smoking fire under them,

The fish were so rich in oil that it dripped out while
drying. But the most important part of eulachon fishing was
trying out the oil, which was done in several steps. First,
the fish were heaped in large piles until they were partially
spoiled, which separated the oil more quickly. The fish were
then put in canoes or big boxes, and water and hot rocks
added. The water was kept boiling with additional rocks until
all the oil from the fish had risen to the top. When cool,
the thick grease was skimmed off and stored in wooden boxes.

When the eulachon run was large all the
Indians filled many boxes with grease. The
Tlingits liked to use the oil themselves
for dipping dried halibut and salmon and as
a sauce for boiled salmon eggs, but they
also traded it to Indians who did not own a
spring camp on the Stikine. Good eulachon
fishing grounds made rich Indians because
others traveled lcng distances just to buy
the oil.
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Trade Game Procedures

Materials:

Resources on Tlingit Trading:
Under Mount St. Elias by Frederica deLaguna*
The Social Economy of the Tlingit Indians by Oberg*
The Tlingit Trade Game, a teachers guide, by Partnow*

Trade cards representing items from the island Tlingits,
mainland Tlingits and the Athabaskans

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will observe rhP rules to the Tlingit trade game in
which they will participate in during the next few days
The class will practice playing the trade game with the
instructor

Introduction (Set/ Purpose)

Begin with a review from yesterday's lesson. Ask the students
what items were traded by the Tlingits from the islands, the
Tlingits from the mainland and the Athabaskans. What items did
these three groups of people want in return?

Explain to the students that certain trade routes were owned by
different clans. The Tlingits that lived on the mainland near
the large rivers had the advantage for trading with the Tlingit:,
from the islands and the Athabaskans. (Refer to the resources
listed under Materials). The mainland Tlingits acted as a middle-
man in trading between the island Tlingits and the Athabaskans.
If the Athabaskans wanted a product from the island Tlingits, they
would have to go through the mainland Tlingits. If the island
Tlingits wanted an Athabaskan product, they, too, would have to go
through the middleman, the mainland Tlingits.

When the Tlingits traded, they had a trade partner. (Refer to
Under Mount St. Elias by deLaguna).

Explain to the students that they will be involved in a Tlingit
Trade Game in a few days. The instructor will be going over the
rules to this trade game.

Ideally there should be three classes involved in the game. One
class (Fourth Graders) would represent the mainland Tlingits.
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0 Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

Another class (also Fourth Graders) would represent the island
Tlingits and the Athabaskans would be represented by yet
another class (Fifth Graders).

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Explain to the students that before the trade game begins, the
instructor will decorate a classroom. It should look like the
mainland Tlingits have traveled a distance and have set up a
camp. This will be where the mainlanders will trade with the
islanders and Athabaskans.

The mainlanders will stay in this trading area during the entire
game. Remember, the mainlanders are the "middlemen" between the
islanders and the Athabaskans.

Then, the Athabaskans will pretend like they've hiked a great
distance to trade with :.he mainlanders. The Athabaskans will be
greeted by the mainlander::. To determine your partner, the
mainlanders will be in a single line. The first Athabaskan in
line will be the partner of the first mainlander, and so on.
(This will prevent confusion). The students must remember who
their partner is, because they will be trading together twice
during this trading game.

The mainlander will take their Athabaskan trade partner back to
their tent or around the fake fire pit to begin trading.

This is a description of how the trading game will take place...

Each group (the mainland Tlingits, island Tlingits and
Athabaskans) will have trade cards representing their trade
goods. Put on the chalkboard or posterboard, a list of what
each group of people will have to trade at the beginning of the
game and a list of items that they will want by the end of the
trade game.

3C0
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Pract.ce) cont.

Tlingit Islanders Tlingit Islanders

E77

At the beginning
the islanders
following items:

of the game,
WILL TRADE the

At the
islanders
items:

end of the game, the
WILL WANT the follow-

2 Cedar Bark Baskets* 1 Moosehide (Athabaskan)
2 Irons* 1 Copper (Athabaskan)
2 Shell Ornaments* 1 Birchwood Bow
1 Seal Oil (Athabaskan)

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon
(Mainland Tlingit)

1 Chilkat Blanket
(Mainland Tlingit)

Tlingit Mainlanders

At the beginning of the game,
the mainlanders WILL TRADE
the following items:

1 Eulachon Oil
1 Cranberries in Oil
1 Mountain Goat Horn

S to%. 1-'so- n

1 Chilkat Blanket

Athabaskans

At the beginning of the game,
the Athabaskans WILL TRADE
the following items:

2 Moosehides*
2 Coppers*
2 Birchwood Bows*
1 Caribou Hide
1 Wolf Moss

Tlin it Mainlanders

At the end of the game, the
mainlanders WILL WANT the
following items:

1 Moosehide (Athabaskan)
1 Copper (Athabaskan)

a 1 Birchwood Bow
(Athabaskan)

1 Caribou Hide (Athabaskan)
1 Wolf Moss (Athabaskan)
1 Iron (Tlingit Islanders)
1 Shell Ornament (Tlingit

(Islanders)
1 Cedar Bark Basket

(Tlingit Islanders)
1 Seal Oil (Tlingit Islanders)

Athabaskans

At the end of the game, the
Athabaskans WILL WANT the
following items:

1 Iron (Tlingit Islanders)
1 Cedar Bark Basket

(Tlingit Islanders)
1 Shell Ornament (Tlingit
Islanders)

1 Cranberries in Oil
(Mainland Tlingit)

1 Eulachon Oil (Mainland
Tlingit)

* Indicate two for one trade items for the Mainland Tlingit
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

Remember, the Mainland Tlingits are the middlemen. Mainlanders,
because of their intermediate position, extract a commission
from each trade, thereby becoming quite rich in items.

If either the Athabaskans or the islanders want to trade an item
that both other groups of people would like (for example, the
Athabaskans want to trade copper and both the mainlanders and
the islanders want copper), then the mainlanders will only give
them one item for two.

The Two-for-One items are:

Tlingit Islanders Athabaskans

Cedar Bark Baskets*
Shell Ornaments*
Iron*

Birchwood Bows*
Copper*
Moosehide*

E78

If the Athabaskans want to trade copper, the mainlanders will give
the Athabaskans one item (for example, cranberries in oil) for
2 coppers. Then the mainlanders are able to trade one of HIP
coppers to the islanders.

(*) The asterisk indicates two-for-one trade items for the
mainlanders.

The object of the game is to trade the abundent items for the
needed or wanted items horn the other groups of people.

Once the Athabaskans have traded with the mainlanders for about
5 minutes, the Athabaskans will leave the trading room. After the
Athabaskans have left the room, the mainlanders will stand in a
line waiting for the islanders to arrive. The islanders will
pretend that they have canoed a great distance to trade.
Establish trade partners. (This will be done the same way that
trade partners were established for the Athabaskans).

The mainlanders will then take their islander trade partner back
to their tent or around the tent to trade. Trading will take
place for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes of trading, the islanders
will leave the room.

The Athabaskans will come back to the trading area and go back to
their same trading partner. They will trade with the mainlanders
for 5 minutes. (This will be the second time that the mainlanders
and Athabaskans have traded). Why is this? The Athabaskans come
back to trade for the second time so that they can get the
islander items that the mainlanders have now. After the
Athabaskans have traded for 5 minutes, they will leave the room.



Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

The islanders will come back for their second time of trading
with the mainlanders. They will trade for 5 minutes with the
same mainlander trade partner in hope of getting some
Athabaskan trade items.

Activity (Closure)

After all students have traded, get the three groups together to
discuss the trade game. What did they learn? Sometimes, the
students find it unfair that the mainlanders come out with more
of a variety of items.

Tell the students that the islanders and the AthAbaskans were
also the middlemen with other groups surrounding them.

The students also need to know that we do not know the authentic
exchange rate of trade items. This trade game is not accurate
with the rates of exchange, but the students do get a feel of
what trading is all about. They learn what natural resources
were available to trade and the items that they would like in
return.

Teacher Note:

The cards following this lesson must be duplicated and cut out
before handing out to students.
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TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

MOWMountain Goat Horn Spoon

TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

Eulachon Oil

TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

L.

Cranberries in Oil
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LINGIT ISLANDERS

Trade 1 seal oil for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

Seal Oil

Chilkat Blanket

TLINGIT ISLANDERS

.,,stW.;

Halibut

AM.

Trade 1 dried halibut for
1 Tlingit Mainlander item.
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ATHABASKANS

Copper Nugget

Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Birchwood Bow

Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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ATHABASKANS

Caribou Hide

Trade 1 caribou hide for
1 Tlingit Mainlander item.
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ATHABASKANS

Wolf Moss

Trade 1 wolf moss for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Tlingit Trading

Lesson: Trade Cards

Materials:

White paper to draw bade items
Colored pencils, markers or crayons
Resource books on Alaska animals, Alaska native clothing,
pictures of cedar trees, bark, Tlingit sea life, etc.*
Samples of trade items. (Shells, cedar bark, maintain
goat horn spoons, spruce root baskets, iron, photographs
of a Chilkat blanket, etc.)*
Examples of trade cards (Tlingit)

* Available from the Indf,n Studies OZfice

Objectives:

Students will draw trade cards to use for the trade game

Introducticw (Set /Purpose)

Tell the students that we will be having our trade game tomorrow.
We will need to maka :.tir own trade cards to play the game.

Activity (Instruction)

Place resource books, samples of trade itec.s, white paper fcr
drawing and colored pencils on a table.

Show the students an example of how they can make their own trade
cards. If they are representing the island Tlingits, they will
need to make trade cards of the following: 1 Seal Oil card,
2 Cedar Bark Basket cards, 2 Iron cards and 2 Shell Ornament
cards. If they are representing the mainland Tlingits, they
will need to make trade cads of the following: 1 Eulachon Oil
card, 1 Cranberries in Oil card, 1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon card,
a.,id 1 Chilkat Llanket card

The students can refer to the table of resources if they need a
picture of what their trade items look like. Also, some students
will need paper and cclored pencils.
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Activity (Guided Practice)

Monitor the activity by walking around the classroom. If students
are having problems getting started, refer them to the resource
table. For those students that need additional help, have them
raise their hand.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Students that may finish early can help the instructor assist
with those students that many need extra help. They can also
draw other trade items to keep for themselves.

Activity (Closure)

Have the students write their name and teacher's name on the back
of their trade cards. Remind them to write the group that they
are repreL-nting, and the name of the trade item onto their trade
cards. If they are representing an island Tlingit, they will
need a star on the upper right hand corner for the following
items: cedar bark baskets, iron and shell ornaments.
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TLINGIT MAINLANDERS TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

Cranberries in Oil

1111111111Pr Mountain Goat Horn Spoon
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Chilkat Blanket

TLINGIT ISLANDERS TLINGIT ISLANDERS

Halibut

Seal Oil

Trade 1 seal oil for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

Trade 1 dried halibut for
1 Tlingit Maih'snder item.
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Unit:

Fourth Grade Lesson Plans

Lesson:

Materials:

Tlingit Trading

Trade Day

3 fish camp tents (refer to trading area handout)
Fake rocks, firepit and fish roasting over firepit*
Fake blueberry bushes, skunk cabbage, devil's club, etc.*
Furs, bentwood boxes, mountain goat spoons, etc., to place
in or around tents*
Button blankets for students representing mainland Tlingits
Shells, cedar bark, etc., for the student: representing the
island Tlingits*
Hides, bows and arrows, etc., for the students representing
the Athabaskans*
30 copies of "want list" - a list of goods (or cards) that
students should have by the end of the trade game

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

E88

1

Objectives:

Students will participate in a Tlingit trade game
Students will trade cards representing trade items with their
trade partner
Students will observe that the Tlingits traded with each
other and with the Athabaskans to obtain a variety of goods
Students will observe that the mainland Tlingits were the
"middlemen" between the island Tlingits and the Athabaskans

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

The instructor or instructors will n'ed to speak to each class
representing the different groups (i.e., island Tlingit, main-
land Tlingit and Athabaskan). Each class will need to be briefed
on the rules to the trade game.

One of the classrooms should be decorated to look like the out-
doors. This should be done in advance before the trade game
begins.

The mainland Tlingits will stay in the decorated room throughout
the trade game. The island Tlingits and Athabaskans will be
coming in and out of this room twice to trade with the mainlanders.

Refer to the lesson in Trade Game Procedures for instructions on
how the Trade Game should be played.
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

It is necessary to let the students know when their 5 minutes is
up for trading, because the Athabaskans will leave the trading
area to allow for the islanders to trade. The students will
need a cue that won't distract them so they will know when it is
time to leave the room. One suggestion is to leave the lights
out (using natural lighting) during the trading. When 5 minutes
is up, quickly flick the lights on as a cue to leave.

Provide the mainlanders with button blankets to wear while
trading. (These may be obtained through the Indian Studies
Program.) Provide the islanders with something to carry to the
trade game to represent that they are from the island.

Students should be provided a "want list" which tells them what
items they should have by the end of the game.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Student will be involved in a trade game. Refer to the rules of
the trade game in the lesson entitled Trade Game Procedures.

The instructor will monitor the activity by walking around the
room seeing if everyone is involved in their trading cards. The
object of the game is to receive a variety of goods (or cards).
Make sure that the students refer to their "want list". Many
times they will forget some of the items they may want in return
due to the excitement of the game.

Activity (Closure)

After the trade game is complete, gather all the students
together into one room. Ask the students how they felt about the
trade game. Do they now have an understanding of how important
it was to trade?

Some students feel frustrated when they cannot directly trade
with the other group (i.e., Athabaskans and islanders never saw
each other). They also felt it was unfair that the mainland
Tlingits seemed to get the best variety of goods.

Expound on this!
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MAINLAND TLINGIT "WANT LIST"

The Mainland Tlingits will have the following cards BEFORE the
trade game begins:

1 Eulachon Oil

1 Cranberries in Oil

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon

1 Chilkat Blanket

Remember that when you see an islander or Athabascan card with
a star (*), you must take 2 of those cards and in exchange give
only one card.

By the END of the trade game, the mainland Tlingits should have

1 Moosehide (from the Athabaskans)

1 Copper (from the Athabaskans)

1 Birchwood Bow (from the Athabaskans)

1 Caribou Hide (from the Athabaskans)

1 Wolf Hide
_ (from the Athabaskans)

1 Iron (from the island Tlingits)

1 Shell Ornament (from the island Tlingits)

1 Cedar Bark Basket (from the island Tlingits)

1 Seal Oil (from the island Tlingits)
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ISLAND TLINGIT "WANT LIST"

The Island Tlingits will have the following cards BEFORE the

trade game begins:

2 Cedar Bark Baskets*

2 Irons*

2 Shell Ornaments*

Remember that when the (*) is on a card it means that you must
trade 2 cards in exchange for 1 mainlander card.

By the END of the trade game, the island Tlingits should have

the foliUing items:

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Chilkat Blanket (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Birchwood Bow (from the Athabaskans)

1 Copper (from the Athabaskans)

1 Moosehide (from the Athabaskans)
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ATHABASKAN "WANT LIST"

The Athabaskans will have the following cards BEFORE the trade
game begins:

2 Moosehides*

2 Coppers*

2 Birchwood Bows*

1 Caribou Hide

1 Wolf Moss

Remember that when the (*) is on a card it means that you must
trade 2 cards in exchange for 1 mainlander card.

By the END of the game, the Athabaskans should have the follow-
ing items:

1 Iron (from the island Tlingits)

1 Cedar Bark Basket (from the island Tlingits)

1 Shell Ornament (from the island Tlingits)

1 Cranberries in Oil (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Eulachon Oil (frr= the mainland Tlingits)

3i8
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Fourth Grade Resources
Available from the Indian Studies Program

Books for Students:

Lingit Aanee, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage School District

The Tlingit Way: How To Treat Salmon, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

Kahtahah, by Frances Lackey Paul

R^oks fcr the Teacher:

The Social Economy of the Tlingit Indians, by Oberg

Tlingit Trade Game, Teacher's Guide, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

Cedar, by Hilary Stewart

Living_by the Seasons, Teacher's Guide, by the Juneau Indian
Studies Program

Alaska's Native People, by Alaska Geographic

Resources Available at Local Libraries:

Under Mount St. Elias, by Frederica de Laguna

Other Resources Available from the Idnian Studies Program:

Fish Camp tents

Fake rocks

Fire pit

Fish roasting

Blueberry bush

Skunk cabbage

Devil's club

Furs

Bentwood boxes

Mountain Goat spoons

Button Blankets

Shells

Cedar Bark

3 c' 0
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Diskettes for use with Apple II or Apple III

Alaska Natives the First People, Parts Three and Four,
by Larry and Martha Stevens

Study Prints:

Language map of Alaska

Lingit Aanee poster

Tlingit Sea Life

Artifacts:

Mountain Goat Horn spoon

bentwood Box

Eulachon Oil

Chilkat Blanket

Cedar Bark Basket

Shell Ornament

Copper

Birchwood

Moosehide

Cedar Bark

Spruce roots

Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

Historians

Grandparents with subsistence knowledge

Artisans
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"It is the policy of the City and Borough of Juneau School District to
provide equal education and employment oppo-tunities and to provide
service and benefits to all students and employees without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or status

as a Vietnam era or disabled veteran."
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FIFTH GRADE

Due to Alaska's environmental resource diversity, some

items can only be found in certain parts of Alaska. The value

placed on such commodities led to the development of a compli-

cated system of trade among the Athabaskans of the interior and

the Tlingits of southeastern.

The fifth grade curriculum is designed to develop a greater

understanding by students of Alaska's trade history. The

learner is focused on ,:he respect shown to our natural resources,

without which we would be unable to survive. Once an understand-

ing of respect toward nature is taught, the students learn more

about the items that are traded.

The unit concludes by having a trade game which enhances the

student's understanding of trade...a time when cultures come

together to share a mutual respect toward our natural resources.

Social Studies Emphasis: United States History
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TEACHER INFORMATION SUMMARY

UNIT: Athabaskan Trading

PURPOSE: Trading is an important means for supplementing
one's resources. This unit allows the student
to study and identify items traded by the Atha-
baskans-and the Tlingits. The trade game enhances
the student's understanding of trading and expands
their knowledge of the importance of our natural
resources.

F2

Day 1 - Alaskan Cultures

Values:

Respect for others

Knowledge:

People and cultures of Alaska
Natural Resources found in Interior Alaska

Skills:

Map
Listenirg
Reading

Day 2 - How Respect is Shown

Values:

Respect for animals
Respect for others

Knowledge:

Athabaskans tell stories as a means of show-
ing respect towards animals

Skills:

Listening
Reading aloud
Working independentl
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Day 3 - Athabaskan and Tlingit Trade Items

Knowledge:

Athabaskan natural resources
Gathering of natural resources
Island and Mainland cerritories of the Tlingit
Trading between Athabaskans and Tlingits

Skills:

Listening
Identifying trade items

Day 4 - Museum Trip

Knowledge:

viewing actual Athabaskan and Tlingit
trade items

Skills:

Listening
Patience
Observing

Day 5 - Trade Games Procedures

Knowledge:

How the trade game is played
How trade cards will be used
Description of our trade game setting

Skills:

Listening
Identifying trade items

Day 6 - Athabaskan Trade Cards

Knowledge:

Identify and draw trade items

Skills:

Listening

366
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Day 6 - continued

Skills:

Following directions
Drawing
Coloring

Day 7 - Trade Day

Knowledge:

Athabaskans traded with the Tlingits to
obtain a variety of goods

Skills:

Listening skills
Observing
Participating
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: Alaska's Cultures

Materials:

30 large pieces (12"x17") of construction paper to make
an "Indian Studies" notebook
Globe of the world
Large map of Alaska's Native People*
30 copies of Return of the Stranger, produced by the
Alaska State Museum*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

F5

1

Objectives:

Students will be able to discuss what "culture" means to
them
Students will review the names of the major Alaskan native
groups
Students will read Return of the Stranger

/

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Show the globe of the world to the students. Explain that if they
lived here 200 years ago, it would have been difficult to travel
without modern ways of transportation. There are oceans,
mountains, deserts, etc. that were added obstacles when traveling
many years back. Therefore, people stayed in their own area and
few explored beyond. People rarely saw others outside their own
"culture" and as a result there was little outside contact or
influence. People's cultures or their way of life remained intact.

Explain to the students that people all around the world have many
ways that are similar to one another as well as many ways that are
different.

Tack the Alaska language map up where the students can see it.
Review the names of the major Alaskan native groups. Ask the
students why there are so many different names for these groups of
people that live in Alaska.

We are now going to read a booklet entitled, Return of the
Stranger. This booklet is about a stranger that has come from
another planet. He has landed in Alaska where he discovers a
variety of cultures.

3S8
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Tell the students that they will be making an Indian Studies
notebook. This is where they are to place all Indian Studies
handout sheets.

Pass out construction paper. Fold in half and write Indian
Studies and your name on the front.

Activity (Closure)

Pick up notebooks. Tell the students that we will be learning
more about the Athabaskans throughout the week. Where are
the Athabaskans located?
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: How Respect is Shown

Materials:

30 copies of When People Meet Animals, a booklet by
Patricia Partnow*
30 worksheets entitled What Athabaskans Think of Animals,
Patricia Partnow*
30 worksheets entitled What I Think of Animals, by
Patricia Partnow*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will read When People Meet Animals
Students will complete a worksheet entitled What Athabaskans
Think of Animals
Students will complete a worksheet entitled What I Think of
Animals
Students will discuss why the Athabaskans told these animal
stories

Intre'ction (Set/Purpose)

Exp o the students that the Athabaskans, just like the
Tlir. depended on their natural resources to survive. Why is
this? An important resource that they depended up were the
animals. What would the Athabaskans use animals for?

Activity (Instruction)

Pass out xeroxed copies of When People Meet Animals and the two
worksheets '.hat go along with the stories. Have the students
read the stories and then answer the worksheets. We will be
discussing the Athabaskan stories as a group once everyone has
completed both worksheets. Be sure to read the instructions on
the worksheets before answering them.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Monitor the activity by walking around the room. If anyone needs
further assistance, have them raise their hand.

Activity (Independent Practice)

If a student- has completed both worksheets early, have them illus-
trate a scene from one of the animal stories that they have just
read.
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Activity (Closure)

Once everyone has completed their worksheet, discuss the stories
as a group. What did they think of the animal stories? Why do
you think the Athabaskans told these stories?

Remind the students that the Athabaskans, as well as the
Tlingits, believed that everything had a spirit, especially the
animals. If they did not respect these animals, then they felt
the animals would not return.
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When People Meet Animals, Chapter 1

NIHTS'IIL

During the spring, Upper Tanana Athabaskans used to gather
nihts iil, which are little roots that muskrats find and hide
in their caches. One day a little girl found one of these
caches on a lake and took out all the nihts'iil to take home
to her family. She was very excited and very proud of herself
when she got home with the tasty food.

"Mom!" she said, "I found a muskrat cache! Here's some
nihts'iil."

"You've got to pay for the nihts'iil," her mother said when
she saw the pile of roots. "Don't forget to leave something
in the cache for the muskrat."

"Oh, Mom," her daughter answered, "Who would ever know! The
muskrat wouldn't know that I was the one that took the
nihts'iil. What does it matter?"

"Yes," her mother answered. "The muskrat will know. You've
got to pay for what you take. The muskrat worked hard to fill
his cache, and you shouldn't empty it without paying for it."

The daughter still wasn't convinced. "What happens if I don't
pay for it?" she asked.

The mother answered, "If you don't pay, the muskrat will go
into our cache, and take out all our meat."

The little girl went back to the cache and left a little bit of
cloth for the muskrat.

Adapted from Guedon's People of Tetlin? Why are You Singing?
1974: pages 47-48.



When People Meet Animals, Chapter 2

THE FEMALE BEAVER

There is a Koyukon story that the old people used to tell to
their grandchildren on winter nights, when all the children
were warm between fur blankets. The fire in the middle of the
winter sod house would be burning low and the smell of the
smoke would blend with the smell of fresh spruce boughs
covering the floor.

The story went like this:

A young man was coming home from a hunting trip late one winter
day. He had been walking through deep snow all day and was
very tired, but decides to keep walking until he got back to
camp. He walked and walked but didn't see any of the familiar
signs of home. He suddenly realized that he was lost!

It was dark by now but he kept walking, hieing that he would
find the camp of another band. Then, he saw a fire through the
trees. There was a camp ahead next to a lake. He started
running toward it, and when he got to the camp, was happy to
see people, at last!

The man was greeted by people. They told him that though they
looked like people to him, they were really beavers. He had
strayed out of human territory and into beaver land.

The young man was very tired. He looked around at the beaver's
camp. He saw a pretty young woman next to one of the houses.
Although he knew she was really a beaver, he decided to take
her as his wife and to stay in the beaver camp. He lived there
all winter long, with his new wife and her relatives.

When spring came, the young man knew that it was time to go back
to his own home. But springtime is the time of hunger, and the
beavers had no extra food to send with the young man for his
trip home.

The beaver people talked it over. They could not give the man
food from their caches but they decided they would let him take
one of their children as food for his trip.

The young man's wife offered to be killed. She would become
food for her husband and keep him alive.

Her parents looked at their son-in-law and said to him, "When
you have finished with the meat, you must throw the bones into
the water, and say 'Tonon Litseef." This means "be made again
in the water."
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The young man agreed, and set off for his home village with the
beaver meat.

The man got home safely thanks to the meat he had been given.
When he had eaten it all, he threw the bones into the water and
said, "Tonon Litseex."

suddenly the female beaver who had been his wife appeared in the
water where he had thrown the bones. She swam away to her
parents' lodge.

The old people would end their story by saying, "And ever sin =e
that time, we have followed the custom of throwing beaver bones
into the water after we have eaten the meat."

Adapted from Sullivan's The Ten'a Quest, 1942: pages 107-108.
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When People Meet Animals, Chapter 3

FIRST SALMON STORY

The Tanaina Athabaskans used to tell a story about a salmon. It
goes something like this:

One spring day when it was just about time for the salmon run to
begin, a rich Tanaina man put out his fish trap as he always did
at that time of year. He hoped to catch enough salmon to last
his family for the whole year. The man told his daughter not to
go near the fish trap.

His daughter was curious. She wondered why her father did not
want her to see the trap. So, instead of obeying him, she walked
down to the river toward the trap.

"I'll be back in a little while," she called to her father as she
walked away."

When the girl got down to the river, she went straight to the
trap. A big king salmon was swimming around in the water and she
started talking to him.

They talked and talked and before she knew what was happening,
she had turned into a salmon herself! She slid into the water
and disappeared with the big king salmon.

The girl's father looked everywhere for his daughter. He could
not find her. Every day he called her and searched for her but
she never returned.

The next year, when the salmon run was about to start again, the
rich man set out his fish trap as usual. The first time he
checked it, he saw that it was filled with many beautiful
salmon. The man threw them all out on the grass and began
cleaning them. He left the smallest fish for last.

Finally, all but the last small fish had been cleaned. The man
turned to pick the little salmon and saw that where the fish had
been, there was now a little boy!

The man walked around the boy, staring at him. He walked around
him three times. And finally, the third time, he knew why the
boy looked familiar. He looked just like the man's lost
daughter. The man suddenly knew that this young boy was his
grandson, the son of his missing daughter.

The boy spoke to his grandfather. He told him all the things he
should do to show his respect for the salmon. He told the man
how to cut the sticks to dry the salmon, and how to be careful
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not to drop the salmon on the ground while they were being dried.
And he told the man that each year, when the first salmon of the
year was caught, the people should hold a ceremony for that
salmon. They must wash themselves and dress up in their finest
clothes. And they must clean and cook the first fish without
breaking its backbone. The insides must be thrown back into the
water.

The boy explained that if the man and his people did all these
things, they would have a good year, and would catch many salmon.
But if they did not follow the rules, the salmon would never
return to them.

The Tanaina used this story to explain to their children how the
First Salmon Ceremony got started and why it was performed each
year in the springtime. The people did everything the young
salmon boy had told his grandfather to do.

Adapted from Osgood's The Ethnography of the Tanaina, 1966:
pages 148-149.
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When People Meet Animals, Chapter 4

III
"A BEAR HUNT"

A Koyukon Athabaskan man and his son had been out hunting
one winter day. On the way back to camp, they discovered a
bear hole. The older man stuck the end of his long bear spear
into the hole, hoping to wake the bear up and make him leave his
hole. He poked and poked, while his son stood nearby with his
own spear ready to stab the bear as it came out of the hole.

The bear started growling. The man felt him moving about -
he was going to come out! As the big animal emerbed angrily
from his den, the two men panicked. The son lunged at him with
his sharp-pointed spear. His father followed with another stab
at the bear. There was a struggle and the bear fell down, and
slid back into his den.

The two men were horrified. They knew that after a bear
has been killed, its forepaws must be cut off, and its eyes
must be burst. Although the bear was dead, its spirit, or yega,
could still harm the men if these things were not done.

The man and his son tied to remove the bear from the hole,
but it was already dark by this time and the bear was very
heavy. They could not pull it out.

The men returned to camp. They felt very worried because
they had not followed the rules. The bear's yega would be
angry. Days and weeks went by and nothing had happened to either
one. Finally, they forgot about the dead bear in its den.

A year later, the son went blind. The people in his band
said he had gone blind because he had broken a rule - he had
failed to burst the bear's eyes after killing it.

Adapted from Sullivan's The Ten'a Food Quest, 1942: 86.
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WHAT ATHABASKANS THINK OF ANIMALS

Worksheet

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Circle the letter in front of the correct ending
to the sentence. You may use the book, When People Meet Animals,
to check your memory.

1. The little girl in the story called Nihts'iil was told Lo give

the muskrat something because:

a. The chief had made a law about it

b. It was her pet muskrat

c. It's not nice to take something without giving some-

thing in return

2. In The Female Beaver the man threw the beaver bones back into

the water because he felt:

a. That he wanted to get rid of the garbage

b. Thankful that he had been saved from starvation

c. Afraid of what would happen to him if he hadn't

3. In First Salmon Story the girl turned into a salmon because:

a. She disobeyed her father

b. It looked like so much fun to be swimming in the river

c. She slipped and fell into the water

4. The girl's son returned to the world of people because:

a. He had learned something that he wanted to share with

the people

b. He was accidentally caught in a trap

c. He missed his grandfather

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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5. In A Bear Hunt the man and his son were worried because:

a. They would go hungry without the bear meat

b. They had not followed the rules of the hunt

c. They thought the bear's mother would be after them

6. In the old days, if an Athabaskan did not follow certain

rules towards animals, he felt:

a. That the animals' spirit would be mad at him

b. That rules were stupid anyway

c. That maybe no one would notice

7. An Athabaskan feels that animals are like people because:

a. They look like people

b. They act like people

c. They have feelings like people

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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WHAT ATHABASKANS THINK OF ANIMALS

Worksheet

DIRECTIONS: Each sentence below asks yo4 to make a choice: would
you or wouldn't you do what the people in When People Meet Animals
did?

Circle the one you believe. It also asks you to explain your
choice. WRITE YOUR OWN OPINION. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG
ANSWERS.

1. If I had been the little girl in the story Nihts'ill, I (would)
(would not) have given the muskrat something in return for the
nihts'iil because:

2. If I were the man in The Female Beaver, I (would) (would not)
have thrown the bones into the water because:

3. If I had been the grandfather in First Salmon Story, I (would)
(would not) have followed the rules my grandson gave me
because:

4. If I had been the man in A Bear Hunt, I (would) (would not)
have been worried because:

5. I feel that animals (are) (are not) like people because:

Juneau Indian Studies Program
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: Athabaskan and Tlirc,41 Trade Items

Materials:

Examples of Athabaskan and Tlingit trade items (i.e.,
artifacts, photographs, etc.)*

- 30 copies of Southeast Alaska Trade Route maps
A variety of natural resources that the trade items were
made from (i.e., moose hide, c -iribou hide, birchwood,
etc.)*
Large map of Alaska's Native People*

* Available from the Indian Studies Office /
Objectives:

Students will be able to differentiate between the Tlingit
villages located on islands and the Tlingit villages located
on the mainland by looking at a map of hiasl.a
Students will participate in a discussion on trading

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Introduce the concept of trading. Why do people trade? Why do
you suppose the Athabaskans traded? Who did they trade with?
Expound on these questions.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Talk about the trade routes that the Athabaskans used to trade
with their neighbors, the Tlingits. Point out these routes on
tl'e large Alaska map. Talk about the rough journeys that these
people had and the weight that they had to carry.

Ask t'e students what the Athabaskans had to trade. Think of
their natural resources - for instance, moose hide, caribou
hides, etc. What could they make with these materials? Bring
samples of the Athabaskan natural resources and items that could
be made from them.

Briefly show the students some of the Tlingit items that the
Athabaskans wanted in return.

Activity (Closure)

Explain to the students that they will be involved in a trade
game. They will represent the Athabaskan group. Tomorrow, we
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Activity (Closure) cont.

will be going over the trade game in detail. The following day,
W.?. will take a trip to the museum to view some Athabaskan and
Tlingit trade items.

Answer any questions that the students may have on the concept of
trading.
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Unit:

F54

Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: Museum Trip

Materials:

One scheduled bus to the Alaska State Museum
Schedule a date and a time with the museum for a field
trip. They will provide a person to lecture if there
is advance notice.

Objectives:

Students will observe the trade items made by the Athabaskans
dnd the Tlingits from the islands and mainland
Students will be able to contrast these items

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Remind the students that they will be going to the museum today
and they are to show their respect. How can we do this?

They will be listening to the museum lecturer. She will show you
a variety of Athabaskan and Tlingit trade items. Pay close
attention to these items, because tomorrow, you will be responsi-
ble in making your own Athabaskan trade cards. You will draw
and color trade items, so try to get some ideas from the museum
visit.

The museum lecturer will be your teacher for the hour. We're to
follow her instructions.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

The museum trip will be the activity for the day. Assist the
museum lecturer in any way pcssible.

Activity (Closure)

Review with the students about their trip to the museum. Did they
get any good ideas on how to draw trade items? Share their
information as a class.

Also, did they notice the differen2e between the Athabaskan and
Tlingit trade items? How were these items alike or different?
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

\.

Lesson: Trade Game Procedures

Materials:

Resources on Tlingit Trading:
Under Mount St. Elias by Frederica deLaguna*
The Social Economy of the Tlingit Indians by Oberg*
The Tlingit Trade Game, a teachers guide, by Partnow*

Trade cards representing items from the island Tlingits,
mainland Tlingits and the Athabaskans

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Objectives:

Students will observe the rules to the Tlingit trade game in
which they will participate in during the next few days
The class will practice playing the trade game with the
instructor

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Begin with a review from yesterday's lesson. Ask the students
what items were traded by the Tlingits from the islands, the
Tlingits from the mainland and the Athabaskans. What items did
these three groups of people want in return?

Explain to the students that certain trade routes were owned by
different clans. The Tlingits that lived on the mainland near
the large rivers had the advantage for trading with the Tlingits
from the islands and the Athabaskans. (Refer to the resources
listed under Materials). The mainland Tlingits acted as a middle-
man in trading between the island Tlingits and the Athabaskans.
If the Athabaskans waned a product from the island Tlingits, they
would have to go through the mainland Tlingits. If the island
Tlingits wanted an Athabaskan product, they, too, would have to go
through the middleman, the mainland Tlingits.

When the Tlingits traded, they had a trade partner. (Refer to
Under Mount St. Elias by deLaguna).

Explain to the students that they will be involved in a Tlingit
Trade Game in a few days. The instructor will be going over the
rules to this trade game,

Ideally there should be three classes involved in the game. One
class (Fourth Graders) would represent the mainland Tlingits.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

Tlingit Islanders Tlingit Islanders

F56

At the beginning
the islanders
following items:

of the game,
WILL TRADE the

At the
islanders
items:

end of the game, the
WILL WANT the follow-

2 Cedar Bark Baskets* 1 Moosehide (Athabaskan)
2 Irons* 1 Copper (Athabaskan)
2 Shell Ornaments* 1 Birchwood Bow
1 Seal Oil (Athabaskan)

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon
(Mainland Tlingit)

1 Chilkat Blanket
(Mainland Tlingit)

Tlingit Mainlanders,

At the beginning of the game,
the mainlanders WILL TRADE
the following items:

1 Eulachon Oil
1 Cranberries in Oil
1 Mountain Goat Horn
Spoon

1 Chilkat Blanket

Athabaskans

At the beginning of the game,
the Athabaskans WILL TRADE
the following items:

2 Moosehides*
2 Coppers*
2 Birchwood Bows*
1 Caribou Hide
1 Wolf Moss

Tlingit Mainlanders

At the end of the game, the
mainlanders WILL WANT the
following items:

1 Moosehide (Athabaskan)
1 Copper (Athabaskan)
1 Birchwood Bow

(Athabaskan)
1 Caribou Hide (Athabaskan)
1 Wolf Moss (Athabaskan)
1 Iron (Tlingit Islanders)
1 Shell Ornament (Tlingit

(Islanders)
1 Cedar Bark Basket

(Tlingit Islanders)
1 Seal Oil (Tlingit Islanders)

Athabaskans,

At the end of the game, the
Athabaskans WILL WANT the
following items:

1 Iron (Tlingit Islanders)
1 Cedar Bark Basket

(Tlingit Islanders)
1 Shell Ornament (Tlingit

Islanders)
1 Cranberries in Oil

(Mainland Tlingit)
1 Eulachon Oil (Mainland
Tlingit)

* Indicate two for one trade items for the Mainland Tlingit
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

Another class (also Fourth Graders) would represent the island
Tlingits and the Athabaskans would be represented by yet
another class (Fifth Graders).

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Explain to the students that before the trade game begins, the
instructor will decorate a classroom. It should look like the
mainland Tlingits have traveled a distance and have set up a
camp. This will be where the mainlanders will trade with the
islanders and Athabaskans.

The mainlanders will stay in this trading area during the entire
game. Remember, the mainlanders are the "middlemen" between the
islanders and the Athabaskans.

Then, the Athabaskans will pretend like they've hiked a great
distance to trade with the mainlanders. The Athabaskans will be
greeted by the mainlanders. To determine your partner, the
mainlanders will be in a single line. The first Athabaskan in
line will be the partner of the first mainlander, and so on.
(This will prevent confusion). The students must remember who
their partner is, because they will be trading together twice
during this trading game.

410 The mainlander will take their Athabaskan trade partner back to
their tent or around the fake fire pit to begin trading.

This is a description of how the trading game will take place...

Each group (the mainland Tlingits, island Tlingits and
Athabaskans) will have trade cards representing their trade
goods. Put on the chalkboard or posterboard, a list of what
each group of people will have to trade at the beginning of the
game and a list of items that they will want by the end of the
trade game.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

Remember, the Mainland Tlingits are the middlemen. Mainlanders,
because of their intermediate position, extract a commission
from each trade, thereby becoming quite rich in items.

If either the Athabaskans or the
that both other groups of people
Athabaskans want to trade copper
the islanders want copper), then
them one item for two.

The Two-for-One items are:

Tlingit Islanders

Cedar Bark Baskets*
Shell Ornaments*
Iron*

islanders want to trade an item
would like (for example, the
and both the mainlanders and
the mainlanders will only give

Athabaskans

Birchwood Bows*
Copper*
Moosehide*

F58

If the Athabaskans want to trade copper, the mainlanders will give
the Athabaskans one item (for example, cranberries in oil) for
2 coppers. Then the mainlanders are able to trade one of the
coppers to the islanders.

(*) The asterisk indicates two-for-one trade items for the
mainlanders.

The object of the game is to trade the abundent items for the
needed or wanted items from the other groups of people.

Once the Athabaskans have traded with the mainlanders for about
5 minutes, the Athabaskans will leave the trading room. After the
Athabaskans have left the room, the mainlanders will stand in a
line waiting for the islanders to arrive. The islanders will
pretend that they have canoed a great distance to trade.
Establish trade partners. (This will be done the same way that
trade partners were established for the Athabaskans).

The mainlanders will then take their islander trade partner back
to their tent or around the tent to trade. Trading will take
place for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes of trading, the islanders
will leave the room.

The Athabaskans will come back to the trading area and go back to
their same trading partner. They will trade with the mainlanders
for 5 minutes. (This will be the second time that the mainlanders
and Athabaskans have traded). Why is this? The Athabaskans come
back to trade for the second time so that they can get the
islander items that the mainlanders have now. After the
Athabaskans have traded for 5 minutes, they will leave the room.
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Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice) cont.

The islanders will come back for their second time of trading
with the mainlanders. They will trade for 5 minutes with the
same mainlander trade partner in hope of getting some
Athabaskan trade items.

Activity (Closure)

After all students have traded, get the three groups together to
discuss the trade game. What did they learn? Sometimes, the
students find it unfair that the mainlanders come out with more
of a variety of items.

Tell the students that the islanders and the Athabaskans were
also the middlemen with other groups surrounding them.

The students also need to know that we do not know the authentic
exchange rate of trade items. This trade game is not accurate
with the sates of exchange, but the students do get a feel of
what trading is all about. They learn what natural resources
were available to trade and the items that they would like in
return.

Teacher Note:

The cards following this lesson must be duplicated and cut out
before handing out to students.
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TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

-411=1.

TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

Cranberries in Oil

Mountain Goat Horn Spoon

00 ,

45 ..X
0 0
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`1111114..."

TLINGIT MAINLANDERS

Eulachon Oil

TLINGIT ISLANDERS

1111

Trade 1 seal oil for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

Seal Oil

(Ideum-
19155

1 Tlingit Mainlander item.
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ATHABASKANS ATHABASKANS

Copper Nugget

Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

Copper Ngget

Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

F62

ATHABASKANS ATHABASKANS

Birchwood Bow Birchwood Bow

Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Moose Hide Moose Hide
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ATHABASKANS

Caribou Hide

Trade 1 caribou hide for
1 Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

F63

41.....ahlaia4 1185

Trade 1 wolf moss for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: Trade Cards

Materials:

White paper to draw trade items
Colored pencils, markers or crayons
Resource books on Athabaskan trade items, Athabaskan
clothing, Alaskan animals, etc.*
Samples of trade items (i.e., wolf moss, copper, caribou
hide, birchwood bows, moose hides, moose hide moccasins,
etc.)*
Examples of trade cards (Athabaskan)

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

....101
Objectives:

Students will draw trade cards representing Athabaskan items
to use for a trade game

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

Tell the students that we will be needing trade cards which will
represent Athabaskan items. We will use these trade cards for
the trade game.

Activity (Instruction)

Each student will need to complete a set of trade cards to play
the game. You will need to draw a picture of the following
items: 2 moose hide, 2 coppers, 2 birchwood bows, 1 caribou hide
and 1 wolf moss.

Each item will be drawn on a separate piece of paper. Therefore,
you should have eight trade cards.

Place resource books, samples of trade items, white paper for
drawing and colored pencils on a table.

Show tne students an example of how they can make their trade
cards. The students should draw a picture of the trade item.
Above the drawing they need to write Athabaskan, since this is the
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Activity (Instruction) cont.

group that they are representing. Underneath the drawing, they
must write That the trade item is (i.e., moose hide). They
also need to place a star in the upper ric.ht hand corner for
only the following items:

Moose hide
Birchwood Bows
Copper

Tell the students that they can borrow the resource books from
the table, if they don't know how a certain trade item may look.
Also, they may use the white paper and colored pencils.

Activity (Guided Practice)

Monitor the activity by welkin-, around the classroom. If
students are having problems getting started, refer them to the
resource table. For those students that need additional help,
have them raise their hand.

Activity (Independent Practice)

Stidents that may finish early, can help the instructor assist
with those students that may need extra help. They can also
draw other trade items to keep for themselves.

Activity (Closure)

Have the students write their name and teacher's name on the back
of their trade cards. Remind them to write the group that they
are representing (Athabaskan) and the name of the trade item onto
their trade cards.

Also, the students must place a star on the upper right hand
corner for the following trade cards:

Moose hide
Birchwood Bows
Copper
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ATHABASKANS

F6 6

Copper Nugget

Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Birchwood Bow

_4,11:0=014.

Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Copper Nugget

Trade 2 copper nuggets for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.

ATHABASKANS

Trade 2 birchwood bows for 1
Tlingit MainlanCr item.

Birchwood Bow

ATHABASKANS ATHABASKANS
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Caribou Hide
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Trade 1 caribou hide for
1 Tlingit Mainlander item.

.1144ta310,A nro5
I

Trade 1 wolf moss for 1
Tlingit Mainlander item.
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Fifth Grade Lesson Plans

Unit: Athabaskan Trading

Lesson: Trade Day

Materials:

3 fish camp tents (refer to trading area handout)
Fake rocks, firepit and fish roasting over firepit*
Fake blueberry bushes, skunk cabbage, devil's -lub, etc.*
Furs, bentwood boxes, mountain goat spoons, etc., to place
in or around tents*
Button blankets for students representing mairland Tlingits
Shells, cedar bark, etc., for the students representing the
island Tlingits*
Hides, bows and arrows, etc., for the students representing
the Athabaskans*
30 copies of "want list" - a list of goods (or cards) that
students should have by the end of the trade game

* Available from the Indian Studies Office

Nk

Objectives:

Students will participate in a Tlingit trade game
Students will trade cards representing trade items with their
trade partner
Students will observe that the Tlingits traded with each
other and with the Athabaskans to obtain a variety of goods
Students will observe that the mainland Tlingits were the
"middlemen" between the island Tlingits and the A habaskans

Introduction (Set/Purpose)

The instructor or instructors will need to speak to each class
representing the different groups (i.e., island Tlingit, main-
land Tlingit and Athabaskan). Each class will need to be briefed
on the rules to the trade game.

One of the classrooms should be decorated to look like the out-
doors. This should be done in advance before the trade game
begins.

The mainland Tlingits will stay in the decorated room throughout
the trade game. The island Tlingits and Athabaskans will be
coming in and out of this room twice to trade with the mainlanders.

Refer to the lesson in Trade Game Procedures for instructions on
how the Trade Game should be played.
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Introduction (Set/Purpose) cont.

It is necessary to let the students know when their 5 minutes is
up for trading, because the t:habaskans will leave the trading
area to allow for the islanders to trade. The students will
need a cue that won't distract them so they will know when it is
time to leave the room. One suggestion is to leave the lights
out (using natural lighting) during the trading. When 5 minutes
is up, quickly flick the lights on as a cue to leave.

Provide the mainlanders with button blankets to wear while
trading. (These may be obtained through the Indian Studies
Program.) Provide the islanders with something to carry to the
trade game to represent that they are from the island.

Students should be provided a "want list" which tells them what
items they should have by the end of the game.

Activity (Instruction and Guided Practice)

Student will be involved in a trade game. Refer to the rules of
the trade game in the lesson entitled Trade Game Procedures.

The instructor will monitor the activity by walking around the
room seeing if everyone is involved in their trading cards. The
object of the game is to receive a variety of goods (or cards).
Make sure that the students refer to their "want list". Many
times they will forget some of the items they may want in return
due to the excitement of the game.

Activity (Closure)

After the trade game is complete, gather all the students
together into one room. Ask the students how they felt about the
trade game. Do they now have an understanding of how important
it was to trade?

Some students feel frustrated when they cannot directly trade
with the other group (i.e., Athabaskans and islanders never saw
each other). They also felt it was unfair that the mainland
Tlingits seemed to get the best variety of goods.

Expound on this!
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MAINLAND TLINGIT "WANT LIST"

The Mainland Tlingits will have the following cards BEFORE the
trade game begins:

1 Eulachon Oil

1 Cranberries in Oil

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon

1 Chilkat Blanket

Remember taat when you see an islander or Athabascan card with
a star (*), you must take 2 of those cards and in exchange give
only one card.

IIIBy the END of the trade game, the mainland Tlingits should have

1 Moosehide (from the Athabaskans)

1 Corper (from the Athabaskans)

1 Birchwood Bow (from the Athabaskans)

1 Caribou Hide (from the Athabaskans)

1 Wolf Hide (from the Athabaskans)

1 Iron (from the island Tlingits)

1 Shell Ornament (from the island Tlingits)

1 Cedar Bark Basket (from the island Tlingits)

1 Seal Oil (from the islan,4 Tlingits)
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ISLAND TLINGIT "WANT LIST"

The Island Tlingits will have the following cards BEFORE the
trade game begins:

2 Cedar Bark Baskets*

2 Irons*

2 Shell Ornaments*

Remember that when -ne (*) is on a card it means that you must
trade 2 cards in exchange for 1 mainlander card.

By the END of the trade game, the island Tlingits should have
the following items:

1 Mountain Goat Horn Spoon (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Chilkat Blanket (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Birchwood Bow (from the Athabaskans)

1 Copper (from the Athabaskans)

1 Moosehide (from the Athabaskans)
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ATHABASKAN "WANT LIST"

The Athabaskans will have the following cards BEFORE the trade
game begins:

2 Moosehides*

2 Coppers*

2 Birchwood Bows*

1 Caribou Hide

1 Wolf Moss

Remember that when the (*) is on a card it means that you must
trade 2 cards in exchange for 1 mainlander card.

By the
ing items:

END of the game, the Athabaskans should have the follow-

1 Iron (from the island Tlingits)

1 Cedar Bark Basket (from the island Tlingits)

1 Shell Ornament (from the island Tlingics)

1 Cranberries in Oil (from the mainland Tlingits)

1 Eulachon Oil (from the mainland Tlingits)
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ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE

ART

READING

LANGUAGE ARTS

OTHER
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Fifth Grade Resources
Available from the Indian Studies Program

Books for Students:

Return of the Stranger, by The Alaska State Museum

When People Meet Animals, by Patricia Partnow, Anchorage
School District

Athabaskan Prehistory, by Kathleen Lynch

At the Mouth of the Luckiest River, by Arnold A. Griese

Books for the Teacher:

The Social Economy of the Tlingit Indians, by Oberg

The Tlingit Trade Game, Teacher's Guide, by Patricia Partnow,
Anchorage School District

The Athabaskans: People of the Boreal Forest, by Richard K.
Nelson

_ Make Prayers to the Raven: A Koyukon View of
Forest, by Richard K. Nelson

Alaska's Native People, by Alaska Geographic

the Northern

Any of the following biographies by the Yukon-Koyukuk
School District:

Frank Tobuk, Evansville

John Honea, Ruby

Roger Dayton, Koyukuk

Edwin Simon, Huslia

Oscar Nictune Sr., Alanta

Moses Henzie, Allakaket

Henry Ecetus Sr., Hughes

Madeline Solomon, Koyukuk

Joe Beetus, Hughes

Resources Available at the Local Library:

Under Mount St. Elias, By Frederica de Laguna
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Other Resources Availablefor the Indian Studies Program:

birchwood

moosehide

bows and arrows

wolf moss

shell ornaments

cedar bark baskets

Chilkat Blanket

Mountain Goat Horn spoon

Bentwood Box

3 fish camp tents

fire pit and roasting fish

blueberry bush

skunk cabbage

devil's club

furs

Button Blanket

Study Prints:

large Alaska map

moose

caribou

birch trees'

Athabaskan People

canoe

environment

clothing

Resource People:

Contact the Indian Studies Program for assistance in
finding people with expertise as:

Historians

Artisans

Grandparents with subsistence knowledge
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